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8677. You could not have that type of construction with the conduit system of eJectric traction?~
That is so.
8678. What is your opinion 3S to the most effective electric system in operation to-day for tramways ?-The most effective undoubtedly is the overhead trolly system.
.
8679. Would you state what advantages that
system possesses over any other ?-My chief reason
for preference is perhaps its lower capital cost,
and that is a very important reason. Another is
that it is easily maintained; much more so than
the conduit. It is also freer from qreakdown.
8680. I suppose you could readily locate anrthing that goes wrong and get at it?-That is so.
868I. Have you had anv nersonal exoerience of
the conduit svstem ?-None.' I have 'never been
connected with a tramway operated on the conduit
system. I have, however, seen it at Bournemouth.
8682. Is it a fact that that system has been
altered ?-I have heard so recently. I read it in
the technical papers. I do not know why. When
I was at Bournemouth I saw the engine~!" in connexion with it, and it was operating satisfactorily.
The sy.stem has a central slot. The tramway runs·
within half a mile or a quarter of a mile of the
sea.
8683. Did you confer with the engineer there as
to the difficulties he might have in running th<!t
system ?-At that time it had not been in OpeT'ltion very long, and they had not had any gre:lt
difficulties other than the ordinary preliminary one5
inevitable to a new system, but it is some time
since I saw it. It seemed then to be a thoroughly
satisfactory solution of the system.
8684. What sort of a town is Bournemouth ?-It is a very pretty town, in which resthetic con·
siderations would naurally carry great weight. It
has a fairly large population. It has been growing rapidly, and is a good-sized place at the
present time.
The population I should think
would be about 100,000 to 120,000. The streets
are very narrow. Those in the central part of the
. town are considerably less than a chain.
8685. So th::lt it became very important indeed
to keep the wires out of those streets?-Yes; I
take it that the principal reason that operat~d there
was the anuearance of the town.
8686. \'Vas there much mud ?-No. It is a
sandy place, and has a good climate.
8687. Are you acquainted with the conduit sys·
tem as being carried on in the city of London at
the present time ?-No, I have not" seen that.
8688. Are you aware that the conduit system
was in operation in Berlin, and that it has been
aba?doncd with the exception of abo,!t 200 yards?
-1\0.
8689. What do you consider the best means of
linking up the Malvern svstem with the city? At
present you now bring your traffic down to' ;Highstreet, and the people have to leave your cars, an1
get into the Chapel-street cars if they want to go
to Melbourne ?-Of course, if the existing cabl\:"
system were electrified, or were made unifOrm, so
that our cars could run right through, it seems tt">
me that a proper thing would be to conned at· St.
Kilc1a-road.
8690. Your cars will not run on the present cable
tracks ?-As a matter of fact, there would not be
sufficient clearance.
8691. You have twenty cars. Supposing it could
be shown that the present cable tunnels can be used
as electric conduits-the tracks in Melbourne will
remain as they are, except' that the rails' will be
increased in weight. The present disposition of
tracks will remain?-Yes.

:-:69 2 . J II tInt case the Malvern cars cannot be
on those tracks?-That is so.
8693. So Illat it would be better, in order to
hcilitate through traffic from the Melbourne system
to your syst~m, to have a type of car which could
nm on both tracks ?~- Yes.
86 94. Your carS represent a capital value of
£:w,ooo at the present time?-That is true, but
the only portion of the cars that would need to be
altered would be the body, which represents,
roughly, 50 per cent., so that the loss would really
be £ ro,ooo--;that is, assuming that the bodies
would have M be scrapped entirely.
86 95. Unless you could sell them ?-- That is so.
86 9 6 .. Perhaps the' Adelaide, or some other system, might take them, when the loss might not exceed £5,000 ?~That might be so.
8691. Under the circumstances I have indicate?,
do rou consider it wise for further cars to be burlt
of the type you are llsing at present ?--I should
not think it wise to do that if there is reasonable
ground for the assumption that you start with, that
the present track centres may be retained for a
ne\\" system.
8698. \\-'c have been advised by one expert, ·Mr.
'Nilson, of London, that it is possible that they
rna \' be retained. but we have no definite report
froin him to that effect at the present time. Mr.
Duncan, who gave evidence this morning, was .also
of opinion that it may be ,possible, so that it probably warrants a proper investigation. Looking at
it f~om the point of view that those conduits would
prohably be used, is it advisable to build any more
CJrs of your type ?-1 think not. Of cour;;e, in a
general system, even supposing the existing centres
were maintained where the cable tracks now are,
I think there would be still room in certain suburbs
to keep cars of our present width on the routes not
coming into the city.
8699. At any rate, I presume, you would consent to this, that the building of cars which could
not run upon the tracks of Melbourne as now disposed. should not be contillued without careful COIlsideration in each case ?-Certainly.
8700. By IIf,. Solly.-Do you how that a Railway Act was p.assed last year that gives powers to
the other councils, Hawthorn and Kew, to go on
with their construction ?-I did not know that they
had any legal power given them to construct those
lines. I thought they were at present waiting for
that power.
810r. An Act was passed, and one of the clauses
in that Bill was that the cars should be so constructed to meet with the uniform system of the
metropolis of Melbourne. That condition is not in
your requirements at all ?-No.
8702. You could construct any ~nape of car you
wish?-Yes.
8i03. By Mr. C hampio1Z.-Can you tell us what
was the consumption of power per car mile on your
system ?-The present rate of consumption is 1.469
units per car mile, but for the whole year it has
been 1. 517 units.
8704. Wh,at is the horse-power of your motor?There are two motors on each car of 32 h. p. each_
87°5. What is the steepest gradient on your line?
-One in twenty.
8706. What speed can you attain in negotiating
that gradient?-We could easily go 9 or 10 miles
an hour.
87°7. Supposing that gradients were increased
to I in 16, what speed could you attain on it?With our !present motors and equipment, I imagine
it would come down to about 7 miles an hour. That
is only an opinion.
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8708. One in :r6 is about the ruling gradient in present are in exCess of th~irs (-Our costs are
the city of ~Melbourne. It is the steepest you will nearly as possible ld. more than that.
8721. Their costs include everything, I think,
ftnd in. Melbourne or suburbs withir 5 or 6 miles.
whereas yours appear no~ to?-These costs include
What would you consiqer a limit of speed in negotiatihl:(a gradient of that kind with a motor pro- everything except interest and depreciation.
perly designed to overcome the obstacle r-There
8722. ,Wh~t is your average speed?:-Our schedule
is, scientifically, no limit, but in practice a reason- speed between points is 10 miles an hour, including
.'
able size of equipment would be specified to main- stoppages.
, <8723. By the Cllairman.-What is your ma~i
ta.in 10 or i 2 miles an hour.
8709. You would have no hesitation in saying mum ?-The maximum we ,are permitted is 20 miles
that a speed of 4 miles ,an hour, would be rather too an hour. That was fixed by our Order in Council.
It i~ contingent on our having certain brake equipIowan estimate (-No, I would not.
.<
,
8710. With regard to the conne!,ion of your sys- ment.
8724. Do you run up to 20 miles an hour?te?l with the Melbourne system, if, the Melbourne
system were electrified on the conduit sy~tem, of Yes, on one or two poitions of the line, as, for in:
We attain that speed
course the cars would be driven with a plough. stance, in Wattlet~ee-road.
That woiild be the means of conriexion with the there for a short distance.
conductors. Supposirig, also, if your system and . 8725. eouid you on <l;ti.y part of your iine run up
a,11 suburban systems were on the overhead prin- to 20 miles an hour?-Yes, we could do it without
ciple. Where you made the juncti(:m at St, Kilda- transgressing the Order in Council, but we never
toad, you would have to change from the plough ih High-street attain that speed. We could, howto the overhead troliey; therefore all cars on the ever, if we \vished.
8726.. By jrfr. Champioll.-Your working costs
system \vould have to be fitted with both types of
would
be likely to decrease if you get your current
connexion r-That is so.
at a cheaper rate, and as you extended your system,
8ill. That would .involve some delav?-Verv . and it became very popular?-The working cost
siig~t. As a matter of fact, that system \v,as in use
would go do\vn slightly, but not very greatly.
at Bournemouth.
,
8727. I am speaking of an extension that is
87Iz. Mr. Brain, the State electrical engineer availed of and made use of to its fullest extent.
of New South Wales, said that he timed the,change Yoti do not expect to go belO\v 8d. ?-Not at our
at some places, and it took a minute to two minutes,
preserit price of pO\\'er; 8d. \vould be a very favorIt is gener,ally spoken of as only occupying two dble figUre.
sec0!1ds ?-I have never tim,ed the change, although
8728. Do vou think you wili ever come down to
I have seeli it made several times at Bournemouth, 7.6.sd. ?-Oniy if ~\'e get power ~t a very mucH
but it did not seem to take as long as two minutes.'
cheaper rate.
8713. How did they do it?-The plough col8729. By tlle C ltairmcin.--How long does your
lector was pulled up under the car. To my recolpresent agreement last?-The term of the agreemfult
lection, it took only about half-a,mmute.
is ten years; out the Trust may at any tim¢ ,!fter
8714. Even with the conduit system installed four ,years' of the opening of the tramways, and by
in the cit)', there would be t11.at check at the point giviilg to the .company twelve calendar mcnths notice
of junction of your line with the Melbourne line, in ,writing of its intention so to do, and paying a
whereas, if the overhead system were established ceitain s4ifi of mohey, Cletermihe the agreemehtthroughout, the car could go str;1ight on from one that is by paying the sum 'Of £250 per aruiunl for
everv "ear of the linexnired term.
'
en~ of fh¢ route to the other?-Yes, that is so,
8730. H a\'e you' rna-de a calculation as to what'
87 I 5. The cost of power in your case seems to be
an item which affects your costs very consid!,rably. horse-powt:r \vould be required at the generating
$upposirig a large power-station were established house to ,,'orR your present lirie, and the, authorized
for the purpose of supplying power to the railways, lines ?~ F 61' 33 cars it would take about ,500 kilotranhvays, anq, oiher public service.s. It mIght be watts, which'i.s a v~y small thing re<i.lIY taking into
expected that the cost per unit would be very much account the plant they have installed at Richmond.
They have a plant of approximately 4,000 kilowatt
le~s than what you ipa)' no\v?-It might be some.
what less, !:Jut one has to remember that this price capacity.
, 8731:' That would pn;tty well enable you to run
is the price delivered On our direct current siCIe, It
is not the generating station price. It is the con- the Balaclava li.ne and the Hawthorn-road line?verted price: Altliotigh we might generate for ld., Yes. They will have ample plant by the time those
probably when tranSmission and transforming losses lines are constructed.
8732. By .Mr. Champ;on.-With regard to tM
were taken into consideration, it would ,be ld. any
height of the step of these cars, have you got the
way.
'
8716. You do not l)ay the tramway company cars down to the lowest limit practiCable with elecltd. ?-We pay that, but they undertake the ,con- tric cars ?"...."-l think we have, \vithout unduly interferiii'g with the d~sigrl of the car, whi~ ,,,ould riot
version. It is all their plant,
oe,
desirable: Fourteen inches is not an unreason, 8717. NIL Merz la)'s it dpwri in his report that abJe step. It 'is' not inconvenient to the majority of
tpe cost of generation would be .32d. per unit?- people.
That is tlie works cost. Did he give .any estimate
8733. You are speaking of the maximum height
of the losses in transformation?
.:.f one step, .but the actual height to be negotiated
8718. I do not remember. To that cost of Mr. to gehnto that car is very n:early 3 feet ?-That is
Merz's to compare with yours we mllS! add the ,cost so.
df tlie' current ",lien it is about to be used ?-Yes,
8734. They have a car iiJ Sydney called the
the transmission and transformation. A similar freak-frame car. They are able to drop th~ end
propiehi e~ist~ in Sydney in regard to the Ultimo portion of the car, ,so that they can save about 6
sj'stetn. Their cost \vould probably give you :!. line inches ?-We have at present drop frames.
The
to work on.
difficulty in carrying that still further to the out':
S] 19, You do not consider it practicable to get side step is the amount of overhang on the car.
thaj, cost ,do,vn ,t~
?-N9~
We have to allow sufficient room for the gates, and
. 8120'. '.rtfe<ost of the c;t,ol~ ,system per c.'ir miie as yo\J. ~~ow aqr 39 feet long on ~ 6 ft, 6 in. wheel
is given 1:'6 tIs' as aoout 7;d., so ,ihat,you~ ,c~sts~t base tends, under some circl1m.st~ces, to rock, and
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We have had to compromise., 1t would be p'ossible l(j
lower the step still furtHer, but it would be at the
expehse of occasio~aliy hitviiIg the end ot the car
rocking, and tending to bring the gate down.
,~7 35· Do you kno\v the height of the step on to
the dU,inmy of the cable cars ?--I should say about
10 inches.
,8736. So that it is a ,'ery much more convenient
thing to get into than the electric cars?-Yes, unquestionably.
.
" 87' 3 7. By tll'C C ltairman. -·Wha,t is the height of
the nrst step in the case of the electric car (-I do
hot think it is rlmch more. It is verv low. The
second one might be higher, but I think it is the
first step that counts from the public convenience
.
point of view.
8738. The maximum width of your car is in the
roof, is it not?~Yes, it is 8 ft. 3 in.
,
8739. As far as the type of car is concerned,
with the longitudinal seating an'o places for standing
room you could really put more people in the car?
-Yes.
8740. So that for congested traffic, the longitudinal seating is preferable?-Yes.
8741. Do you think the electri.c system, as oper:
ating in Malvern, is superior to. the cable system of
tramways operating in Melbourne ?-I think it is.
8742. In what respect ?-;-In respect of flexibility,
first of all. An electric system can be economically
operated with a lower load factof than a cable
, .
system.
8743· Why is that?-You have to haul the at·
tendant geaf, pulleys, and so on; with the same
sized engines whether you have IO cars or 50 cars;
in the case of Melbourne; and the standing losses
are practically constant.
87:i4. In your case you consume only the po~ver
reqUIred to move the load on the track at the time?
-Yes. Another point is it is easier to maintain
good headway with cars on which the speed is vartable. Supposing there is any obstruction in the
street, which does hapr,en in, the cable sYs.te~, an4
the cars are held up. The others back up to it, ami
the first car that gets away cannot get up its headway again. In the electric system that can be done.
It is only a matter of care on the p11rt of ihe
inspectors, and the tram car,s ::tre on their usual
running again. Then again, i think the ca~s themselves are more pleasant and more attr'lctive to ride
in, paiticularly all night., With regard to scheduie
speed, there is not much difference in that; and
what there is IS in favour ot the electric system.
8745. How does your system compare with the
cable system in regard to its capacity for dealing
with the congestion of traffic ?-SuppOsing, for instance, you consider the question of dealing with
the Brunswick traffic at the bottom of Eiizabethstreet where there is a dead end. Do vou think the
cable system is more able to cope with that traffic
thaT): Ii ,.stell equipped and modern electric system?
-No, I, do not. f think the el~ric system: \vould
cope with it very much better. There ,voiIld be no
shunting of trailers,. and the trams would be /S<:it
a'iv¥-y '}gain very much more quickly.
8746 .. You can make use of the power in the e1ectrk,., system to, do t:):1e s~uhting work, whereas in the
cat;>le syst,em it is haf)d shifting ?-.:Yes.
,
. 8747. ,Iri a case \ynere a large number of people
had, to J;ie moved, 99 yoil think the electric system
would.be more effective than the cable?-Undoubted1y.
_.
8748. AM speakingg~netaliy as
ehgineer,
?ilving had eXp'efit:~f.e of both sJ:stems, .t~e .~aLlnce
of _advantage IS WIth the electnc system III your
opipion (-:;--Yes!
.
,
, 8749. By the Chairman.-\Vhat ~dvantages ha~
the electric system over the cable' system other than

an
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thqt it is more effectIve in dealing with gl'eat traffic?

-it is easier to keep the cars on their proper head·

way, because you can maJ::e up time with an electric
car, whiC;h has a big influence ori the working of
traffic. I ani speakiilg of the e~isting cable ,·cars,
of course, in my comparison. The electric car is
also m()fe pleasant, particularly at night. It js
better iigiited aria more attractive generally.
8750. n) you think tlie electric qlr is noisier
than the cable ?-I do not think it is necessarily,
except by reasOn. of its greater speed. If it is
runnlhg at 20 iiiiles ari hoUr, there is more Mise
thari a cabie ear funnitlg at 12 ot 14; but, speed
for speed, I Clo not thInk it is necessarily noi~ier.
875 I. Do you mean that the noise depends (.'n
the consduction of tHe railway, or construction of
hriytHing else?-Very largeiy. It depends on the
coristruction of the road-bed ana the condition iIi
'ivhich the cats are mailitaihed with regard to the
gearS, ~rid so pn .. There is always tHe noise of
We trolley. On the overhead Wire that canhot be
diminished.
87 S:!, 'Would th!= noise be le,!;s in the case of the
.
conduit system ?-.-:Not materially.
8753 .. I ;li:n referring to the noise of the trolly?
-You Would not hear that.
•
8754. tliat is the irritating part of the noise, is
it riot ?--I do not know. It is a rioise one soon
gets, used to. I do not think in itself it is an
objectionable noise.
8755. Could you not alter the character of the
noise of tHat trolley?-Possibly one may be able
to ,inry it by aoopting different sizes of trolley
wheels.
8756. Is it essential to have an electric system
to have a car \vell lighted ?-It is very desirable,
and invariably done,
8757· It is much easier to light a car under the
electric systemi'-Yes; the power is available, and
it is cheap.
8758; Supposing YQu were managing the cable
One of the first things you would do would
to alter the lighting?-I think so.
8759· Quite apart from any change to the
electric sy~tem ?-Yes, quite.
, 8766. By Mr. 'Cltampion.-If We had the condiiit s~'stem, I suppose that would be one of the
difficulties we would labour under.
The lights
\\-oulO go mit at ever,Y street crossing?-That is so.
8761. That would. p~ rather irritating?-Yes.
An auxiliary light would be necessary.
8162. By flU. SJl!y.-Wliat did they do in i:e.
gard to that in Bournemoiith ?-I do not remember
noticing that.
87('j3. By lI1r. 'Ckamf!ion.-Are there any other
points on which you think .the electric system is
generally superior to the cable system of tramWilYS ?-I tliink not. I do not think it is ever
likely to be cheaper in operation j that is to say,
I do not think that a munidDally-owned Of t;overnmifnt-owned system would be cheaper than the
present company-owned cable system.
8764. I suppose we cbilld look for an increa$e in
the ,yorking costs ?-""-I think tnat would be inevitable, Labour conditions would be improved, for
one. thing.
8765. So that you thirik it is quite likely that
the cost of ele<;tiic system operated by some author.
rity ,,!ould be less than the cost of the table system,
operated by that authOrity, although the figures
that; w~ haye had submitteq to us by you and the
C:llJ)e P,eD.F1e sh<;,>w that yOU! costs a little exceed
thqs~ of Jhe "cable syste~.. It is likel y that if ttIe
sa!Ue authority "managed the elect.ric system a& the
cabl,e ~ys~em, !tte. costs of the forIJ'ler )Vould t~
likely to be less than the costs of the latter?-·I:
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would not say tlwt thev would likely be
but
1 thi~lk tbey 'might be' approximately the same.
8766. There is no reason you know of why th::
working costs of the electric system should exceed
those of the cabie svstem ?-I see no reason in the
hands of the same ~uthoritv.
8767. By.Mr. Solly.-\Vhich is the most costly
power, steam or electric ?-Do you mean to apply
steam directly.
8768. Yes ?-Electnc power is only a secondary
thing. It is only a means of transmitting power
which has to be generated in the first place by
steam, water, or something else, so really they are
not comparable.
8769. Supposing you were running a system,
and it was run by steam, say, or electricity; ~hich
would cost the more of the two systems ?-If you
could apply steam directly, without any losses, it
• would be preferable to do that; but there is no
method by which you can do that. Perhaps the most
direct method of applying steam power is the cable
svstem and then there are losses in the cable
itself 'which one could compare to transmission
Undoubtedly, I should
losses in the electricity.
say, electricity is the most efficient }vay of tr,!nsmitting pow'er; that is to say, there are less losses
in electricity than any other method of transmitting
power.
8770. By Mr. Cllampiotl.-How are you making the curve of your tracks ?-We endeavour t9
aim at a radius of not less than 60 feet. That is
our standard cun·e. For that we allow a trifling
super-elevation of I inch or It inch.
8771. A great deal of the super-elevation in the
cable system seems to me to be rather excessive?Yes. f can see the reason of it-it is because they
have to go round the corner at the full speed of
the cable in many cases.
8772. In some cases they have had to cut down
that speed for< the reason that the cars would not
go round the curves. Sometimes they would come
off, and thev have hnd to introduce an auxiliary
cal)le ?-I U1;derstand that.
877". Do you make your curves concentric or
eccentric ?-We increase the space between the
centres. For instance, coming along a street with
II fe"t centres we increase it to, say, 12 On the
curves, so that the curves are not concentric.
8774. Do you llse transition curves ?-Yes.
877S· Neither of those precautions is taken on
the present Melbourne track. Those are points in
which they might be improved ?-Yes.
8776. By Mr. Solly.-Supposing it cost £r to
get one horse-power by steam, how much would it
cost to get equivalent power by electricity?-There
is no way of 'getting it directly by< electricity except by the generating of electricity by a battery.
Supposing a steam engine were driving a dynamo,
the amount of power given off by the dynamo
would be something like 80 to 90 per cent. of the
amount of rr.echanical power in< the engine. There
would be a loss of, say, 10 to 20 per cent. from
the indicated horse-power in the engine to the electric horse-power of the epgine. You must regard
it simply as a means of transmitting power, not
as a means of generating Or creating power. My
opinion is, as an engineer, that the electric system
is more efficient than a cable system.
. 8777. By Mr. Cltampion.-Mr. Duncan told us
it would cost £80,000 to install the machinery
necessary to electrify the present machinery in the
power-house. Do you think there would be an
jrr;~,rovzment by the introduction of electric driving machinery. to actuate those cables?-Yes, For

",,~:

thing, the type nf

in use.in the powerefficient as the engines
illStalled in tllese days.
.
8j78. Are there any other m;ltters you could gIve
the Commission information on ?~-I do not know
that there are, except that J migh~ ada the cost per
car-hour on our system is 8s. I rd.
8779. By the ClIairmall.-Have you been reading up anything abollt the new movement all the
Continent and Great Britain with regard to rail1ess
traction ?-Yes; I have seen articles in the technical press, and illustrations of it, and one or two
of the English muncip::di6cs hav.;, powers to operate,
and, 1 believe, are 01' the poi;lt of operating, the
trackless trolly systems, as
are called. The
principid rhing, it appe::Irs to me, would he to
cbtain information as to the wear ;:md tear of the
rolling stock. It would be necessary, I think, to
equip the cars with rubber-tyre wheels, and it
would not be practicable to .make a vehicle e:f
anything like the seating capacity of an ordinary
strt.'tt tr:JmC:1f running on raih. It would he: more
like a 'bus, carrying perhaps 20 people.
8780. Th:Jt car would not
on a straight
path, but deviate accc:rding to the traffic?-Yes.
8781. And is it al1 the time connected with the
wire ?-Yes; but by means of a flexible connexion
-not an arm, as we use.
.
8782. Supposing one car wantedt(J get ahead of
another ?-The cars cannot pass one another 011 the
same route.
8783. That would be a great drawback, would it
not ?-J do not think it would be
for them
case of
to pass one another any more than in
the ordinary tram cars. The system appears to me
to be a very useful one for tapping new districts
where there seemed to be some doubt as to the
r:apitnl expenditure of the tracks heing justified. It
would develop the district, and ::IS far as overhead
construction is used, it could afterwarrlSi be put 1n
use for a permanent tramway. 1 do not think that
the system will ever supersede street tramways as
we know them now.
8784. That system lS not in existence at the
present time anywhere in Gre3t Britain ?-J would
not be quite: sure. If they had not alreac1y starten
operations
a,E' within a few weeks of doing
so. There are two or three towns in the Midlands
that got powers at the same time: Leeds was one.
8785. On the Continent, I ullderstand, it has
been in use for some time?-Th:1t is so.
8786. Do you rememher what the lines are ?-l
could not tell you j but Jean easilv ascertain that,
and I will send vou literature on the matter.
8787, Have vou read at all of the Edison storage
battery as 2. means of motor power for tram cars?
- I hil\'e never seen the Edison storage battery, bur
have read most of the liternture on the subject. My
private opinion is that it is not within sight of a.
practical solution of the traffic problem,. a lthoug~ I
know there are one or t\\'o battery cars m operatlOl1
in New York and elsewhere.
8788. YOll do not expect within our time that
this
batten! will develop as a means of propelling cars ?-J' do not expect it to' develop
sufficiently to supersede the present track trolly system. There are losses in this system due to the
ch:uging and discharging of the battery. Of course
Edison h:1S promised this battery 'any time within ten
or twelve yenrs, and It was to overcome all the difficulties hitherto existin:;;. But now that it is out, it
does not fuffil what WE' anticipated .
8789. We have had some evidence of petrol cars
for railways, and petrol electric cars. Has your
reading brought you into contact with those matters ?-Yes. There appears to me to be far more
reason to suppose that the petrol car would be a
llouses is old, and not
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practicable and useful thing. than the battery.
I
should prefer to pin my faith to petrol or possibly
to petrol electric, for that kind of work, or for
night cars, when it would not pay to keep the
ordinary traffic running.
, 8790' You are prepared to give a preference to
either the petrol or petrol electric ?-I do not think
they are sufficiently developed yet, or that there
has been sufficient experience with them to be able
to do that.
8791. In connexion witb, the Malvern type of car,
is it so constructed that the plough could be fitted
to traverse the conduit system ?-No.
,
8792. By ltfr. Dureau.-Regarding your working
costs, can. you say to what extent they would te
reduced if your present service was doubled ?-It
may be within your knowledge that we are at the
present time up against a claim on the part of the
men for increased wages. On the present basis of
wages it would not be very materially reduced,
because out of 8.64d. there is nearly 6d. in wages,
and that would be proportional to car miles run.
There would be some little saving in salaries and
office expenses.
8793. Would it be correct to say that the cost
of operating a very large system would be proportionally much less than a small system ?-I should
not say it would be very much less. It would be
somewhat less, but the saving is principally in
management and salaries, office expenses, and so on.
8794. Could you generate power at what you now
pay for it ?-No, I feel sure we could not.
8795. What would be the horse-power required
that would make it profitable for you to generate
your electricity instead of buying it ?-I consider it
becomes a. commercial possibility to generate at an
output of somewhere like a miHion units per
. ani1Um, or something over that. We are at present
using something like 660,000 units per annum, so
we are getting near the stage mentioned.
8796. If you· discontinue buying power from the
company at the expiration of your present agreement, have you t() pay anything for severancer--Not at the expiration of the agreement.
8797. Have you any powers regarding electric
lighting?-Yes. We have the powers of an undertaker givl'!n under the Electric Light and Power
Act.
'
8798. You could supply munidpalities?-Yes.
8799· Do' you do so ?-No.
8800. Do you contemplate doing so ?-No. Be·
cause at present we are only purchasing; we are
not generating.
It might be contemplated if we
had our own generating station.
8801. Regarding the width of your cars, it was
stated to us in evidence that it was abnormal, quite
unnecessary, and that the great majority of electric
systems throtlghout the world had cars not exceeding 7 ft. 6 in. in width. Can you say if that iR
correct ?-I could not say as to the majority (;f
electric ~ystems thro~ghout the world, but from my
recollectIon of EnglIsh systems they are certainly
narrower. The reason for that, no doubt, is because the streets are narrow, and they cannot afford
to give the same distance between track centres.
My personal opinion is that extra width is, an advantage.
It makes a more comfortable car and
gives more seating accommodation.
'
8802. I suppose it is easy to imagine the time
w~en the. Prahum and Malvern system will be
,operated In each of the easter,l suburbs, and .extended from St. Kilda to Kew along all streets
where tramways are likely to be 'run ?-Yes.
8803· That being so, would you recommend that
the present Melbourne track should be continued,
provided an overhead system has to be installed?If it were decided to Install the overhead system, I
16998.
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should say it would be preferable to increase the
distance between centres.
It would in any case
entail the relaying of the track altogether. The
conduits would be of no use.
880 4. Do YOll consider that the main streets of
Melbourne are wide enough to permit of the increase of the width of tram track without seriously
interfering with other traffic ?-Yes, the principal
streets of Melbourne would not be affected.
880 5. How wo~ld it apply to Chapel-street?Chapel-street is a chain wide, the same width as
High-street. But the traffic is denser. The centres in High-street are I I feet.
We have 13 ft.
6 in. between the outer rail and the curb.
There
is room for two vehicles to pass.
8806. By Mr. Ckampion.-What is the width of
the footpath in High-street ?-Nine to ten feet.
I think it is the same in Chapel-street.
8807. By flb. Dureau.-On the question of
level crossings. As you know, the agreement to
r::ross at Glenferrie station, in Glenferrie-road, is
for a Is-minutes service, and the rail way authorities are talking of quadruplicating that line, in
which case the tramway would either have to go
beneath or overhead. To whom do you think
should be charged the cost of that work r-l am a
new-comer to Australia, and hardly competent to
form an opinion on that point. I have discussed
it, however, and have heard it discussed, but 1
think it is a point on which I am scarcely competent to form an opinion. I think that the railways
appear to have adopted this system of level crossings at a time when there was comparatively little
. use made of the streets, when they did not interfere,
as a matter of fact, with the convenience of the
ordinary residents; b)Jt when, owing to the development of the district, these alterations become necessary, it I>eems to me that the railways should
make them themselves. I only give that as my own
personal opinion.
8808. As a tramway manager, and one with experience of systems elsewhere, in your opinion,
what. effect would it have upon tramway develop·
ment if each di~trict had to 'Pay for the cost of conRtructing tramways within its own boundaries under
such conditions as exist in regard to Glenferrie,
paying the total cost of either going under the railwav or over. I mean if the whole of the cost of
construction of the line had to be bon;e' by the
municipality itself ?-I should say that, in many
cases, it would render it impossible, from an
economic point of view, to have a tramway at all j
that the capitalization would be such that there
would be very little chance of it paying. Take the
We
cost jn the case of the Armadale tramway.
paid £13.000.
The total cost was nearly
£45,000, I believe, for regrading, &c.
8809. Supposing that amount was paid m con,nexion with th'e railway line at Glenferrie, should
that £I3,000, do you think, be debited to the
tramway system, or to the whole undertaking?It does not appear to me that it is entirely a local
matter.
In the case of the Armadale crossing,
although it is in the territory of Prahran, a certain portion of the loan was borne by Malvern. I
think the work necessary in connexion with Hawth.orn is a parallel case. The interests of any distHcts connected up by tramways must necessarily
overlap. One cannot separate the benefits derived
by . any district from those derived by other distri~ts served by the tramway.
Even our present
HIgh-street and Dandenong.road lines would benefit
by those lines to some extent. They act as feeders,
and vice versa.
It is like subscribers to a telephone system.
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8,8i~'. Suppos~ng your sy~tem was rnerged into

.a

'genedi sy~tem tor Melbourne and <suburbs, with a
po\ver-staiion at Yarraville:, Is the site of your
pre~el1t cOl}verter:~tation suitable for a sub-station?
:..:.:.. Yes. 'QUite suiHtble.
. 88i.L By ike thairJ1ian.~With reference to the
proposed merging ~f bur J\1elbourhe tramw.ays into
lJiie system., Iii the first place, let us suppose we
prop'o~e to )tl:lOliSh the ,cable ,system in favour of tbe
~p,:dri~\., b,f.COl~:;~~, the car mileage within the city
of .M;e!oourm: would, be fat greater than, say, out
Cdtham-roaCi. Would not the construction and
i,fiairited.aHc~, 8£ a rrtiie of .,tr?ck be ~uch greater in
pH:iportion in tile city of Melbourne than at Cothamroad ?--;--It would be somewhat greater, but not anyt~ing like in pr6portion to Hie difference in car
niileage.
,
,
,
8812. With regard to the cost of maintenance,
repairs; renewals. and expenses.
Keeping those
hvo lines in view, where would the cost be the
greater ?-The cost of maintenance and renewal
would undoubtedly be greater in the heart of Melbourne, due to the additional wear and tear on the
tails. The 'rails would have a much shorter life,
and would need more maintenance.
881J:What would you think of a proposal of
this kihd: Supposing Hawthorn municipality was
to bear the cost of construction of its permanent
way; that is, payirig the interest and sinking fund,
and the city of Melbourne' Was to pay the cost of
consti-uction of its permanent way, interest, .and
sinking fund; then, with regard to expenses on
maintenance renewals, repairs, and so on, that they
should all be merged in a common fund, and profits divided on the car mileage basis ?-The proposal
appears to be a particularly favorable one for
Melbourne.' I mean, that they would get a tremendous amount of car mileage run there to bring
in their revenue as compared with Hawthorn.
8814. The expenses in Melbourne woilld be far
greater than those of Cotham-road, say.
They
would be pooled, but the profits would not be. The
expenses, in a~ense, depend on the car mileag~, but
We profits which are dependent on the car mileage
~vould nqt be pooled.
Do you think the two things
~re .70!1sistent ?-I,n what way would they propose
.
to 9lV1de the profits?
, , 8815, The profits would be divided between the
t\~O municipalities according to the car mileage in
each_municipality. Does that seem to you a fair
~ay of doing business-to pool the expenses, and
not. pool the profits ?--I do not think so. .
, 8816. It seems to me, as a layman, that if the
profits are to, depend on car m,ileage, the greater
e~pense~ which are required to earn those profits
should be, debited in some way against the profits?
-=-1 would like to think the matter out before saying
any.thing.
,
, 88I7. By J/r. Dureau.-Should not both the ex-,
peijs~~ and profit be dealt with on the same basis?
.::....~ .tHinK. so.
It seems to me an equital;Jle one.
, 8818. If you take a mile of tramwavs in Mel,
bciilrne, they will cost a good deal more' to operate
t~a~ a mile of tr.amways in Kew, because .the. mile
of tram~ays in Kew has a much less frequent service?-That is so.
.. 8819. But Kew, with that less frequent service,
is not crE,ditedwith a sma:ller expense?-You are
goib~,~o (;Ii;bit the cost of 'yorking per mile of track.
8820 .. No; they ate gOlpg to pool the whole of
t~le exp'enses ?--How will they separate the working
cQst il) Melbourne frbm the working cost in HawH#irn?
"
·,.~.82i. 1'he)~ .~ould be separated on a car ~iieage
oaSIS.
Supposmg the whole thing came, for tile
sake of argument, to £20,000.
Tbi's cbuld be
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debited to the respectIve mumcipahhes m, propot:.tbn', to the' Ilumber of car miles run, then any
,~argin ~ axer that could be di:vided OQ tbe same
basis ?-That appears to .be right.
.
8822. But, supposing they say, "We will not
divide the expense on the car inileage basis, but
simply record them a'l belonging .to the pool, and
then any margin that is left we. will diyide according to the car mileage run"?~The expenses
sho,uld be divided upon the same basis as the profits.
882.3. By the .Chairman ...--You mentioned just
now that the districts are inter-dependent?-Yes.
8824. If the cost of track is approximately the
same as agairist the greater differenct7s. in car
mileage; do you, see any reason ~earing this interdependence of traffic in minq; to think that this car·
mileage basis for: division of profits is a f.air one?,
'--It would be very advantageous to the central
That is the state of things which will
portion.
occur; to some extent; with High-street, in Mal
vern.
TIle witness 'withdrew.
'FRIDAY; 12TH MAY! 19II:
Presem:

i-i.v.

CHAMPION; Esq.; in. the Chair;
]. G. Membrey, Esq.; ,M.hA.,
i'Z. H. Solly, Esq., M.l;.A.,
D. H. DureaiJ,' Esq.

\viiiiam Stone, s\\'orn and examined.
88.25. By the Cltaitman.-'-\Vhat are you ?-Electrical Engineer in the Railway Department.
.
8826. You have prepared a; statement for the
Comm~ssion?--Yes.-[The 'Witness read the same;
as joUows];•
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NOTE~, QN, TlfE fRESE1';l:r, P,oSI,TION OF

RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION.

Work acconij;lisii7:ii hot

tlCcessariiy i: True 11z'dex

'of Stability.

,

.

THe present position of fhe electrification of iaiiways may, to some extent, be indicated by die iij.ag:

nitude and impor~ance of the Ji~e~ or .sy,stems now
being operated ele(::ti-ic~IlY. ,,~n.ilst ..th,is.; is )0;. !t
must l10t be forgotten tliat r,plway elect~lfica~lOI,l IS
s~iH cOpiparaiively yOung, aH9? consequently, a gr~a:,
deal of the woH, which has oeen carriecl ant in the
past ±nu§! Be regarded as to some extent of an experimental nature.
"
l
,
,
in the§e drcUirlstand~s, it may.fairlYbe cond~ded
trn~. rel1iHve. amourits, of e~~ctr}fi.<:ation,?airied
out 6ti the various systems should not be taken as
relative suitability fot thispurpP5e.
a guiUe it)

alai

tneil'

i;i Hand ana Forecinteil is tmt Crlteli~n.
best criterioll of tHe present position ofeiec'.
hk tiattiot1;, as appii~i:i to iai1\vay~; is t~e ~xiel)t

Work
THe

and hatui~ Qf th~ ,v.oi:~ nQw,in hand ;the nropos.*
\vhiCh .are. being f?rm~l?ted fo~ ext~f'lsions of el~tri.c
operations iil the near fut,ure; a119. the reasons whicli
pave ied t~L the, carrying"out of tl;les¢ extensioris; or
to the consideiation ?.f fie''': propositJons.· ., , ."
.Bef()re dealing, with th,ese latter in, .detail, it IS
advi~~b)e tq, b!~efiy cori'jider_ the e~ectiification ,work
w:,hidi ~as ',~e<rn, pmkd olAt in, th~ past; .and iqe.
physical and financial results which have followed
thereon.

An .:aHempt

Hi STORICAf..

to ele,ctrify. raij ~ay~_ \h~

,

a: patural

and, I think, iQ,~vi(qble ,i!.,E;q~eI, to,\~<?e.le<;trificatiofi
of tra:lu\vaYs. The liiie of demarcation between city.

r

wllilaiji Stoii~.
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trams and light suburban, or inter-urban, lines is
very hazy, and the electrified tram rapidly assumed
larger proportions, and became a formidable rival
to steam for such purposes.

High Price of Coal coupled with Available
Water Power.
In Northern Italy, Switzerland, and the southern
States ,of Germany and Austria-Hungary· the high
price of good coal and welL distributed water powers
have frequently· been the de~ei:mining factor in
favour of electrification. Notable examples of electrilication for this reason. are the Valltelina railway,
the Burgdorf-Thun, and, most recently, the KirunaRlksgraensen line, in Sweden.

Development of Tramway Motor in the
United States.
The enormous demand for electric tramways, particularly in the United States of America, led to the
early development of' the tramway motor to a very
high state of mechanical and electrical efficiency and
reliability.

Legal Restrictions.
In the State of New York legislation was enacted
in 1903 prohibiting, the use of steam or any other
system._ involving combustion ia the mot<;>rs themselves In the New York and H"arlem termmals and
approaches thereto.
This led to the electrification of those sections of
the New York Central and New York, New Haven,
and Hartford lines entering the city of New York.
Similar restrictions led to the electrification of the
Metropolitan and Dtstrict Railway .of London.

Results 0/ Economical Transmission in
United States.'
The large number of cities and towns _in the
States not widely separated from each other induced
manufacturers of electric tramway plant to work
out a scheme whereby the tram lines of adjacent
cities could be connected, and cars rUn between them
at high speeds with economy. This demand called
for, and stimulated, the development of the-modern
system, in which the requisite energy is transmitted
by means of three-phase currents, to be subsequently
converted by means of static and rotary transformers
to direct current of the desired pressure for oreratinl the cars. Following the introduction ot thi~
improved method of supplying energy. to the cars
cn kng lines, the magnitude of individual tram 5YS.terns quickly increased, and a unique system of
inter-urban electric railways consequently spread
like a network over a considerable area of the
United States.

Fina1lcial Reasons.
The imsatlsfactory finantial position of several
steam lines has 1,E~d to their electrification. Amongst
such lines may be mentioned the elevated railways
of Manhattan and Chicago, the Mersey tlJ1lnel line,
and the electrified section of the London-Brighton
and South Coast railway.
Increased Line Capacity and Terminal Facilities.
To a greater or less extent, the desire to increase
the capacity of lines and terminals has been an important fador in favour of electrification in a large
number of .cases.

London's Initial Project.
Although electric trams had not made such rapid
progress in England, and inter-urban electric lines
were almost unknown, the City and South London
Railway Company opened its electrically-operated
tube line in 1890, The Liverpool overhead line was
opened in 1893, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company initiated railroad electritication in
America by the introduction of electric traction on
its tunnel line and Baltimore terminal in 1895.

Experimental Work.
In a few cases Governments and large companies
have electrified lines for the purpose .of determming by actual trial the physical and economic advantages obtained by electric traction. Such experim(;;ntal work has been carried out· by the Prussian
Government on the Spindlesfeld and Berlin-Lichterfelde. lines, and further experimental work is now
being carried out .on the Bitterfeld-Dessau line on a
larger scale. In Italy experimental work has been
carried out on the Milan-Varese, and other lines j
in Sweden, on the Tointaboda-Vartan line; in the
United States by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, on its West Jersey and Seashore line (65
miles long), as Mr. Gibbs says, "To furnish a
test of the traffic fostering and economic possibilities of electric traction, as applied to main line express and local work;" and in England, the Lancashire and Yorkshire, and the London-Brighton
and South Coast railway~ electrified sections of
the.ir lines partly to determine the merits of electric
traction on their respective systems.

Extensions due to Special Conditions.
The further extension of electric traction on rail,\'ays, either in substitution for existing steam haulage or on new lines designed initially for electric
operation, naturally took place mainly On tho!le lines
which offered special difficulties to operation with
steam locomotives, or on those which offered special
facilities for electric traction.
Reasons which Determined Electrification.
The following are some of the more irilportant
reasons which led to the adoption of el'ectric traction on, rajlways/ and a few examples of the lines
electrified for such reasons are cited.
Ventilation.',t.'1
, The uf)derground or tube railways
London,
New York, Paris, Berlin, and other cities where
'the difficulties of ventilation preclude the vitiation
of the atmosphere by fumes from steam locomotives. The same rea~on has practically compelled
the electrification of_many ,sections of railways involving long tunnels, through which the frequency
of the train service was limited by the difficulty of
maintaining the atmosphere in a condition fit for
the passage of train9.

of

Fire Risks.
On the Liverpool overhead lines electric traction
was adopted to eliminate the fire risk to the shippiAt:; in, the docks close to which its lines run.

12th M8.y,11111,

PHYSICAL STATISTICS.

Table L-P Itysical Statistics. Contents and
arrangement 0/.
Table I gives the physical statistics of most of the
electric railways of the world in operation in December, 1910, as far as I have been able to obtain them.
This table, though not complete, still serves to show
~he progress that has taken place in electric railways.
The lines are arranged in groups under the names
of the countries in which the lines lie. The lines
in each group are further arranged in the order of
their dates of opening_ This arrangement permits
of a simple inspectional estimate being formed of
the rate of progress of electric traction in each
country.
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United States pata Incomplete.
I t sh~:)Uld be noted. that very few of the interu;ban hnes of the Umted Stat~s appear in Table 1.
.1 he . censt:s returns for the year 1907, though just
pubhshed in, America, have not, yet reached Mel,bourne, and ,complete statistics of these lines are not
available Jr,om any other source.
.
'Sutfznidry'of Afileage in different Countries.
Th~ 'following is a summary ~f, the mileag~ of the
electrIC railways given in Table I : Boute Mileage.

Oountry.

TotaL
D.O.

--

t

....

England
..
France ••
Germany
Austria·Rungary
Bwftzerlalid
..
I taly
Sweden
11olla.nd
I'
....

195
1I3
.87
96
169
40

United Sta.tes of America ••

693

..

..
..

Be glum

..

Totals ••

..

..
..
..
....

..

12

Is!>

--- 19
109
63
110
62
'132
29
21
13
768

3f>

.,
..
"

.,

74
83
.,

..
..

-214
222
100
206
296
25f)
29
33
13
1,465

..
4
---.. 1,406. 1,316 161 --2,882
..

United States Inter-urban Roads not Trams.
. The total mileage of all lines given in T~ble I
IS z,882, and this is exclusive of. the very considerable length pf inter-urban electric railways in the
United States. It must not be assumed that these
inter-urban lines are sim'ply extended trams. Mr.
George Gibbs, Chief Engineer of the Long Island
a.nd other American railroads, says, in the introduc·
tlon to his report to the International Railway Con.
,gress of 1910, when referring to inter-urban roads:
"These latter roads have _in some instances developed into quite extensive railway systems, oper~t
ing over private right-of-ways, and approximating
,in distance and speed the conditions of steam rail·
roads." The inter-urban lines operating and under
construction in the Central States are shown in
map No. I.
"
Summary of Mileage in the United States.
The mileage of inter-urban lines at the close ot
1910 in those States scaled from the map is-Miles.
Lines in operation
7,016
Lines under construction
76 7
Total miles (scaled)
Speaking at the March meeting of the New York
Railroilc! Club last year,Mr. Stillwell, referring to
these States, called attention to the fact that, II In
Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois the inter-urban electric
lines aggregate about z5 per cent. of the total steam
mileage, and 17 per cent. of the steam mileage is
closely paralleled by electric lines."
OPERATING RESULTS.

Table:2. (Operating Results).
. In Table :2 is given the operating statistics of
those lines for which sufficient data were available.
It will be noticed that, in addition to the usual
"train mile" and "car mileage" basis, furth<>r
figures are given under the heading "On the basifl
of cars seating 100 passengers." The "train mile"
and "car mile" basis of comparison, though
generally adopted for the statement of the results
of electric operation, as well as of steam operation.
is certainly quite unsuitable for the former. One of

the auvantages derivable from electric traction is
,the facility with which the lengths of trains can ~
altered during the day to suit the varying demands
for accommodation.

Tile" CarSeat" Unit as a Basis JI.I7 Comparison.
Again, electric cars vllry considerably in their
seating capacity.
It will be apparent, therefore,
that an' unqualified compariSOl? onlthe " train mile"
or " car mile" basis may be wholly misleading.
The only satisfactory basis of comparison is, as
was pointed out by Mr. Shaw in a recent paper
hefore the Institute of Civil Engineers of London,
one which takes account of the carrying capacity of
the trains, and in passenger trains this is the" seat
In Table 2 I have, therefore, whenmileage basis."
ever possible, given the "working expenses" and
"car miles per route mile" on the bn.sis that all
cars seat 100 passengers.
Influence of the. ,< Car Seat" Unit.
The choice of 100 seats is, of course, qui,te arbitrary, and above the average even for large steam
cars; but it admits of the simplest reduction to any
other number for comparative purposes if desired.
I t will be noticed from the table that, whereas the
o:perating expenses per car mile on the old basis
differ widely On the various lines, that on the new
basis the discrepancies are much reduced, and the
ligures indicate fluctuations which may easily follow
trom different operating conditions, such as cost of
power, &c.
The" Route Mile" Unit.
The number of ~I passengers," "car miles," and
I' train miles" are also given " per route mile," and
not" per mile of single track," as is usually done.
Influence of tile" Route It/ile" Unit.
The " per mi1~ of single track" basis is of little
or no value unless in each case the number of
parallel roads is stated, and the trackage of yards
and sidings is excluded from the mileage used. In
some cases the yard and siding mileage amount to
as much as 40 per cent. of the total, a quantity
quite large enough to completely nullify the comparison. The route mileage basis is free from these
objections, and it further gives a good indication of
the traffic density and train density in the areas
through which the lines pass.
Electric Traction a Proved Success.
The ability of electric traction to satisfactorily
handle the heaviest and densest passenger traffic
has been amply demonstrated by the long and successful operation of the electric railways in London,
Paris, Berlin, New York, and other cities.
. lOlzdon Tubes-Extent and comjiarison of with
!rf elbourne Traffic.
In London the total length of route of the six
underground electric\tube railways is, approximately,
41 miles, and is double tracked throughout.
These lines carried in the year 1909 (according to
the Board of Trade returns, and estimating two
journeys per day for periodical tickets) a total of
169.700,000 passengers, or :2. IS times the . humber
carried by the Melbourne suburban steam lines
(aggregating about 210 miles), and which carried
78,554,426 passengers during the year ending 30th
June, 19 10 .
"
The magnitude of the London passenger transport problem is indicated by diagrams A, :B,C, and
fuller particulars are given in tables 5, 6, and 7·
From these tables it will be seen that the inwards
passenger traffic for the month of October. 190 7;
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,from the area outside a <i-mile radius from Charing
Cross was 9,75°,000.
The Paris Metropolitan and Berlitz Elevated
Traffic.
The' Paris metropolitan railways (Map No II.)
operated an average of 33.75 route miles of electric
railway during the year 1909; and in that year they
carried 254,400,000 passengers, or 3.23 times the
number carried on the Melbourne suburban system.
During the same year, the Berlin elevated and
underground railway (Map No. III.) operated
11.03 route miles, and carried 54,100,000, or about
69 per cent of the tC!tal Melbourne suburban railway
traffic.
New York Traffic.
In New York, the elevated and subway divisions
of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company's lines
(Map No. IV.) aggregating 63.3 route miles,
carried, for the year ending 30th June, I910,
562,788,000 passengers, or 7.15 times the total Melbourne suburban steam traffic.
The Musey Railwa:;.
On the Mersey railway (41 route miles, double
track throughout), prior to electrification, the
frequency of train service was limited by the aCCJmulation of smoke in the tunnels and the difficulty
of obtaining efficient ventilation.
The following data with respt.'Ct to the operation
of this railway, both under steam and electric operation, are taken (in the main) from Mr. G. J. Shaw's
paper, read before the Institute of Civil Engineers,
England. The figures are stated to represent fair
average conditions under both systems of operation.

-

8team.

Train miles per year
T on miles per year
Seat miles per year
A verage number of
seats (per train) ..
Number of trains per
hour (light traffio)
N umber of trains per
hour (heavy traffic)
A verage speed, including stops

..

IncreatleElectric.

Eleotrtc.

310,944
43.843.000
06,302.000

828,674
67,330.000
127,048,000

310

1M

8

20

150%

12

20

67%

15' 61t1.P.R.

10·OM.P.R.

28%

167%
04%
32%
*50%-
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in the half·vear ending June, I909; was 7.2 millions,
or 1. 7;' ti~es the maximum number under steam
operation.
T Ite lancaslrire and Yorkshire Railway.
'When the electrified section of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire railway (32! ,rou(e miles, double track
through, :'fap No. VI.) was ~rated by s.tean::, there
were about 36 trains per day In each dIrechon between Liverpool and Southport, and an equal service .
was maintained between Liverpool and Crosby. The
majority of the trains stopped at all stations, of
which there were sixteen, including terminals. The
district served is a residential one, and the business
done is almost wholly passenger traffic.
Statistical.
The following figures comparing the operating
conditions under steam and electric traction refer
to the period before the electrification of the Aintree
branches : -

-

Steam.

Eleetrlc.

----

Number of locomotives or
motor oars
Number of cars or trailers ..
Total seating capacity
Train miles per day
Number of trains daily eaoh,
way (Liverpool-8outhport)
Number of trains daily each'
way (Livelpool-Rall Ret)

..

..
..
..

30
152
5,084
1,900

IncreaseElectrlo.

38
26%
53* -65%
5,814
15%
3,500
84%

36

70

94%

36

60

67%

17

26'75

58%

20

30

50%

Schedule 8peed mile8 per hour

/or-

Stopping trains, Liverpool-Rail Rd.
..
Stoppin~ trains, Liverpool- outhport
..
Express trains, Liver.
pool-8outhport

..

44'5

44'5

..

• Decrease.

1I1r. Aspinall's Address.
In 1909, AIr. Aspinall, General Manager of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, and the then
President of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers,
took as the subject of his presidential address,
" Some of the lessons which were to be learned from
the operation of the electrified section of the lines
under his control."

• Deoreaae.

improved Service.
Under electric operation, the train service wa5
made uniform throughout the day with three-minute
intervals between trains over the river section j alternate trains running to Park and Rock Ferry, :thus
giving a six-minute train service on each of these
branches.
The total number of trains per day,
both directions included, is 748.
Period Graphed.
In Map No. V., and Figure 1, the electrified line
is indicated by the broad white line. Figure 3, on
the same diagram, is a graphic representation of the
variation in the number of passengers carried over
the railway for the period between 1897 to 1909.
Steam and Electric Services Compared.
From this, it will be seen that the maximum number of passengers carried under steam conditions
took place in the half-year ending June" 1900, when
the .number rea~h~d 4:27 millions. The improved
serVIce, and ehmInation of smoke under electric
operation, caused a rapid gro\Vt~
9f traffic
,
.
. which,
.'

"

Serviceability of Track Doubled.
In this' address, Mr. Aspinall points out that,
under steam traction, four parallel lines of way
were required to carry the passenger and goods traffic
over the section between Sandhills Junction and
Seaforth (about 4! miles), on which section there
were four stations, each having four platforms, with
all necessary waiting-rooms, &c. All four lines, for
convenience, were electrified; but the whole of the
passenger traffic, with the exception of one or two
through trains, is now carried on two roads. He
says, "Although the frequency of trains has been
more than doubled, the rapid acceleration and increase in the average speed of travel has enabled
the whole of the work, with the exception mentioned
above, to be done on. two lines-of. way j thus dispensing with the staff, and enabling the waitingroom, and other buildings on the western lines, to
be shut up, and permitting the western lines to be
used almost wholly for the steam working of goods
traffic, allowing it to flow to and from the various
ya~ds wi'l:10u~ any interruption from passenger
trali1s .• ~
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incT{:a$e oj Passengers.
Mr. Aspinall further points out that, during the
first year of electrification, 14 per cent. more people
were u~ing the trains; nevertheless, between 5 a.m.
;md miCinightthe total weight of rolling-stock moved
in a day was 69, i60 tons with electric traction, as
compared with 7"8,393 tons in the days of steam.
"

.

Co!tper#on justifiet/ by [Expe/tenctf.
Again, referring to thi§ line in a discussion at the
Institute of 'Civil Eng!neers at the end of 19'09, Mr.
Aspinall said, " It was very satisfactory to find that,
during the past four or five years' working of the
electrified Liverpool a'rid Southport line, everything
had done extreinely well'; tpe company had been
able to satisfy the· pubHc, aqd also to thoroughly
satisfy themselves, as the owners of the line, that it
worked well from an electrical; a mechanical, and
a commercial poi~t of view."
The South London Elevated Railwa,y.
The electrifies! s~tk)Q. of the J,ondon, Brighton,
and South-coast railway (8! route miles, double track
throughout, Map No. VII.) was brought into operatj~I!"~i th~ end of ~9<?9. The competitioll of trams
and motor-cars, coupled with a general depression
and the reduction made in the 'railway fares,- had
brO:l!ght the passeng~r business of this company into
a b~q positiop, as tPe gross receipts had fallen for
th~' four y~:,l.is preceding electrification.
After the
electrification of the first section, the passenger busi, ness increased by 3.8 per cent. of the total carried
by ~oth steam and electric trl).ins.
Continued Success Leads to Extensions.
At the July meeting, ~910, the Chairman said
there had been continued success with the electrical
train service on th~ South Londbn line, and a further
portion of the stitJurban railways was no'" in course
of equipmenj for electrical workin~ ..
Jlagnituae oJ Extmsj(ms.
According to the Times' Engineering Supplement
of Ilth January of the present year, these extensions
will comprise about 15 route miles, and bring the
total single track mileage up to 62. The electric
rolling-stock of ,this line now consists of ~6 each
motor' ca.i'~ and trailers, and for the extenSIOns, 30
motor cars arid 60 trailers are on order
The
Titlies further states that the traffic on this line has
more than doubled since its electrification, and is
still increasing,
The comparative operating conditions under steam
and electric traction for the North-eastern railway,
Tynemouth branch (3P!' route miles doubl~ track)
are shown by the following figures ; -

The Long islana, West Jersey, and, Seashore
'~
Railway.
Mr. George Gibbs says, with r~spect to the Lpng
I'sland, West Jersey, and Seashore railway, under
the heading" Cost compared with Steam ",;-Considering the figures for the year 1908, it will be seen
that the Lor:g Island road operated theiF electric
mileage at a cost of 17.8 cents per car inile.i, the
steam tniin mileage 27.95 cents, a difference in favour
of electric traction of 10.15 cents per car mile. On
the West Jersey and Seashore railroad, the electric
mileage co'st 20.46 cents per car mile, as against
22.30 cents for the 'steam' mileage, or a saving for
the electric service of 1:94 cents per car mile, The
relatively unfavorable showing on the ,"Vest Jerse)'
for electric saving is in, part accounted for by. the
difference in character of the service on the two
roads, as before explained, and by the fact on the
Long Island road, the ·average length of train in
steam service was about the same as in the electric,
and the stop'';; frequent. It was; therefqre, a costly
service. On the West J~rsey,the average cars 'for
steam was twice that of the electric, and much Of th~
service was long distance express, with few stops,
and of exceptionally .economical character."
FINANCIAL RESULTS.

In/ormation Available.
Comparatively little informlltion is available with
respect to ,the .finan~ial results of the qperation' of
electric railways, which run under conditions com·parable with those existing on steam lines. This is
not to be wondered at when it is remembered that in
many cases the electrification has beencaqied out
only on small sections of birge steam sys~ems, whic!}
makes it difficult to correctly determine the financial
result. In other cases, the lines are State-owned.
and the returns are not accessible.
Electric Traction Too Recent for Definite Fil!.ures.
The comparatively brief period during which electric traction has been us~d, coupled with the almost
necessarily heavy operating' costs during the period
of change, and the initiation of the new method,
leaves but few cases in which the normal conditions
of operation have continued long enough to justify
definite statements as to the financial results.

Failure or Success Must Largely, be inferred.
The commercial success or failure of electrification must, therefore, be to a large extent inferred
from the attitude of those who have electrified
sections' of their lines.
If those who have tried
electric traction on a practical scale either discard it
and return to steam, or whilst retaining that which
they already have, show no inclination to extend
the new system, it may fairly be inferred that however successful, from' the engineering a',;;pect, elecThe N ortk;Eaatem Railway.
trification maybe, it has failed' to .pass, the final
economic test to which all new or improved systems
IncreMeare subjected. If, on the other hand, t!lose in
Electric.
Steam.
Electrlc.
charge of electrified systems advocate the extension
of electrification, it may with equal fairness be inferred that eIctrification has successfully withstood
Average schedule speed,
the final test, and that under the conditions which
20
16'7
19%
M.P.H....
..
obtain on those systems electric traction is at least
l!aximum train servioe
15
10
, pel hour :.
••
50%
as satisfactory as steam from the financial stand1
4
300%
Normal train sernce ••
point:
600,000 1,199,729
100% .
Train miles per annum
Tablc 3.-Electrified Systems.
3.772,601 -3'2%3,900.000
Car miles per annum ..
Ton miles per annum •• 115,200,000 104,600,000 -9'2%In Table 3, the financial results of the operation
Average number of care
3'14 - 51%- of a few electrified systems on lines which are not
6'6
'per train
.,
complicated by joint s~eam operati0t; are s.et o,:t. ~t
l!axiinum number of
will be seen that practlcally all the hnes glVenm thIS
9
2'8%
7
cars per train
..
Passenger .care i,n use,
table are either ,underground, elevated, or corrib~na
85
1'2%
84
: normal servioe
..
tions of these,
The capital cost of constructIOn,
and quite apart 'from electrification, is, therefore,
~xceedin¢lr 'high.
• Decrease.
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C~p,#aJ

!7p,s( pi londpn Tube Railway.

Fo~ th~ si" LRndon tube riljlways,
4R·~ rQtI!e !I1i)C& of r!quple t4be, !h~

aggregating
total ~apit~l
cQst ilt 3 0 !P J4!,}e, HJ.()8, }vas £26,12.3,223, or
£689.,360 Wr route I!lile of double track.
That
~Q!hiqg Rj.!~ !he 4el1sest t~afllc cRuld possibly make
el~ctrificMion PilY l!!1defsl!~h s~y;:,:rely' ildver~e coqdition:; needs no demonstration.
.
lancaslzir.e and Yorkshire Cpm1llercially Successful.
The following brief quotations from the statements
of two or three well-known authorities clearly show
their vie\vs with respect to this impo{tant phase of
the question.-Mr. Aspinall, in the presidential address, already referred to, says :-" I propose to
deal with that section of the Lancashire 'and Yorkshire' railway which has now been electrified for
some time, and of which the working results are
known, and which has been commercially successl

I. j

j~

.; .$

•

•

,

"

f.;,

•.

l ••.

ftlU'
.
long Island, West jersey, and Seas/lore
Commercially ·Successful.

Mr. George Gibbs, speaking" at the March meet·
ing of the New York Railroad Club, and referring
to figures given elsewhere' with respect to the results
of the operation of the Long Island, and also West
Je;-sey and Seashore Elecfric Railroads, says;They show that, in a dense suburban service, a large
saving in operating expenses can be expected hy
electric traction, sufficiently l')rge to pay interest on
the added investment, with a good surplus to spare;
also that the capacity of the lines and terminals has
been largely increased, operating methods simplified, and bU'siness attracted to the lines.
The
figures show that for a long distance express pas·
Genger service a saving" but a small one, is secured
by electric traction, but that the mileage in such seryi~e was too small to enable the saving to pay full
mtere'st on the added investment. In this service
(referring to the West J erse), and Seashore line)
electricity is competing with the most economical
The above
kind of steam service; . . . ,
case~ cover probably the only ones in this country
(Umted States America), in which electric operation
has ~e~n used long enough, or. are in a stable enough
cond1tIon, to enable comparatlve results to be given.
. . . . Broadly speaking; on Long Island we
qre extremely well pleased with out electric operation."
As I have previously said, the best indication of
the true position of electric traction to-day is given
by the nature and magnitude of the new electric railro~d traction works and extensions to existing electrifieq lines which are now in hand.
Table 4.-Lines Being Electrified.
In Table 4 is given such physical statistics as I
have been able to collect from various sources with
respe~t to lines being ele~trified at the end of 19 10 ,
It ':111 be seen from thlR table the route mileage
of lmes under construction in the various countries
is:Route
Country.

England
France ..
Germany
Austria
Switzerland
Italy •.
Sweden

Bra.zil ••

D,C.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

Mexico
United,Sta.tes of
America.
Canada .

I</>

-- 4'5
8'7

..

.,
15

..

..
..
..

13'3
120
152
105
68

.,

81

..
..

30

--

..
..
..
..
..

31

..
..
..

..
.. .. 35.. ....
.. 28'2 574'3 -31..

1--

Totals

Mllea~e.

Total,

Not

Stated.

--I -

..
..

..

17'S
12S'7
158'0
105'0
83'0
31'0
81 '0
404
161

6

..
..
..

404
161

942
214
214
--1,fl92 2,325'0
907

-

. Re'mafks on Work Under CO?lstr;!,ctio,(!.
With respect to so~e of ih~ more impo!~ant of
these !in~:France.
,
The Midi Company, of France, controls an extensive system of steam railways in the south-west
of
and is actively engaged in the electrificatipn of some 'of Hs ma~n Hne, suburban, and moJ.lOtain railways ip the "Pyrenean district. A considerable
proport~on !=If t/lese lines is full gauge double track
r<j.ilw:ns, w)1icQ Cqrry :+ fairly heavy passenger and
goqds !:lUsjness. The wqrk at present in hand mnsists largely in t)1e electrical equipment of the
branches of the rq;eqtly electrified main line betwp.en
Montrejean and Pau. Some ioea of the type of
~usiness done qn these lines maybe obtained from
the c~pacity of the locomptives and motor cars used.
The electric locomotives can develop 1,200 horse·
PQwer i::ontii1Uously,' that is, about So per cent. more
than the most powerful steam locomotive at pre'tmt
used on .the VictoriilO Railways.
These electric
locomotives are designed to draw a train at 40 miles
per hour for slow traffic, arid at 60 miles per hour
for exp'ress service. The business on the branch
lines will be dealt with mainly by motor carS capable
of developing about 400 horse-power each continuo
ously. 'The extensions now in hand aggregate about
120 r'oute miles. .
Some important work is in progress in Germany,
and, as in France and other continental countries,
the attention of railway engineers is primarily
directed totrnnk or ~nain line electrification.
Germany.
On the Magdeberg~Leipzig Halle main line the
section betweell pessau and Bitterfeld is being electri~ed~ith a view to testing the suitability of electric
tractiqr for the requirements of heavy main line
traffic.
. The State authorities are so satisfied with the re,
suIts ot the electrification of the HamburgBlanbnese·Ohlsdorf line and t!leir experiments Ol!
the Spinplesfeld and Berlin Lichterfeld lines that
thev have decided to electrify the whole of the ex·
ten~iye sllburban steam system known as the Beflil1
Stadtbahn.
Altholmh it has been decided to electrify this
system, the details of the rolling-stock equipment
have not yet been determined. As is well known,
the capit')l cost of equipping cars on the multiple
unit system is consip.erabl y greater than that of
supplying the same motive power by means of electric locomotives. Again, the maintenance costs of
the mal1Y relatively small motors and car equipments
and their higher power consumptipn all tell adversely
against the employment of l11ultiple unit contr~l
from tre financial stand-poipt.
Estimates have been made of the relative capital
and maintenance costs, and from these it appears
that the most economical arrangement is two locomotives, one in front and one behind the train,
Bearing these facts in mind, the German State railway authorities are haying a number of electric locomotives of· various sizes constructed, with a view to
determining the most economical 'method of applying
electrical traction on the 'Berlin Stadtbahn.
The
trials of' these electric loco~otives are to be carried
out Oil the Dessau-Bitterfeld line.
The cost of
electrifying the Berlin Stadtbahn is estimated at
between £9,000,000 and £10,000,000 .
The Berlin City CoiJncil h~s also d~ided to proceed with the long-discussed ~ailway ~tween North
and South, at an estimated cost of .£2,690,000;
the length of the ,route is 4 miles, and there will
be eleven stations on the. line. The City of Hamburg is now constructing a city and suburban ring
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line, the contracts for which amount to £2,076,662 ; weight of 2,000 tons, at an average speed of 23
the total length of route is about I7.4 miles, and the miles per hour. The contract provides that a pair
line will be double track throughout. There will be of electric locomotives shall take two such ore trains
33 stations On the line; the first section is to open 'per day, and bring back two empty trains of 455
this year, anel it is expected that the line will be tons weight, and perform the necessary ~hunting ..
The length of the line is 81 miles, consequently the
t:ompleted in' 15P4.
guaranteed daily running distance of a locomotive
Austria.
is about 325 miles. Express locomotives are to be
Tn this country, the Mittenwaldbahn (63 route provided for a passenger traffic,' and each locomiles) has some steep grades of considerable length, motive must be able to take a train of 200 tons
and there are about 12 miles of line with a grade weight from Kiruna to Riksgransen and back three
of 3.5 per cent.
This line is to be operated by times per day, and make a locomotive mileage of
single phase electric locomotives of 800 horse-power about 490 per day.
each. When completed, it will furnish a consider·
The contract for the electrical equipment of the
ably shorter connexion between Munich and Inns- I inc provides that the responsibility, not only for
bruck.
the soundness of the engineering work, but also forThe Vienna-Pressburg line is 42 miles long, and the economic operation of same, rests on the conof 4 ft. 8~ in. gauge. It will be operated by single tracting firms, and if the installation fails to carry
phQse current over the greater portion of its length, out the stipulated requirements the contractors may
but at the terminals some 12 miles in all will be bv be: required to remove it at their own cost.
direct current.
.
Thirteen ore locomotives and two express locomotives are under order.

Switzerland.

The policy of electrification is being rapidly pursued in Switzerland, and about fourteen lines are
now in hand. The most important work in progress is
the Loetchberg tunnel, the equipment of which is
to be completed in 191I. When this work is finished.
the line will be electrified from Spiez through the
Loetchberg and Simplon tunnels to I selle.

Italy.
About 174 route miles of electric traction are in
hand here. The most important work is the Giovi
line, which parallels the old steam road from Geneva
to Milan as far as Ronco station. The very heavy
traffic on the steam line nearly caused a coal famine
in Milan in the year 1907. This, together with the
impracticability of improving the service on the
steam line owing to the steep grades and di:(ficulties
of ventilation if tunnels were made to evade them
led to the construction of the parallel electric line,
a considerable section of which is now in use. The
electrification of this line is important, because the
conditions of service are those of heavy steam line
goods and passenger traffic. According to Mr. K.
von Kando, there are twenty passenger and from
80 to 100 goods trains daily between Genoa and
Milan.
In the completion of this line to Milan
there will be a total of nineteen tunnels, the longest
of which will be 12 miles j the cost of the line is
estimated at £9,400,000, and the length of the line
when completed will be 85 miles.

Sweden.
The steam line from Kiruna to Riksgransen, which
is used mainly for the transport of iron ore from the
Kirunavaara iron mines in Sweden is being electrified. The electrification of this line is an important
undertaking from two stand-points, firstly because
of the advantages to be derived from electric
traction, and secondly because the Swedish Government, which is considering the electrification of
its Southern and Central railways, will be largely
guided in its decision by the results obtained on the
Kiruna line. The present steam line is estimated
to have a maximum capacity of 3,000,000 tons of
iron ore per annum, or about 10,000 tons per day,
which limit it is anticipated will be reached in about
two, years. Under electric traction, the capacity of
the line is estimated at ,),850,000 tons per annum,
which is the anticipated demand by 1918. The ore
trains are each to be operated by two electric locomotives, one being at the front and one at the back
of the train. Und<!r these conditions the locomotives
are guaranteed to haul trains of 1,855 tons, or,
induding the locomotives, trains having a gross

Great Britain.
Although no extensive electrification works are in
hand in Great Britain, the extensions which are now
being made to the electrified belt of the Lancashire
and Yorkshire railway, and also to the South London
branches of the London-Brighton and South Coast
system are very significant.
Since the first opening of the Liverpool-Southport line extensions have been made to Crossens and
Aintree and to the latter by two routes.
The extension now in hand, about 4 route miles,
is the electrification of the existing steam line from
Aintree to Maghull, and it is intended ultimately
to continue the electrification of this Icop line
It is expected that the first
through to Southport.
section, viz., to Maghull, will be completed early
in 191 I.
The extension of electrification to further sections
of the London.Brighton and South Coast Railway
Company's London suburban lines, comprising about
IS route miles, is expected to be completed early'
in 1912.
Both of these British railway companies control
extensive steam railways and conduct suburban and
main line passenger and goods traffic j both are
therefore in a position to accurately judge of the
relative merits of steam and electric traction for
the purpose to which they have applied the latter.
Bills were passed by the British House of Commons in March' of the present year authorizing the
construction of a loop line connecting the terminus
of Charing Cross Station of the Metropolitan District Company, and also for the construction of one
half-mile of tube railway from Edgeware-road to
Paddington Station.
In the same month a Bill was pas!>ed by the Select
Committee of the House of Lords for the erection
of two power stations by the London, Tilbury, and
South End Railway Company, which now propose.,
to complete the electrification of the remaining portion of its system.

Projected Schemes.
A number of projects are under favorahle consideration at the present time.
Amongst them' is
the Western State Railway Company, which conducts the largest suburban traffic in France.
On 50 miles of its lines passenger business has
increased by about 1,000,000 per annum since
1900.
The number of departures from its St.
Lazare station in Paris is about 80,000,000 per
annum, and of this about 60,000,000 is local traffic.:
During rush hours about 40,000 passengers are
r.
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transported per hour from this station.
This
company also carries about two-thirds of the food
supplies into Paris.
The proposed electrification
is estimated to cost about £I2,000,000, and the
money is to be raised by a State loan.
In Germany the Berlin Municipal Council has
approved of the construction of an electric elevated
The length of
line from Gesbrunnen to Rixdorf.
this line will be about 8 miles, and it will parallei
the Nord Sud line.
The estimated cost is
£4,25°,000.

Electric Traction can fill the most exacting
Requirements.
From 2n examination of the electric traction work
which is now in operation, and also from that which
is in hand, it will be seen that electricity is competing with steam in all classes of railway traction
W9rk.
Extensive city and suburban railways have
been operated electrically for some years, and electrification is now being applied to others. Electric
traction has been applied successfully to heavy main
line operation, and in all those countries where it
has been used extensions of this system are in progress.
The application of electric traction to cases
such as long tunnels, steep grades, or the handling
of the densest traffic where the steam locomotive
operates with the greatest difficulty or fails altogether, are successfully met by electrification.
Briefly, it can be said that from the technical
stand-point electric traction in its present state of
development is capable of fulfilling the most exacting requirements of passenger and goods traffic on
either suburban or main linel!.
Uniformity of System should be Paramount.
The position of electric traction for railway purposes is widely different to-day from what it was
The same arguments may
four or five years ago.
still be used with respect to the choice of kind of
current to adopt, but the treatment of parts of
systems as integral schemes can no longer be
tolerated.
The question of electrification should
be viewed from the same broad stand-point as the
choice of railway gauge.
Parts of systems or sections of lines should not be considered bv themselves, and methods of electrification should not he
adopted which, however economical if applied to
those elements, are unsuitable for extension to tbn
whole.
The economical advantages of inter
changeable rolling-stock will sooner or later compel
the adoption of a uniform type of equipment, and
this implies a' uniform system throughout.
This difficulty is fully realized by the military
authorities in Germany, whose opposition to a break
of system on their railways has seriously retarded
the progress of electric traction in that country, and
has restricted electrification for the present to lines
of small military importance.
lessons from tile United States. '
Tn the United States of America all the known
methods of electric traction are in use, and, more
serious still, there is no uniformity of construction
~nd equipment of those elements which are essential
~o mtercnangeability of
reIling-stock over the
various systems or even sections of their railways.
This diverRity is assuming a serious aspect in the
States, and has led several of its leading engineers
to strongly comment on the position.
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The German method is different.
The experts of
the Prussian Government having carefully investigated the~ subject, have definitely adopted for the
electrification of the State railways the single phase
alternating current system at 15 cycles and IO,OOO
volts on the trolley."

Mr. lVestingllOuse.
I tl a paper lead abont four months later by Me.
George Westinghouse before the Joint Institute of
Engineers of America and Great Britain, he emphasize~ thIS timely' warning in the following
terms ;-" Believing unreservedly that the increased
capacity of a railway and its stations, the economies of operation and other advantages, will bring
about gradually the systematic electrification ot'
steam railw:lYs, my wish is that the progress of the
art may not be hampered, and such electrification
of our main lines delayed or rendered unprofitable
by mistakes which experience, judgment, and foresight may enable us to avoid.
It is my intention
in this paper to direct attention to the necessity for
the very early selection of a comprehensive electrical
system embracing fundamental standards of construction which must be accepted by all railway
companies in order to insure continuance of that
interchange of traffic which, through force of circnmstances, has become practically universal to the
great advantage of transportation companies and of
the public."
These strong statements imply that, at least in
their writers' opinions. the developments in electric
traction engineering have reached a stage which
justifies them, and that th,ere is nothing as far as
they can r;ee which in the pear future is likely to
supplant the best modern methods.
Improvement;:
in each of the three electrical systems now employed
will undoubtedly take place, and each will have its
own sphere of useful application.
Tlte Important Deduction.
The important point to keep in view is that railways which now are or are likely to become parts
of a more extended system must, when their electrification is entertained, be regarded as parts of a
comprehensive whole, and the mistakes which have
been made in America should not be repeated here.
Applicability of Direct Current.
A few years ago the direct current system was the
only one sufficiently developed to adequately dea I
with dense suburban traffic, and as trunk line terminals are often incorporated with central suburban
stations, the reason for the extension of direct current
opera.tion to the inner zone of main line working is
obvious, as are also the reasons for its restricted
application thereto.
The heavy capital and operating charges on the transmission lines and substations under the direct. current system make it
necessary to confine electrification to those sections
of the lines over which there is a sufficiently frequent
and heavy service to earn the revenue necessary to
cover these ch:lrges in addition to the ordinary
operating costs.

Applicability of Single-pl/are Current.
The application of single-phase alternating current to railway working has been rapidly developed
mainly owing to this limitation incidental to the
1I1r. Stillwell.
direct current and a recognition of the demand for a
Speaking before the New York Railroad Club last method of electric traction which is applicable for
year, Mr. L. B. Stillwell said :-" In this ,country' fieneral railway operation.
This demand can now
our method of special solutions for each case of elec- be met by the single-phase alternating current system,
which can satisfactorily deal with all classes of
trification is certain to lay up a large store of vexarailway H'action wor1l;, .
not
distllnt
future
.
tion, expense, and criticis!p }n.. the
. '. . .. ',.
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Radical Improvements Unlikely.
As I have previously stated, improvements will
be effected in this system as in alI others.; but it is
extremely unlikely that any developments will take
place in the single-phase system which would render
it necessary to discard existing modern equipments
of this type.
Improved motors and other equip.
ment which will undoubtedly be put On the market
will be able to run on the same lines and be operated
from the same power supply as those now in use.
There is nothing at present to suggest a recurrence
of the position which obtained a few years back
when the adY~nt of the single-phase system, with
, its promise of economical 10ng·distJnce transmission,
led railway managers, who were leoking for a SYStC!ll
of electrification which would meet general rail way
requirements, to stay their hands and await developments.
I think it may fairly be stated that the le::.ding
electrical engineers in the majority of the countries
pf the world in which the problem of electrification
has been seriously studied would say that the singlephase system as now developed was well worth tnt:
delay.
..
8827: In your opinion, in adopting any electric:J1
svstem for the railwav3, it would be adyisable to
a-dopt such a syste~l as could afterwards be
economically applied to main trunk iines ?--Yes, to
a limited extent at present.
8828. That is in the choice of current?---Yes.
8829. For equipment you would select such a
type as could be appiied economically to the inner
extensions of main trunk lines?-Yes" and the
outer extensions of the suburban service.
8830. You think the.single phase is more likely
to meet the requirements th:mthe direct current?It is the only system that will allow considerable
IC!xtensi6ns to be made economically.
88:)!. What is the extent to which you inquired
into the estimates of Mr. :Merz's report from point
of view of :-(1) Cost of power and running expenses; (2) Capital expenditure on (a) Powerhouse and transmission lines j (b) Alteration of
track, (c) Provision of new rolling-stock and
alteration of present stock; () Total cost ?-With
respect to the checking of l'vIr. Merz's estimates,
the Commissioners did not wish us to ch::ck the
technical work, for which Mr. Merz was employed
lIh. ·lvferz is one of the le:lding
as a specialist.
electrical engineers in Eng13nd, and it was considered that it would be hardly right to criticize his
technical work. He was employed because 'of his
jarge experience and his recognised position in
the electrical profession. lVe had the necessary information before us required for checking the roll-.
ing-stock, maintenance, and alterations to the track,
and other matters. Where Mr. Merz's statemef!ts
were mainly based upon figures supplied by our
Department, all figures that could be checked were
checked, to see that no mistakes were made in quoting the figures supplied by us, or in the method of
their application by l\1r. IVlerz; and where the
Commissioners were of opinion that the figures were
not correctly understood, they dealt with such cases
m their report.
8832. There was an item as to the cost of repai!s
to ,rolling-stock, in which there was a considerable
difference of opimon, did. you have an opportunity
of going into that?-Not personally; I was on the
Electrification Committee, but there were othcr officers representing the various branches, and each
had to deal with the work in his own section.
. 8833. The Departmental officers directly concerned were confident' of their estimate with regard
to repair to rolling-stock?-Ye~; tl)e' greatest c~re

was exercised in endeavouring to analyze' the
figures.
8834. By lIf,. Solly.-There was something lik~
£rr,ooo difference betVl'cen your figures and Mr.
i\krz's ?-Yes.
8835. By the Clzairman.-The Departn;ent
thinks your ·jigures are correct?-Yes; and I beheve
!vIr. .Merz holds to his opinion.
8836. By Afr. Solly.-The question was asked
;'-lr. Wilson.' did he consider the difference in the
hbour conditions in Au~tralia, as compared wi"th
the bbol1r conditions in England, and )1e saiq he
based his evidence on the different conditions, and
t!;Xl!1 ..york actually clone by t1~eir firm ?-Yes. ,
8~37. By tlte Clwirman.:....:..your estimate is ba~~q
upon work done previously ?:-Ves, under steam conpiticns; but 1Hr. Merz cpnsiders that, with el~·
tricitv. considerable economies would be effected.
The bepartment does not agree with that, and the
Ccmmissioners have given that opipion ~n their
1"(::port,.
88,'13. What effect on Mr. Merz's est~mat~ wiq
the following facts have: -( I ~ Inc~eases 111 pnse of
fuel and wages; (2) increase m pnce of mateI1als ~
(3) opening of the rowlett River Coal :Min~; (4)
increase in the suburban passenger traffic; (s) congestior; on the Caulfield and Camberwell lines 1-I
have not had time to look into these matters, 'lach
would require a considerable amount of time to properly investigate. I am not quite clear· w1:at rq~
mean by the opening .of the Pow lett Coal Mme.'
8839 .. As affectin/Z the power scheme ?-It woulq
take some time to prepare an answer to that questioo.
.
.
8839 A : If the power-station was pu~ at Powlett,
how would that affect the transportatlOn of power
to Melbourne ?-I have never been in the district,
and know nothing of the magnitude of the engine('!ring difficulties to be overcome.
. .'
.
8840 . With respect to that part of It m. which he
!'1!d when the load factor reached a certam am01!nt
it' would be advisable to establish a power-statIon
at Morwell, would it not be more economical .to
est:lblisb it at I'owlett?-It is about the same dlSt~nce, but I believe the cost of the coal at the
Pow lett mine would be much greater in proportion to
its calorific va1ue than the coal at :Morwell.
8841. By 111r. Solly.-Seeing that th~ Powlett
co:1.1 is of limited quantity, and !he RaIhvay D:partment requires it for its exclUSIve use, would It
be likely that the Pow lett coal \yould b~ used; would
not the Morwell coal be more likely to be used, and
what would be the difference in the cost ?-I should
say without having had time to consider the detail; from an en~ineering stanel-point, it would be
much better to b~-;'n 'the'brown coal at Morwell, and
tr8~smit the power dereloped by its combustion to
IHelhourne. The Pow lett River coal is suitable for
other purposes, is more easily tr~nsported by rail
or boat, and is a more saleable a,rtlcle ..
8342. How do ~(r. 1-ferz's estimates pf wor~ing
costs compare with other and similar inst~llations, ~n
other countries,. making :lllowance for dlffe.rencE; m
conditions ?-Mr. ~,1,:n has not giyen us the workIni; cost, as far as I <'can remember; he h31s !5~ven
tl~ the increase, or alteration due to electp fic !l?9n .
He does not give the cost per car mile, or. per •~o!,!
mile. but the added cost only, due to electpficatIon.
8843. What advantages would result to the t,ra:
velling public and public generally by the adoptIon
of electric traction ?-I think I have answered tp,at
question in my statement.·
8844: Are the advantages to be, derive~ "frp~ ~.l~
tric traction over the present, steam serVIce su_fficH~nt
to warrapt the~xpeFl~ftme' of. £z,ooo,oR9 i!5 ~it;::
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and suburbs?-That is a question which should
being one of
p~!icy.
.
8845. In view of any recent development?, do
you favour 800 volt D.C. protected thud rali for
t1~e Melbourne suburban system ?--N 0, I prefer the
single phase system, with overhead conductor.
8846.' Is there :l11y well-defined cloubt as to the
relative merits of clirect and alternating current as
applied to railways; what is the latest practice?On the Continent there is no doubt whatever as to
the greater merits of single phase. In ~merica
some engineers still express doubts as to which system is the better. If you look at the inter-urball
railway map, you will see the reason for this; ~here
are i number 'of large cities or towns not WIdely
separated; and they are large enough to have extensIve tramway systems with power-houses.
The
inter-urban lines are extensions of these tram systems. All' that work is done by direct current. It is
obvious it would be bad policy to put in sections of
alternating c!Jrrent lines in such a system as thev
\vould constitute disconqecting links in the sy;stem
over which cars are operated by many compames.
8847. By tlte Clwirman.-In other words, there
is such a lot of direct current .already in use that
it explains the hesitancy of those people in adopting ,any other kind?-That is so. Both~r. Stil!.
well and Mr. Westinghouse, who are leadmg engl·
neers in the States, make strong adverse remarks on
this position.
,
8848. Is there any doubt in Great Britain ?-I
think English engineers are divided on the matter.
-Mr. Dawson would probably advocate single phase.
and also' the engineers of the Midland Company,
but Mr. Aspinall, of the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway, is in favour of the direct current.
8$,.9. Do you think the difference of opinion in
those countries is affected by the fact that very large
interests are concerned in the manufacture of equipment,. either on OIie system or the other ?-It is
quite likely.
I think, ~n America, a great deal
of the electrification ,"ork, particularly of tramways, has been brought about by the action of
the manufacturing companies-they have been the
promoters; the same may be true of some lines on
the Continent.
8850. By Mr. Solly.-That would apply whether
the system were under State or municipal control.
or under private companies ?-I think it would
apply mainly t6 those under the conrol or private
companies, and possibly to municipal concerns.
8851. If a company could run its system much
cheaper by adopting a certain system, is it not
much more likely to adopt that, because they would
have more to pay in dividends?-Yes, if they were
able to make an independent a,nalysis of the position; but in many cases the manufacturing com'panies have probably acted as consulting engineers,
and have submitted offers which have been accepted.
885 2 • The company would have to be led mainly
by ,professional evidence, expert evidence being
given to' them, and you assume that this expert
evidence is not based upon the most economic system?-I would not say that at all; men may be
. quite honest, and yet have different opinions on
such a ma tter.
8853· It is common for electricians
to give different opinions ?-Yes.
8854. There is no binding them down.
Mr.
Merz is recognised as an authority on electric traction, and it is quite competent for you to differ
from him ?-Yes; and it is ,no reflection upon him if
I differ from him:, I. entertain the highest respect

s~lb~itied' to the -Co~missioners,
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Merr. and his opinions, and I would sayf
nothing whatever derogatory to him or his work.
8855. Elec~rical engineers would not ~i~er from
one another unless they had an honest opmlO~ upon
the point?-No. At the time the London, Bnghton,
and South Coast line was electrified, Mr. Phillip
Dawson was hotly criticized for adopting the single
phase system; he was told il. would be a huge
failur!=" and things of that sort, but the system has
turned out perfect! y successful.
8856. By the Cltairman.-The effec~ of a Sta~e
Department controlling an undertakmg ?f thl~
character is seen in the action of the Prusslan Government; they have adopted what you consider t(J
be the best svstem for general application to their
railways syst~m, presumably after inquiry by experts ?-Yes, and so have Sweden and Austria.
8857 . We have a communication on the subject
from Dick, Kerr, and Company-[readhzg the
same]. What do you say to that?-Their opinion
with respect to the use of high-tension direct current is opposed to that e.xpressed by Mr. Merz in
his report. He said he considered the question of
using 1,200 volts and rejected it in favour of 800.
He recently wrote to the Railways CoIl1Iliissioners
stating that he had reviewed the position, and said
he still advocated the use of 800 volts for Melbourne. Some contend that higher voltages are not
suitable or safe for railway operation. On the other
hand, there is, al least. one case where 3,000 volts
:lre in use-that is on the overhead system. In
America, 1,200 volts D.C. is frequently used.
8858. Dick, Kerr, and Company are manufacturers ?-Yes, they manufactured the plant for the
L:lIlca~hire and Yorkshire electric railway.
8859· By JUr. Dureau.-Are they not also
lmilders ?-Yes, they carry out the complete electrification of a rail way.
8860. By tIle Clt'airman.-Take a firm that is
carrying out the manufacture of direct-current machinery, and they were called upon to manufacture a lot of alternating-current equipment, would
they have to spend anything in the way of altering equipment ?-I think all large firms make both '
alternating and direct-current plant, but some may
not have done any alternating-current railway work.
8861. If they did, would that involve any serious
alteration of their plant ?-I do not think anything
serious.
8862. If it be advisable to electrify the system,
would you favour a total or partial electrification,
and oat what dij.te would you begin, and in what
crder of lines?-That is a matter for the Commission to decide, it is largely a financial question.
886 3. Do you consider it a qound proposition for
the Government to establish a large power station
or stations to supply electricity for-(l) Railways;
(2) Tramways ; (3) Lighting power (Government).:
(4) Power and lighting (Municipal) ?-Yes, and the
Government should control it.
8864. If electrification of the tramways and railways is carried out, that would be the most
economical way to do it ?-Yes. All over the world
the tendency nO\\' is to build large power houses,
and supply power for all sorts of purposes frorr.
it.
886 5. Why is that done?-If we have a large
power house supplying lighting, we know that lighting gives us a very heavy load for an hour or two
after sunset, but during the day there is practically
no lighting donc, the plant is then lying almost
idle. We must keep steam up, and keep men em. ployed to supply the small quantity required, but
the plant will not then earn interest or operating
costs. If you can add a day motor load, you make
the plant more remunerative l because it js then
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working for a longer period at the maximum output. The greater the number of different kinds of
demands on the power plant, the more uniform will
be the load over the nycnty-four heurs, and, therefore, the greater the output from the same quantity
of plant, and the more economical its operation.
8866. It would certainlv 'be a more economical
way of working the tram\~ays for the authority to
be taking power from a central power station of
such a character as you describe, rather than to
establish a separate power station to work the tramways ?-Certainly. Many of the engineering costs
would be reduced; inste3d of having a number of
separate power houses with their individual transmission system, there would be one large power
house, with one heavy transmission system, which
would be very much leRs costly to erect than a number of smaller generating and transmission systems.
-8867. Taking the existing power stations of th~
city, the Melbourne Electric Lighting Station and
the Traction Company's Station-if there were a
central power station established, those people could
be supplied with power in bulk cheaper than they
can m~nufacture it themselves ?-Undoubtedly.
8868. They could get their electricity cheaper.
and still extend their bu.:;iness if necessary ?--- I think
so.
8869. This proposition would not mean :mv interference "'ith existinr, rights ?--l do not think
so; it would be to their advantage.
8870. Having in view the existing sourr;es of
brown and black coal sup pi y in Anstralia. and the
variations of thf: load factor in such a station, what
'site or sites would yOll rf'commend for the power
... cations, nnd in what order would vou constnu:t
them ?-That is a question I Cannot ~answer \V ithout looking into it. 1 do not think there is anythinc;
to suggest the ne",d for an alteration in the scheme
which Mr. Merz recommended_
.
8871. Not even with the discovery of the Powlett
deld ?-No. I think it would be better to use the
Powlett mal in other ways.
8872. What is the minimum horse-power demand
... rou would consider necessary to establish a new
?ow(~r house al-(J) In metropolis; (2) A distant
~oal-field ?-Those questions have all been answered
in Mr_ Morz's report.
8873· By tlle Cltairman.-Can you say ffie rough
mileage of the Melbourne suburban railways ?-Two
hundred and ten miles approximately.
887.)A. Mr. Merz aid not deal with as much as
that, he only dealt with about 124 miles?-?es-[TIle witness ltere Izalzded in a dio,f!,ram sllOwinl!,
tlte volume of Londolt traffc.]
. 8874· The principles illustrated with regard to
London traffi~ and its increasing volume, as you get
near the 4-mlle radius, would apply to Melbourne?
to any large city. I have given, for the
year 1907, statistics with respect to some of the
. largest ~ities in the world-the area in square miles.
populatIon, and the passengers carried by the different means of conveyance,
8875· Have you formed any opinion as to the
question ,of electrification of the railways fulfilling
the reqUIrements which are promised, or likely to
accrue, from the quadruplication of certain lines?
-No, I have not discussed the question of quad.
rup lication at all.
8~76 .. Certain advantages are claimed for quadruplIcatIon the Camber well and Caulfield lines and
the Flinders-street viaduct; everyone admits the
quadruplication of the Flinders-street viaduct is
necessary, but with the other two lines would elect:ification gi:e all the advantages that quadruplicatIOn would give under the stearn service ?-It would
give a great many of the advantages.

8877. Are there any advantages which quadruplication would give that electrification would not
give ?-Quadruplication would allow of goods
traffic being kept separate from the passenger traffic.
That is an advantage that electrification cannot
give. but electrification would enable the passenger
traffic to be handled without quadruplication_
8878. And give greater facilities for handling
the country traffic ?-I do not think it would be any
benefit to the country traffic.
8879. \Vith respect to the general question of the
electrification of the railways and the building of
electric lines-is it not a fact that special difficulties which at one time, were the reason, and the
elily reason, for the electrification are not now
alone a reason for electrification. Electrification of
railways is ~10W being carried out wholly on its own
merit:; and apart from any special difficulties to be
overcome, sHch as going through tunnels ?.....:.That is
so. Tt applies in the' case of the South London and
Brighton line.
8880. Electrification has reached such a stage
that it is being carried out on its merits?-Yes.
8881. As to the Philadelphia and New Jersey
line running parallel with the railway for 70 miles
to Atlantic City-what is the source of power used
111C:re ?-I think it is stearn.
8882. Are any parts of the Melbourne and .suburban railway system liable to be submerged '?-I
do not think so.
8883. As far as that is concerned, there would
be no objection to using the direct current with the
third rail ?-No.
8884. It has been stated that the single-phase
system is used for a long distance only, and the
direct current for the shorter distances-is that true
generally-is that a reason for adopting those sysrems ?--It has probably been the determining factor
in seme cases for the adoption of single-phas! current. This system enables electrification to be exh:nned beyond the limits F.conomcially practicabie
by the direct current. Although the South London
and Brighton electrification does not at present extend very far, it will prohably llltimately extend to
Brighton, a distance of 50 miles.
888S. The fact that single phase is useful for
long distances is not an argument against its use
for suburban railways?-None whatever.
8886. Taking a lin~ having 42 miles of single
phase and a certain smaller mileage of direct current at each end, is there any difficulty in operating ?-No, but it is detrimental to the F.conomical
operation of the line. The controlling mechanism
on the motor cars or loeomotives must be arranged
to handle both the alternating and direct current,
That adds to the weight of the equipment and the
maintemnce charges of mixed systems are higher.
As Mr. Philip Dawson said, "They have the vkes
of both and the virtues of neither."
8887. With respect to the proportion of electric
r:tilways to the total mileage of the railways of the
world, clo you think that should 'possess any signiticance ?-None whatever. The fact that we have a
large mileage of steam' railways, and have,only just
~tartE'rl to adopt electrification, is no argument whatever in favour of stearn, nor is it detrimental to
electricity. Everything that is new has to start,
,md it must start in a small wav. It is onlv after
extensive developments have taken place that there
will ll(; anything like a comparable mileage on. thl'!
two systems. Not mallY years ago, the' number of
lamps in llse ill Melbourne was thousands of
as great as the numb;;:r of electric lights,
yet, to-day, electric lighting 1s going ahead very
•
fast.
8888. In respect to the question of quadruplica.
tion, th~r9 is a proposition by the Department for
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quadruplication of the C~mberwell and Caulfield
iines, and another suggestIOn has been made h~re
that the facilities for the passage of goods tr.ams
which would th:Js he acquired could be obta~ned
bv duplicating the Glen Iris line and quadrupl1catilig the main line from FlinrJ(:rs-street to Burnley.
Can you give an opinion as to whether the latter
proposition would give all tl;e adva~1tages oj: the
iirst ?-No. I am not acquamted \\'lth the cencll··
tions to be fulfilled.
8889. You have a general knowledge of the Melbourne cable tramway system ?-Yes.
8890. You know the con?uits in use in that system ?-Yes. I saw them bemg constructed. I have
flot seen drawings of them since.
8891. In many cases they are su?j.ect to submergence now, and considerable quantities of wat~r
get into them from thE' surface throu~h the slots m
such a place 'as Queen-street, where It crosses Collins-street ?-Yes.
.
8892. In view of the fac~. that the ('Qndll~ts ~t
present are under those comht.lOns, do you thmk It
is practicable to adopt what IS known as the conduit system of electric traction for those tramways?
·-Yes· but it would be necessarv to prevent much
water 'from getting into the conduits except during
an llnllsua 1 storm. 1\ II ordinary storms should be
provided for.
8893. Up to what rainfall ?-:-I would ~ot make a
specific statement as to that wlthout looklllg up thle
records, but we have had phellomenal storms which
I do not think anv engineer should be called upon
to provide for.
8894· The Flinders-street tunnel is about 3 f~t
above ordinary high water mark in the. Yarra, With
an extraordinarv flood that tunnel might be subm~rged ?-Yes j 'provision would have to be mad.e for
pumping it out. It could be done by electncally
operated centrifugal pumps without very heavy cost.
8895· You think it is practicable to use th~se
tunnels for conduits, prO\;ided the necessary dram-age arrangement is made ?-l think so.
889 6 . Who should pay the cost of these drainage
arrangements?-The City Council, I should think.
8897. It is a reasonable proposition that the
Yes; they
municipalities should do that· work?
should make their roads, so that the water would
not get into the conduits. Water should not be
allowed to flow along or over the centre of a city
road.
889 8 . What would happen when the water flooded
out those conduits ?-It would probably shut down
that section for the time being.
8899· Would they be able to resume work as
quickly as the cable system does ?-No j I think the
cable system has the advantage in that case. But I
do not 'think that argument should be used, because
I do not think it is proper that the centre of the
streets should be flooded.
The municipalities
should make provision to deal with all ordinary
rains. We may have, once in ten years, phenomenally heavy raics which engineers should not be
called upon to provide for. If everything had to
be carried out to meet the worst possible conditions
the construction would be too costly.
8900. By 1I1r. Dureau.-It was advocated here
that petrol driven cars should be used. Illustra.
tions were given Of them. Can you give any information about them. It was stated they were run
on about twelve lines in America ?-I believe they
are coming into use, but I have not looked into the
question myself.
800T. Can YOU sav whether they would be a suit;tble rolling-~tOck for the suburban lines ?-I t)"link
not for the suburban lines. They might do for a
line like the Glen Iris line, or some small cockspur.
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8902. In your statement this morning, you ma.~e
it clear that in all the lines that have been electnfled, a considerable increase in traffic has resulted.
Do vou attribute that increase to the general prosperity now ruling in. ~~ngland, or e!ltirely because
of the improved conditions of travell~n~ ?-I should
~ay it was due in almost every case JOl~t1y to .those
influences. If we look at the Victonan railway
system since NIr. Merz reporled, we fi~d the traffic
l;;;s increased much more than the raIl way offi~ers
a!lticipated. Had the lines. ~en electnfi~d 1m·
mediately, many would be mclined to credit that
increase -to electrification, and they would not have
been who\1y wrong in doing ~o. Whe~e a country
rapidly develops or incre~ses 1~ prospenty, some of
the increased traffic on Its railways, whether e!ectrified or otherwise, will be due to that pr~spenty,
but I think it is a fair inference that a conSiderable
increase would be due to electrification.
8903. I understood you to say that the single
phase was the only system that you knew of. that
would permit of extension, so as to have a umform
;;vstem throughout ?-Yes, with economy. That is,
t;) extend lines to remote suburban districts.
8904. Supposing yO~1 wante~ to deal with those
questions from the pomt of . view of the suburbs
within a distance of 10 miles of Melbourne, to
establish a svstem that did not require extensions bevond that \~ould you still say that the single phase
;;ystem sh~uld be adopted ?-If we could decide for
;J'll time that extensions were not to take place, I
do not think it would matter which of the two
systems, direct or single phase, was adopted.
8905. Have you dealt with the respectiv~ cost
of single phase versus direct current as apphed to
our railway system?-No.
8906. You have said the direct c.ur~ent is more
expensive ?-No jsome contend that It IS, and some
contend that it is not.
8907. You said you were on the Electrification
Committee-was that a Committee ()f railway experts
,{ppointed to deal with Mr. Merz's report ?-Yes.
First of all, the Committee was appointed to draw
up the necessary information to sup pI;: to Mr.
Merz. and on which he would base hiS report.
That' information was drawn up, and taken
Home by the Chairman .of S:ommissioners. "¥r.
Merz went into the questIOn In England, carned
out a large part of his calculations there, and then
came to Melbourne to see how far he would have to
modify his conclusions in the light of pers~mal
examination.
Subsequently, the same CommIttee
discussed Mr. Merz's report after it was handed
in, and again reported to the Commissioners. .
8908. You have shown that a number of hnes
have been converted from steam to electricity, some
under direct current, some single phase, and in all
instances the conversion has been very successful, as
shown by the later traffic results ?-Yes, in the lines
I have referred to that has been so, but there have
been cases where electrification has not proved satistactory. In table 7, you will see there are three
lines mentioned which were operated on the single
phase system; but later on, it was found to ~
Ilnsatisf actory, and they were converted to 1,200
volt direct current.
8909· You differ from Mr. Merz's statement regarding the electrification of suburban railways as
to the system adopted, not as to the principle.
What is your opinion, irrespective of system:,
whether it would be advisable to electrify our
suburba.n railway service from an engineering poi~
of view-that is, steam versus electricity?-I think
it would be. I do not think I differ from Mr. Merz
as much as some of my remarks might lead you to
believe. He was asked, "Will you recommend a
system of electrification, and draw up the necessary

~
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particulars for the electrification of the Melbourne
suburban railway system." I think if he were now
asked to 'look into the electrification question
a modern and broader stand-point, he might have
given a different answer.
, 8910. Do you think it might be possible for him
to recom:!nend the single phase system ?-I think it
\vould be quite possible; I would not be at all surprised if he did. At the time Mr. Merz reported, I
think almost
reputable engineer would
done as he did,
reported on similar lines. I do
not think any
in the world would have then
recommended single phase current for such a large
system as the Melbourne suburban lines, because the
single ,phase system was not then, proved.
The
!Lllilburg-Altona electrification, had only been
opened a. few months, and the South London and
Brighton was in course of conl"ersion to electric.
Information about the single phase system was very
meagre at that d:lte.
think at the time the quesdon was put to Mr.
his answer was the only
one that could have been
'
8911. You gave as a reason for the conversion of
3. number of those lines it desire for increased capacity of lines and terminals. If we take the Caulfield line, could you, by electricity, obtain such
incr<:>ased capacity as to provide a service to meet
the requirements of that district without quadrup)ication ?-Yes; but I would not say it was not policy
to quadruplicate some portions, of that line, in order
to separate the passenger from the goods traffic; but
that is it question of policy.
8912. By Mr. Solly.-The question of dual control has been raised-do you consider there would
be any advantage from an economic point of view in
having one management and one control of suburban
trains and trams ?-No I would strongly advocate
separate controL I
in competition. If the
Government takes over the trams ,now, it will.do so
when tlie sy;tem is in operation only over those sections wl1ere it wilf pay. If extended into the outlying suburbs, the chances are that the receipts would
not cover the operating expenses on some sections;
this would reduce the profits on the whole, and tend
to make it non-paying. If the Government take the
trams over, influences may be brought to hear on it
to carry o,ut such extensions. I f; on the other hand.
the municipalities deal with the trams, they will not
be so likely to extend them: unless sl1ch extensions
would pay,-· for losses would have to be made good
out of rates.
891,). Would it be possible for .your Department
to control electric trams ::md electric suburban railways?-Ye;;; certainly it would be possible.
8iF4. \Vith an enlarged staff
it would te,quire that.
89 T S. Suppo,sing the trams are electrified, and
the trains are electrified, and you get ·power from
the one source, you would have one set of management for the railways, and a different set for the
tramways-would not that necessitate a duplication of expenditure for management expenses ?-It
would, iri part.
89X6. Under those circumstances, would it not be
more economical for one control to have charge of
both systems ?-In some ways, it. would be more
economical; if the two were com:bined, the cost of
management would probably be less.
89T7. As to the power-house. It would be a very
't:lad arrangement for the Municipal Tramway Trust
to have it power-house merely to supply their own
electricity, and the, Government to erect another to
sltpply power for the rai.lways. Which would yOll
favour havil1~~ charge of the power?-The Govern~ent shql1ld keep control of the power supply.
~ 89I8. And supply it to the trams or private ind}vidllals ",ho·.wanted it ?-They should supply in

bulk to any. one requmng large quantities.
I
hardly think they should undertake supplying- house"
holders; -but should supply to distributing compallies or to the City CounCil.
89J9. The question has been raised as to, the
difference betwen the height of the .cabletrams from
the ground, and the height of the electric cars. An
opinion has bEen expressed tint it is dangerous for
old men, women, and children, to get on and off the
electric trams comDared with the cable trams., Have
YOll any knowledge how it would be possible to·lower
the height of the electric tr:Jms to meet the public
convenience in that respect, and avoid the danger?I do not admit the' danger.
cars 'can be
provided wtih proper steps, and
is, no need to.
compel people to take unduly. high
, The cars
on the St. Kilda and Brighton line, which came
fi'om Sydney, had unduly.high '
and 'passenc
gers found some difTIClilty in
on and off.
We put in an additional step, amI that difficulty
ha;; been removed.
It is quite possible to ()vercome that. objec; the cars on the St. Kil~h line, which,
tion
Ivere made at Newport,. give no trouble in that respect.
8921. What is the difference in height between
your electric car and the dummy of the cable tramway?-I think there is very little
only
we h~ve two steps, :md they have one.
8922., By tlle Cliairmaiz.-Does not that involve
the question' of width or space occupied by the car?
. J think not.
8923. You have to put two steps, in, 'so your
width over all must be increased ?-vVe encroach a
little on the available snace at the end of the car.
8924. You would ha;e to make the electric car
30mewhat narrower than the cable car t9 keep that
space inviolate ?-Onl y at the end; the steps would
have to be set in rather tha.n encroach on the outside space.
"
8925. If the cable tramwa.ys are to be converted
to electricitv all the conduit svstem, the control of
stOl;m: water' becomes a. most in:portallt mater ?:-Yes.
8926. That is under the control of the municipalities at present-would not municipal control be
more likely to successfully cope with such a question without friction than State control ?-Certainly
it would.
whole of the work would then be
within the
of the municipality which would
have to deal with the storm water properly.
8927. Is the conduit or trolly system the more
costly to operate
The electrIc conduit sysfem is
more expensive to operate than the over-head electric system. In the city proper, nothing but tlie
conduit system should be permitted. In Paris, they
are now electrifying their trams, and they have
decided that in the centre of the city nothing but
conduits shall be used.

T fte witness withdrew.
Adjourned.
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H. V. CHAMPION, Esq., in the Chair;
R .. H. Solly, Esq., M.L.A.,
D: H. Dureau, Esq.
William Stone, re-examined.
8928. By Mr. Champion:-We will take ,the
further statements you-wish to make in coimexion
with- the evidence you have already given ?-In leplr to the question put to me by.Mr. Solly wheri
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last before you, as to the growth of traffic on
electric rail ways, I submit the following further
data :-Colo gne-B onn.
These towns are connected by two steam railways, and. also by one electric railway. Prior to
the opening of the electric railway the total through
traffic 011 t~e steam lines was about 820,000 per
annum. During the first year of operation of th,e
electric railway it carried about 667,400 through
passengers, and the through traffic on the steam
Imes fell t9 469,97°. From these figures it ~ill be
seen that the electric line not only ,robbed the steam
line of about 43 per cent. of its through passenger
traffic, but also increased the total traffic between
these towns (by steam and electric) to .1,137,370
or by about 38 per cent. In the second year of
its operation the total through traffic ,was 1,468,000
or an increase on. the steam traffic of about 80 per
cent. Diagram D [handed in] shows the development of the through traffic of the Cologne-Bonn
line from 1905 to 1909. The dotted line indicates
the estimated normal growth of traffic on the steam
lines which for the ibove period is 200,000, or
about 25 per cent. in five years. The intermediate
full line shows the actual growth of through traffic
on the electric line from 667,000 in 1906, to about
1;400,000 in 1909, or an increase in through
traffic only in four years of about II0 per cent.
There was also' considerable traffic between intermeoiate stations, but I have only dealt with the
traffic between the two termini. The method adopted
of determining the normal increase of steam traffic
o~ those lines as indicated by a dotted line on
dIagram D was a very good one. The manaderrient which controlled the steam rail ways refer;ed
to, also controlled other steam railways in the district, and they took the actual increase in traffic
on the other steam railways; and estimated for the
Cologne-Boon line on the same basis. You will
notice by examining the diagram that whilst the
normal growth due to steam traffic is comparatively
small, the upper of the lines shows considerable
increase in traffic due jointly to the two steam lines
and the el.ectric line between Bonn al}d Cologne,
and you WIll further see that the enormous increase
of traffic has been brought about by the electric
line.
Dus!seldO'ff -K'rcffo.eM.
Oii the Dusseldorf.Kreffield steam railway the
through passenger traffic was 155,000 in the year
preceding the opening of the electric line. During
t~e first year of operations of the electric railway
~~we~,;n these towns the through traffic carried by
Ii:. arp.ounted to about 300,000, or nearly double the
~umbet- carried on the steam line in the previous
year.
.
Blankanese-Oklsdor/.
On the BlankaneSe-Ohlsdorf line the traffic increased in sixteen months after its electrification by
72 per cent. From diagram (E) you will observe
that, up to the middle of 1907, the line was
operated partly oy steam. Then complete electric
operation was started; and in sixteen months from
the initiation of electric traction the traffic increased
by 72 per cent. At that time a break-down took
place in one of the transformer stations. I do not
know the piuticulars of it, but, for the time, it
iliterfctea . with the complete operation by electricity, ahd the fluctuating zig-zag line on the diagram indicates a general small drop due to the
revetsioI1 to combined steam and electric operation.
1'lie traffic wa~ increasing very rapidly but when
the complete electrification was interfered with and
sh~arh operation partly resun:.ed the traffic fell
sliglitlY.
..
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Vienna-Baden.
On the Vienna-Baden steam line the revenue
from 'passenger traffic was 280,000 crowns for the
year 1905. The line was electrified, and in the
year 1907 the revenue from passenger traffic increased to 780,000 crowns or to two and three
quarter times its amount under steam traction.
Milan- Varese.
On the Milan-Varese line which was converted
to electric operation in I90I the passenger traffic
increased from 1,340,000 to 3,594,000 in the year
1903-04, or to nearly two and three-quarter times
its 1')01 value in three years. I am indebted to
Herr Karplus, of Messrs. Siemens' firm, for the
foregoing data.
8929. By Lifr.
Dureau.-Dealing with the
Cologne-Bonn line can you say the distance apart
of the steam ancl electric railways r-No, but I
haVe a map of the line here which will indicate
that appoximately. [Position of the two lines explai1led by tlie map.] You will see it is a very
favoured position.
89:~0. By AIr. Champion.-Could you give the
population of those places ?-I have not it with
me, but might be able to get it.
8931. Do you attribute the increase in traffic
entirelv to the electrification of those lines r-I
thiuk 'it is mainly due to the increased facilities
given by electric "traction. The routes are shorter
as far as I have been able to see from the maps
than the steam routes, and, at all events, in the
case of the Cologne-Bonn line, the electric line
runs much nearer to the Rhine than the steam line,
and in several cases it is very close to it. Probably
the scenery is some inducement to the passengers
to select that route, but I do not think that alone
would cause such a large increase. People would
not travel simply to look at the scenery.
8932. Have you formed any idea of the probable
increase' to traffic which would be due to electrification, and electrification only if the suburban
railways of Melbourne were electrified ?-J am
afraid that is rather an awkward question for me
to answer. I think it much better to give instances
of other cases qther than express an opinion with
respect to the Melbourne lines which might differ
from that given by the Commissioners.
8933. I presume this Cologne-Bonn fine is a new
one, I mean to say it is not the transformation of
a steam line to an electric ?-It is purely an electric
line, and was put down for electric operation. The
same holds good with regard to the DusseldorfKreffield line. There was a steam railway but that
~as not electrified.
An entirely new electric line
was put down.
8934· By Mr. Dureau.-What ate the figures
on the left-hand side on diagram "D"?-The
number of single tickets sold.
8935. By AfT. Champion.-Are these other lines
you mention purely electric.
I mean were they
put down as electric lines r-The Blankanese-Ohlsdorf, Vienna-Baden, and :Milan-Varese were converted from steam.
.
8936. What system of operation was introduced
in these cases as to the kind of current used?Direct current, with the exception of the -Blankanese-Ohlsdorf, which is single phase.
8937. These are what you describe as inter-urban
railways, I presume?-Yes.
8938 . f3y Mr. iJu.reau.-Do you know the length
of the Dusseldorf-Kreffield line ?-I think it is
I~.5 route miles.
Th~ Cologne-Bonn is 17.6
mIles. I gave the phYSIcal date of those lines in
tpe table I submitted with my previous evidence
')' Hich gives the physical characteristics of all t~
railways I could get.
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8939. By tlte Chairman.-The following questions have been submitted to you:, 'No. '7.-In view of any recent developments
do you favour 800 volt. D.C. protected
third rail for the Melbourne 'iuburban
system?
,
No. 8.-Is there any well defined doubt as ,to
the relative merits of direct and &l:ertlating current as applied to railways;
what is the latest practice?
No. 9.--\V'hich system of electric system do
you prefer for the Melbourne suburban
railways? State reasons.
I, have written my replies, which I will now read.
In, 'rep!~ • ~o these questi()n<;, it s~m5. t<: me t.~ey
are 50 mhmately correlateg. that It IS Impossmle
to answer one without implicitly at least answering
the others. Premising them, therefore, in a general
statement, it mav be said that that system is best
which fulfils all" the requirements demanded pf it
in a satisfactory manner and at the lowest total
annual cost tor capital and operating charges. J n
order that a rail way system may be the best its
chief requirements are:AIaintenance of Service.

delusions. Mixed systems there have proved to be
extremely" unsatisfacto~y.·
,

Was,hington. and Balt~more)s Experience.
Sections
direct current' railways which have
been electril1ed on the single-phase system, e.x.,
(he \V a$.ington, Baltimore and Annapolis line,
and those of the Illinois Traction Company, had
to be changed over to direct-current. In the case
01'. the Washington-Baltimore line the 6,600 volt
single-phase cars had to operate on direct-curr~nt
with T .200 volt single trolly and earth return, WIth
a 6oo-mlt double overhead troliv metallic circuit
:mc\ a Iso on a 600-\,0It underground conduit system . in addition, the weight of these heavily-loaded
cars' was too great to permit of their being run into
Washington, because the yokes which supported the
city tracks were only designed for lighter cars.
8940, By Mr. C!tali/pion.-In con~equenc~ of the
different methods in use on that partIcular l!ne, the
weight, of the cars has to be very much increase??
-Yes, they are very heavy. Single-phas~ eqUlI?ments :ue heavier than direct-current, but, In addItion to that, the cars had to carry a museum of
different appliances for collt',\:ting current.

of

lllilwis Traction Companv's Experience.
In the' case' of the Illinoi; Traction Company
that is, it is essential that adequate power snall at the Transportation Department frequently found it
times be available at the train.
difficult to pro\'ide sufficient snitably equipped rol!illg stock on the A.C. or D.C. sectlOn of their
Alinimum Delays.
system. This inconvenience was so great that they
(b) That interruptions and delays to traffic shall u'ltimatdv converted the 80 miles tlf single-phase
be a minimum or sound fngineering work through- line to "direct-current, so that their cars could
oult, and that the types of machinery ,'!mployed opera te over the whole system without restriction.
shall be robust.
8941. By Air. ClzampioJl.-This conversion of
the singh~-phase to direct-current is no condemnaStandardization of Stock.
tion of the single-phase?-No, but simply a con(c) That the rolling stock shal! be of a uniform demnation of the engineers who were foolish enough
type and capable of running over all parts of the te. put in a mixed system. The alternating sections
electrified area. Or standardization of car equip- were introduced in the middle of the Illinois tracment,; with no' break or discontinuity in the e1ec- tioll system, and formed practically a disconnecting
tried transmission lip to the cars.
link.
New Yorlt-Newltaven E:t:perietlCQ.
Extensioll of Service at Reafionable Cost.
On the New York, New Haven and Hartford
(d) That the service can be extended into new
areas without. undue cost. This requires the adop- line, which is essentially a single-phase system, the
tion of a system of operation which, besideS meet- cars have to operate over about 13 miles of t~e
ing the demands of dense traffic, also admits of direct-current tracks of the New York central raIleconomical power transmission to t;'1e train over way. The chief engineer of the ~ew York-~ew
Haven line strongly advocates a umform electncal
('onsiderable distances.
system throughout, as the result of his experience
lJIinimum Operating Costs Consistent with Future with a mixed system.
Expenses.
. AIr. PI/ilip Dawson's Views.
(e) That the average totai annual cost over a
Referring to such mixed systemj Mr. PhillIp
term of years, after having taken into consideration Dawson says, "Mixed system, .like mixed races,
the effed of future desirable extensions, shal! be possesses the vices of both and the virtues of
a minimum. For if too great weight be given to neither." There are other places which I have not
the importance of a low total annual cost in the mentioned here. My object has not been to menearly years of operation and when the best pay- tion every possible case, but to simply illustrate
ing portions of the lines alone are electrified, a' the princ~ple. ' It is equally absurd to assume, as
system may be adopted which will prove uneconomi- some have suggested, that 011 a D.C. suburban syscal when extended over a wider and desirable tem the extension into the outer areas should, or
area.
would, be effected On the single-phase system. No'
1t is therefore necessary LV look well ahead <lpd sane engineer would recommend that an extension
select a syster!'. which will admit of economical Or a few miles of line should be the cause of a
extension and stiii maintain a low total annual break of system, and ,no competent railway manager
cost, though possiblY not the lowest annual cost dur- would accept such a recommendation if made. The
ing the first year or two ot operations.
extension of a railway system takes place, little
by little, as tl1e demand for increased traffic facili·
Alixed Systems Unsatisfactory.
ties arises. The extension of the electrification will
It is sometimes contended that the inner suburban likewise take place gradually, and an existing eTecarea should be considered by itself, and that when hie system whether suitable or not, for economical
the necessjty arises for extensions into the outer extension, will be pressed to meet such demands,
zone a system can be adopted which is fitted to with the inevitable result that, if unsuitable, the
meet the new conditions. It needs but little con- financial position of the whole will suffer, and
sideration in the light of American experience with urgently needed' and desirable extensions will of
mixed systems, to see that all such contentions are necessity be deferred or even refused' altoge~er.
(a) That the desired service shall be maintained,
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8942. By Mr. Champion.~In regard to the New
York, New Haven and Hartford lines, which you
have just referred to, we have had a communication from the manager of the company which quite
__
corroborates your view.

Power Transmission for Direct-Current WorkinK.
Under the direct-current operation we include all
those methods which employ direct-current motors
on the cars or locomotives, as the case may be, and
the only two which it is necessary to refer to
are:(a) - That in which the current is generated in
the power-house as direct current, and
is then applied to the line' for the purpose of operating the cars, Or
(b) That in which alternating current is generated in the power-house and transmitted as such to sub-stations where it is
converted to direct current by means
of rotary convertors or motor generators,
and then applied tb the line
The forn;er of these methods, namel J, the generatlOn of threct current at the power-house, and its
direct application to the line and cars, was the
method first used for electric trams, and its application was subsequently extended to electric trains.
Limitations of the D.C. motor.
As the earlier motors would not work satisfactorily at a higher pressure than 500 to 600 volts,
the current required to transmit the necessary energy
to the cars was very great, involving the use of
heavy and costly conductors. The commercial impracticability of transmitting low-pressure direct
current (600 volts) over other than short distances
without excessive loss and cost, a.nd the inability
of the motors and controlling mechanism to operate
satisfactorily at higher pressures, compelled electrical engineers to adopt the mixed altern'ating direct
current method previously referred to as alternative; (b) and this method was in most general use
until the advent of the single phase and hil!:her
pressure direct current methods.
An -excellent example of the method in which
three-phase currents are generated in the powerhouse transmitted to sub-stations, and then converted to direct current, and applied to the lines
is in use on the Sydney trams.
Method of A.C.-D.C. transmission.
_ As the members of this Commission have recently
personal! y examined this installation it is unnecessary for me to do more than remind 'you that in
the power-house alternating current is generated at
high pressure, and from there it is transmitted to
the sub-stations. In the sub-stations the high pressure alternating current is first reduced to low
pressure alternating current by means of static transformers, and afterwards converted to direct current
by machines which are substantially direct current
generators, driven by low pressure altei"nating current motors. As the direct current supplied from
these sub-stations is still assumed to be at the
standard low pressure of 600 volts, it will be
obvious that the distance to which it can be economically transmitted is as circumscribed as before,
and the sub-stations must be placed at such distances as the density of the train service and the
dictates of economical transmission deman'd.
Lahour Requisite in Conversion.
As in these sub-stations in which the A. C. is
?Jnverted to D.C. there are' running machines, it
IS necessary to employ attendants, and as railway
operations practically extend over the whole 24
hours, three shifts are required.
16998.

.,
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Losses Involved in' Conversion.
The large capital and operating charges of the
convertor sub-stations, including the serious electrical losses (which amount to about 16 per cent.
from sub-station inlet to cars) have been a strong
incentive to effect improvements towards. their
elimination or at least reduce them to a minimum,
and the recent introduction of the high tension
(I,200 volts) direct current system is simply a further development of the old temporary expedients
whereby its evils are mitigated, but not removed.
The use of high-tension direct current for railway
_working is, however, by no means new. Pressures
IlP to 2,400 volts have been in use in France since'
I9 0 3·

3943- By Mr. Cllampimt.-Are they on the thirdrail method ?-No, overhead, as soon as _the pres·
sure exceeds 800 volts, There is only one case I
knmv of where the higher pressure is not carried
by an overhead conductor

Location of Sub-statiotts.
Generally speaking, the distance between the, substations may be taken as, roughly, proportional
to the working pressure at the cars. It may, however, be materially modified by train concentration
on certain sections of the line, such as may be
brought about by local services, operal ions in station
yard, or other causes,
Sub-stations Very Good Expedients.
Although the use of sub-stations at frequent intervals is much better than the distribution of a
number of small power-houses over a system, it
cannot pretend to be much more than a very good
expedient pending the perfection of a method
whereby the power can be transmitted to and used
on the cars in the form in which it is generated in
the power-house.
Applicability oj Overltead Conductor for Higher
Pressures.
Although the third-rail conductor has been largelv
emp Joyed for direct current operations, with pressures of 600 or 800 volts, the overhead conductor
is almost always used with the higher pressure, such
as 1,200 volts or over. For 1,200 volt operation,
which is most frequently used in the United States
and America, the overhead line is almost invariably
employed. 'In- Europe this latter method is also
employed, but more generally some modification of
the three-wire system for the higher pressure direct
current is adopted. For the operation of the recently completed Nord Sud line in Paris, two overhead conductors are used which form the lead, ancI
return for the high-pressure direct current employed.
The middle point between the groups of motors
011

the cars is earthed through the rails, thus pre-

venting the equipment from being subjected to a
higher pressure than 600 volts under normal working ,conditions. The now almost general application of the overhead conductor to high-tension
(I,200 volts) direct current is worthy of not~, because the present development of the direct current
system necessitates :;. reversion to the use of the
o~erhead conductor, which has been so much abused
by the advocates of the third rail.
Equip?ucnts for either Pressure fundamental! y
the Same.
The car equipments operated with I 200 volts
direct current are essentially the same as'those used
with the lower pressure, the main difference being
that the insulation is increased to stand the higher
pressure, and four motor equipments are generally
adopted in the place of two motor equipments
which suffice for the lower pressure. 2K
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POWER
TRANSMISSION
FOR SiNGLE-l'HASf, WORKING.
..
•
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Efficienc y of 'Tra?tSnli~sion up to' Static
Transfornters.
There is not much to choose' bet\rE!en the D, C.
and single-phase systems up to and including the
static transformers in the sub-stations, . The lower
by
cost of 3-phase generators is more than
the less' cost' of the switch gear and transmission
line on the single-pha~e system.

M:ethod, of Single-phase Transmission.
In the single-phase system single-phase alternat\ing 'current is generated at the power-house at a
~stiifaQle pressure for direct application to the overhead condu~tor.
If the system is very extensive
step~'up tra'nsforiners are also employed at the
pow~r-house to raise the pressure to any desired
Superiority of Sin'gle-phase !r:ammissioll up to
value at which it can be economically transmitted
.
- Cars.
over the required distances, either by overhead lines
. The compl~te eliminatjon. qf the rotary cOI1verol'throllgh underground Cables, The high pressure
,cables are fUJi to sub-sta'tions, and the pressure is ters trOril single-phase sub-stations on the rallway
reduced by means of static transformers to system not only reduces the capital cost by their
_working pressure employed on the line. Thus value, but also renders' unnecessary the costly startthe gen'eration and transmission to the sub- ing and switching a1ppliances used in conjunction
is' similar to that of th-~ three-phase trans- witilthem, and further considerably reduces the
mission usee 'in the direct current system, the only dimensions and cost of the subcstation buildings.
difference' being that single· phase currents have Yet the elimination of these capital costs is a matter
In the single-phase sub-station of rninor importance compared with the saving in
been dealt with.
there are no rotary transformers or their equivalent j the working expenses consequent on the abolition of
and as there are no running machines there is nO the sub-station staff, the maintenance
on .the
need to employ attendants in such sub-stations, rptiries and, s,vitch gear, and the compar,atively
periodical inspection of the static transformers is heavy electrical losses due to !?uch plants. There
all that is required. In single-phase working the ',can, therefore, be' no doubt that the transmission
Qverhe?-d conductor is invariably employed j the third of sh'lgle-phase current up to the cars is materially
rail is never uSf'd. The overhead conductor enables less costly than with direct cummt, both from the
much higher working pressures as previously men- capital and operating stand-points.
tioned to be employed than would be practicable
CAR EQUIPMENTS.
with the third rail. The higher the pressure used
on the 'working conductor the greater may the disSitlgle-phase' Equipments Heavier.
tance between the sub-stations be.
The complete electrical
of the singlephase cars are considerably
than direct-curSingle-pllase Equipments differ from D.C.
rent equipmellts capable of operating the same traitt
Equipments.
service. With motors rated at 200 hOl'se-power, the
, .The electrical equipments of the motor cars useci
weights for two motor; equipments are (see Table 8)
on the single-phase system differ in several important particulars from those on direct-current cars. 27,500 Ibs., 'and I7,000 lbs" re~il,ectively, i.e., the
The single-phase high-pressure current is collected single-phase equipments are 62 per cent. heavier
from the overh.ead conductor by a bow, and passed· th:;1n corresponding direct-current sets.
through a statIC transformer on the car, which reFor cc d Ve ntilation.
duces its pressure to a suitable value for applicaSingle-phase motors' are usually operated with
tion to the motor. The controllers and static trans- forced ventilation,. and direct-current motors with
, formers are so made that the pressure applied to natural 'ventilation j but, in some cases, the reverse
the motors is under the control of the driver, and conditions obt~'lin,
Under the usual conditions
rna y be varied at will, either for the purpose of
the continuous output of the single-phase
accelerating the train when starting, or for altering
motor
about one half its rated, capacity, and that
the running speed to meet the exigencies of the ser' of the direct-current motor about one-third of its
vice.
With s~ngle-ph,ase equipment any desired rated capacity. But with' forced ventilation of the
number of econohlical running speeds can be provided for.
The high-pressure current from the , dirc<.:t-current motors, this.'?isparity: ceases to exist.
>

overhead conductor does not enter the driver's com. partment, and every precaution is taken to eliminate
th~ possibility of accidents due to its use.

E.conomic Acceleration of Sillp,le-phase 111 otors ..
Although the single-phase equipment is -at a disadvantage On the basis of weight per horse-power,
it has an important advantage over the direct-current
, RELATIv'E MERITS OF DIRECT CURRENT AND SINGLEequipments during the period of accelerating the
PHASE SYSTEMS.
f:ars ill the more economical use of electrical power.
Tllree-pltase, not"a Serious Rival to' A,C. or D.C. Recent improvements have reduced the losses in
I do not think in its present state of development direct-current equipmentsduring the period of ac- the thr,ee-phase system is a serious competitor to celeration, but these losses are still further reduced
. either the direct 'current or the single-phase systems 'by the system of voltage control used with singlefor 'our' requirements, though the three-phase system phase current. The motors employed in the direCtcurrent system are desigl)ed for working pressures
i~ .undoubtedly suitable for operati'ng trains in mountalnous countries, such as Northern Italy and up to 800 volts, and this is the present limit of
Switzerland, or for hauling steam-operated trains pressure for heavy railway. work Dy motor cars. 'Of
The constant speed char- course,' with locomotives, the 'pressllres used may be
through long tunnels,
.. '
acteristics of the three-phase motors while unsuitable very much higher.
8944. By Mr, Cliampiori.- With' regard to
in 'many respects, do not form a serious objection
to their use for the above-stated purpose. In some modern cars,' is there any difficulty of having mulcases· they may be even regarded as advantageous; tiple unit centrol as applied to single-phase operaindeed,. the extreme simplicity of the equipments, tion ?-No: The Hamburg-Aliona' is a very good
. together with their lighter weight and low capital example of multiple unit single-phase operation .
cost· for. a given power, where the straight three- . [Continuing ·statement,]-With s'uch a low pressure,
phase system is employed, are desirable features. the'ourrents required to' give the requisite power: 'to
,Consideration will therefore only be given to the' operate heavy trains on f.ast schedules are· very conmerits of the .d~rect cunent and 'single-phase systems. siderable, and necessitate' the' llse '6f the third' niiI
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ahd"c6hiact slipper to'ej:>hvey them to the train. 'The
, use'of large currents at comparatively low~r press~re "
The Proper Power Consumption Basis.
for the direct-current motor, involves the mstallatlOll
it has been frequentiy stated ~y the ad.vocate~ of
,:of very heavy, and costly-working condu?tcrs, re'strids the distance between the sub-statIons, and 'fhe .direct-current system, that the eXceSSIve weIght
also leqcis to much greater electrical losses in the and power co'nsumption, when single-phase motors
,working conductors than occur' with the smaller are employed, mo~e th~n' compensate for any advantage due to the SImpler, cheaper, and m?re
high~tension current employed with the single~phase
efficient transmission of power from the generatmg
syste~. A recognition of these disabil"ities and limitations, imposed by the us~ of low-pressure direct station to the cars. These statements have, ~oo,
current, has led to the development of a system often been the outcome of incomplete theoretIcal
, whe'r,eby higher pressure' direct current can be em- deductions, and have referred to the consumptIOn of
~)ower at the train rather .than at the ,Power-house.
e, ployed, and the· 1,200 volt system resulted.
This method of dealing WIth the questIOn overlooks
I-ii glter Pressure Requires Extra D.C. Motors.
one of the most important advantages obtainable by
" As ,'previously. stated, the individual motors are the use of single-phase current; viz., the economy
: not subjected to a great pressure across the commu- of transmission.
tators~their weak point-but the motors nre coupled
in series by the cohtroile:rs in wch a way as to
COlld;'tiollS Influencing Power Consumptio11.
diVIde. the line pressure between two groups, into
It is difficult to obtain data with respect to the
which they are divided, Motors so arranged· can
be operated at eithei' l, 200 volts or 600 volts with conslimption. of power \Vith the various systems
equal convenience and efficiency. This system is undei' conditions which are strictly comparable. The
particulariy useful in the ,United .States, where their length of rim, schedule speed, length of train, and
inter,urban cars can run over the 600-volt lines of physical' characterisfics of the line, ha~e an im, the cities, and also secures the, greater economy due portant influence on the power consuml?tI?n at the
to the cheaper construction .and reduced operating train.. Again, the system of transmISSIon from
charges following on the adoption of 1,200 volts on power-h~use to cars has an equally important influence on the power required to be generated per
the inter:urban ,sectionS of these tracks:
train-ton mile.
E;,.t'·a 1110tors a Lessened Efficiency.
Table 8 .. Auilroritativc.
the adoption of 1,200 volts direct current, is
not' an unmixed blessing, for as at present carrieJ
Ih Table 8, is glven the technical data relating
out, ·tbe breaking· up of the motive power into ,a to some of the eiectric railways previously described.
larger number 'of smaller units is a: step in the In ali cases, the figures given are taken from records
wrong direction, for, as previously stated, the published by the responsible officers of the railways
weight" capital cost, and maintenance' charges are to ,"hich the figtircs refer, and Inay, therefore, be
,a Q1inimum when the. power is concentrated in one regarded as reliable. In all cases, the power con. utiit j .'md further, t~e efficiency of the motor equip- sumptions were ~aken under ordinary rul!ning conment is diminished by increasing the number' used ditions, and in most cases over considerable periods.
to provide a given power. It will be readily seen In some instances, the writers have included the
I that
this method of using higher pressures with weight of passengers in the ton-miles, in others the
direct cur'rent is in no 'sense elastic, but is a rigid \veight of passengers is excluded. In the table, I
step involving the duplication of the number of have redticed all as nearly to a common basis as
motors on a car, the reduction of their individual is possible, and have only used the published
horse-power! and co~responding multiplication of figures. fbr. this purpose. In no case has an esti·
.Working and wearihg parts.
mate been made.
By that, I mean where the
Such equipments can only be regarded as filling a weights of passeng~rs have .been included, I have
·gap in the very awkwaro position which has arisen takeii them out· and given the figures exclusive of
in the United States, due to the use of direct current passengers.
'on its very extensive system of electric inter-urban
'railways. It cannot be regarded as a step iIi the
Single-phase and D.C. Sub-sta'tion Power
'SOJutiOli of ,the general railway electrification
Consumption.
problem, ,and will hot be a competitor with the
modern elastic single-phase system, which enables
The two systems which are most directly com·
,the requisite power to be concentrated in the mini- llarable are the South LOndon Elevated and the
lmtim number Of thot.)ts, \vhilst at the same time Long Island iines.
In each case, the schedule
any desired working pressure In,ay be selected with· speed is the same. the distance between the stops
out regard to the car eqliipments j consideration only is not widely different, and is favorable to the Long
being given to the transVlission .system ,which con- Islar:d or direct;current . line: The seating capacity
veys the power to the cars.'
of the qrs, arid norinal l~ngths of trains, are also
. reasonably close. . J;-ong, Island is a direct-current
Consideration re Concentration of Power.
line, and the South London Elevated a single-phase
The importance, from the economic stand-point, line. The weight of the Long Island train per seat
of the concentration 6f the motive power in the is r6 per cent. less than that of the South London
smallest practical number of units, is realized by or single-phase train. Notwithstanding the greater
the ,Gennan State tail\vay authorities, .who are care- weight per seat of the single-phase train, and the
'fully experimenting in this direction befor~ proceed- fact that its motorequipments are some of the first
ing to 'electrify the Beilin Stacltbahn. This que;;- made of this type, the. consumption per seat mile
tiOll also receivecl the same careful consideration by
measured at the sub-stations, and under similar con·
l~n. Mefi wheh drawing lip his :proposal for th~
ditioils, i.stile.-same, viz., in each case, 52 watt
electrification of O1,1t suburbaH railways. The intil- hours: The energy consumption on, these two lines
'tiplicatioh of small motors on high-tension direct- are the averages for periods ror eight and t\velv¢
ctitrerrt cars,. \Vitli aview ,to Plaintairiing a practicable m9nths respectively, and therefore represent norm;tl
WOfk~ng Nessur~,is in marked cohtrastwith such
operating' results j and on ~oth lines the motors are
:titocedtite. "
cooled by' forced ventilation.
2 K2.
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Single Phase and D.C. Generating Station Power
Consumption.
It .will be further seen from the table that the
energy generated at the power-house per seat mile
is 2~ per cent. greater than that used at the train,
on the Long Island line, whereas Mr. Dawson states
·that the loss between the power-house and sub. station in the case of the South London line is about
I per cent., .and should not exceed 4 per cent. or 5
per cent. That figure is also given by Mr. Murray,
of the New York-New Haven line.
South London Elevated and LOllg Island Railways
analagous to Melboume Requirements.
.The selection of these two lines has a further interest, inasmuch as the average running distance8
and schedule·speeds are comparable with those proposed for Melbourne. The average running distance
on the Melbourne lines is given by M L Merz as
0.825 mile, or 4356 feet, and on the South London
Elevated, it is 4,590 feet, or only about 5 per cent.
greater. The schedule speed proposed by ML Merz
for Melbourne was 20 miles per hour, and that in
use on the South London Elevated is 22 miles per
hour, or 10 per cent. greater than was proposed for
Melbourne.
Calculations Based on Old Eguipments.
In the preceding comparison, I have taken the
South London line data referring to the old equipments, because the modern equipments for this line
have not yet been tested i!1 actual use. (They probably have been -now J 'but there are no figures available.) It will, however, be seen from an inspection
of Table 8, that the modern single phase equipments
are considerably lighter peI; rated horse-power than
those in use on the South London cars at the time
that the power consumptions quoted were taken.
The equipments for the new cars which have just
been put into operation (on the Crystal Palace line
to be used for the coming festivities) weigh 20 per
(2ent. less per rated horse-power; and the new equipments on the. Hamburg-Altona line weigh 22 per
cent. less than the old equipments on the South
London line. It will be further seen from Table
VIII. that the weight per seat has been reduced
hy about 34 per cent. in the new cars ot]. the South
Loridon line, and as the consumption of energy for
a given schedule speed and length of run, is propor.
tional to the weight of the train (of the same external dimensions), a corresponding reduction in
power used may be expected with the new,cars.
Comparative Data Favours Single Phase.
In November, 1909, several papers were read before' the London Institute of Civil Engineers, and
during the discussion 011 these papers, Mr. Aspinall,
of the .London and Yorkshire railway stated that
the power consumption at the train on his direct cur'rent' system was 96 watt hours per ton mile for
.3-car' stopping trains, weighing I I 7 tons, and including shunting, &c. The weight of this train per seat
is the same as that of the Long Island 3-car train,
viz., 1,291 Ibs., and consequently the consumption
of power at'tlle sub-station per seat mile was 58.5
watt' hours, as against the South London results
of 52 watt hours at the sub-station per se:lt mile.
The other data with respect to this line, that is,
the rurming speed, lengths of run, and so on, I gave
\vhen I last appeared before the Commission, and
so I have not repeated them here. Again, Mr.
Aspinall gives t\le efficiency from the power-house
bus-bars to t\le train. as 81 per cent. Therefore,
the power required to be generated at the powerhouse per ton mile would be about 119 watt hours
compared with the South London result of 79.S
watt hours. Taking the transmission loss at 5 per

cent., or on the seat mileage basis, the figures would
he Liverpool-Southport line 65.7 \yatt hours, South
London 55 watt hours, a decrease in favour of the
single-phase line of 16 per cent.
In adopting the seat mileage basis as that which
makes a comparison of the useful service obtained,
it must not be forgotten that the relative weights
of the cars, quite apart from the equipments, may
vary c~nsid~rably per seat accommodation with
different designs. It will be. seen, however, that
the trailer cars 011 the South London line weigh
67,25 6 lbs. against 39,000 lbs. for the Long Island
cars, whilst the seating accommodation was the same
in both. In this case, Y0l1 will notice the trailer cars
which do not carry equipment, or none of any
moment, are very much heavier on the South London
than on the Long Island line, and this adds materi:1 II v to the weight of the single phase train.
The
Sotlth London motor cars are also heavier than those
on the Long Island line ~wing, as prev~ously mentioned, to the greater weIght of the slll&le phase
equipment. It will, therefore, he recognIsed that
the single phaseequipments operating the same
schedule with the same length of run, perform the
service with equal power 'consumption at the substations per seat mile, and with about r6 per cent.
saving in the power demanded from the powerhouse, in spite of their great weight.

Differing train weights per Seat.
The weights of the various trains per seat as given
in the table will be seen to differ considerably.
Those of the South London Elevated and West
Jersey trains are about 1,540 Ibs: per seat, those .of
the Long Island and Lancashue and Yorkshlreavemge about 1,260 lbs., whilst those of the London
tube lines, and the Hamburg-Altona railway are
about 900 lbs.
It will be observed further that
these variations are quite independent of the type
of electrical equipments employed.
From these
figures, it may be inferred that other co?sidera~ions
frequently mask the effect of the relatIve weIghts
of the different types of equipments employed, on
the total weight of the rolling stock per seat.
ACCELERATION.

Neither System Offers ally Substalltial Advantage.
The direct current and single phase equipments
are fairly comparable under this heading.
The
direct current has the advantage eluring the first
few seconds of application, but the better sustained
acceleration obtained with the voltage control of the
single phase equipments fully compensates for this.
For the production of the comparatively low acceleration required 011 ordinary suburban railways,
with the average length of run of about threequmters of a mile, neither system offers any marked
advantage.
OPERATING F ACILlTIES •
Single Plrase a Flexible System.
The electrical equipments of the motor cars, or
electric locomotives, both on the direct current and
single-phase systems have been sufficiently developed
to afford every facility required for convenient, safe,
and expeditious operation.
The multiple unit
system is applicable to and works satisfactorily on
both direct and single-phase current lines.
The
New York, New Haven, and Hartford, the Hamburg-Altona, and the South London Elevated are
examples of the adaptation of multiple unit control
to single-phase working.
The transmission lines with single-phase current
working are simpler and cheaper to construct, and
are less costly to maintain than on the direct current
system. The most valuable advantage which the
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single phase system possesses from the operating
stand-point undoubtedly is its flexibility, and the
readiness with which it lends itself to economical extension to areas where the traffic would not justify
the intrusiorr of its more costly direct current <competitor.

Autlzoritative Opinions.
It will not be out of place for me to here quote
the opinions of a few leading electrical engineers
with respect to the relative advantages of the direct
current and smgle-phase systems for railway operation. Mr. George Gibbs, Chief Engineer to the
liong Island, and also to the Pennyslvania Tunnel
and Terminal Railroads (Bulletin of the Internatiorral Railway Congress, January, 1910), says
" It appears that for a dense suburban service conducted by multiple unit trains, or in the case of
locomotive haulage in terminals over short lengths of
main line. there would be little difference between
third rail A.C., D.C. system and the single-phase
alternating current system; in fact, the figured
differences are so small as to be within the limits
or error in calculation. As, -however, the length
of the line increases, and the frequency of the trains
become less, and the weight of the trains increases,
the single-phase system becomes cheaper in comparison with the A.C. D.C., and a substantial
saving in first cost can be effected bv the use of
single-phase on such lines. In <fact, for long trunk
line work, with the average density of traffic found
on American railways, t.he firRt cost of the A.C.D. C. system: would certainly be prohibitive, whereas there will he found instances where this will not
be the case with the aitemating current system."
The lines under the control of Mr. Gibbs are electrified on the direct current, or, as he calls it, the
A.C.-D.C. system.
The remarks by Mr. Gibbs are of padicular value
for he is operating direct current lines, and is not
speaking in favour of the single-phase system, because he himself is using it.
Mr, Phillip Dawson, Consulting Electrical Engineet to the London, Brighton, and Soulh Coast
Railway Company (proceedings of the Inst. of
C.E., London), says :-" The author's experience
\\'Quld show that, for the equipment of a large sys.
tem, under the difficult conditions of converting an
existing steam road in England, the cost of the
single-phase woukl be somewhat less than that of
the direct-current system. If there is any question
of the electrification extending to a dis'ance of 30
to 50 miles, there is no doubt of the greater economy
as regards first cost, in the installation of the singlephase system." Mr. Phi.Hip Dawson is the engi- .
neer responsible for the electrical equipment of the
South London elevated line On the single-phase
system.

Committee on Electrification of Steam Railroads,
New York.
:From the Committee Oil " Eleclrificaton of Steam
Railroarls " (appointed ,by the New York Railroad
Club :-.
" The principal systems of electrificatiol1 used in
the United States, are the direct-current system and
the high-potential single-phase system. Frequently
the difference in the estimated cost between these
systems, considering both first cost and cost of operation, is so slight that the decision cannot be made
on a cost basis alone."
Mr. W. S. Murray, EJectrcal Engineer of· the
New York] New Haven, and Hartford Railroad
(proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, April, I9II), says :-" I would recommend that we be wary of the old expression, sq oft

repeated, 'Every situatiun is a study in itself.'
The religion of this paper is to preach
the doctrine of the universal use of single-phase
current on trunk Ilfle roads, inclusive of suburban
and terminal territory, as applied to freight and
passenger operation..
. We ha\'e made
electrification in its various forms work. We can
now make it pay. . . ,
.
" An extremely important matter would be omItted if I did not say thai my experience with the
single-phase system versus other competitive systems
affords me the sincere conviction that under practically all conditions of trunk line operation where
the traffic is of the same amount and character, or,
iricleerl much less than that which is comprehended
in the' mileage that this paper covers, its first cost
<is at the greatest not more than 85 per cent. of
its next best competitor, and its operating costs are
less than the above percentage."
Mr. Murray is the electrical engil)eer responsible
for the electrification of the New York, New Haven,
and Hartford line on the single-phase system. His
company is now operating 300 miles <of .single track
(I am liot quite certain, from Mr. Murray's wordina whether that is quite correct, whether they are
act~ally operating the whole of the 300), and is at
the present time electrifying 150 miles more on the
same systeuJ.
,
.
Mr. Charles H. Merz, consulting electrical engll1eer (proceedings of the Inst. C.E., .. November,
1909), says :-" But really all these POInts must be
taken together, including cost of maintenance j ,and
his Own experience was that, when all the questlOns
were taken into consideration, the difference in the<
total cost of either system, apart from the mere auvantage in working dependent -on the peculiarities
of a particular ro:1d, was very small indeed com;
pared with the difference in the financial results
\\'hich might he expected from the adoption of dif.
fer<:nt speeds or different services."
I

Comment 011 Afr. ilferz's Report.
These remarks by Mr. Merz will, I think, effec·
tively answer the question put to me when last under
examination by th1s Commission. as to whether my
views \rere not in conflict with his. Such apparent
conflict as there may be on the surface is, I think,
due entirely to the rapid progress which has taken
place in the application of electricity to railw~y
operation, making not only possible, but practICable, that which was barely hoped for when Mr.
Merz reported.
In I907, notwithstanding the promise of increas~d
facilities offered by the single-phase system, Its
application was too .limited and of too brief duration to show whether these promises would be fulfilled.
Under these ('onditions, whilst the electrification of short though important lines on this sy~
tern was justifiable for test purposes, the electrIfication of such a large and important syste~ as the
Melbourne suburban railways by single-phase current could not have been so regarded.
8945. By lilT. Cltampion.-Of course, we have,
in addition to the report of 1907, a statement by
Mr. Wilson] Mr. :Merz's partner, that he still
recommends the direct-current for this particular
svstem.
We have that in evidence?-I discussed
this qnestion with :'1ft-. Wilson, and he was always
very careful to use the words "for a purely Ruh·
urban service."
The larger question was not, so
far·as. I know, put to Mr. Merz.
In this connexion it should not be forgotten tbat,
at the date ofMr. Merz's investigation of OUf sub·
nrba~ railway systetl1, the extension of<ele.ctr~fication
into comparatively sparsely-populated' dIstrIcts, or
to the inner zon~s of mainlines, etn:brac;'inf(distances
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of ,)~ to, SO, miles, fOlllld' bqt little -favour with
n~Hway IIlan<1gers, At the present Qate a,1l this is
ch;mgec!; the ;Hlvantages of electrification ov~r a
\yider ,~rea is recognised, and many inter-urban
lines in the United States of America are electrified;
although' the tr<1!fic cioes not' require 3: wore frequent
service thaq o,l,1e trail1 per hour.' further trunk line
electrification is rapidly l?ecoming ,~!I1 accomplisiled
fa,t;t, and cO\1sefjllen\!y all J;ailway electrification
pJ;'9blems, should 'P9\V b~ rev~ewed from the [)r~der
s~nd-pOlnl, ,
Ij;~e ctrific ?(i on

is not a Restricted Suburban
, proposition.

In Me\bourne, as in othe~ l;lrge <;:ities, a fair 'proportion of the suburban traffic is carried oq the
inner sections of its main lines. These sections will
h'ave to: pe 'electJ;'ified; D,n~. unless we shut oq.t; eyes
to the experince with electric tra,ction gained in Otl;1<;:T
COU,l;ltries, a b.t;e;tk of system cannot be entertained,
and, therefore, the, initiation of electrification should
t~k~ p'1ac~'on a,$ystem' that will meet a1( fuJure reo
quirements: If elec~rif\<;:ation could be restricted for
all time to the inner zone of our suburban railways,
there would be little 'to choose between the two
systems' fo~ t~at pu~pose, bU,t the COlltemplatioD of
~I;le ~lect~ifi.cation 9f the su,bll~b;\n system as a separate entity can no longer be entertained.
The adopt~on of a s~ort-sJghteQ policy i~ this
matter wo:uld seriously hamper develgpments m the
near future, and cause' ultimate fill~ncial loss, but
tho!';e 'develoPweJ;lts ~iil take place, and no present
unwise act 6111 permanently ci'rcumscribe the 'useful
spheJ,'e of application ot electri,c traction to our railways. It is ve~y d,ifficult to look far ahead where
progr\!ss is so rapid, bUJ ve~y e<l;sy to look back.
These d~fferen~ view points co~stitllte, ~ think, the
main cal}Se of the <l;Pparent d,iffeJ,'cnce in my views
and those expressed, by Mr. ~crz in his report of
190 7.
GERMANY'S LEAD.

Tile Dessau-Bitter/eld Experiments.
The members of this Commission will remember that when I last had the honour to give evidence
before them I at some length directed their attention
to tests which were, being carried out on the DessauBitterfeld section of the Madgeburg-Leipzig-Halle
mainline in Germany. These tests were intended
to show how fal' electric traction was fitted to meet
the req~irements of heavy main line traffic, and also
to throw light on the most suitable equipments to
employ on the 'Berlin Stadt-Bahn. 1 further mentioned thaJ the opposition of the War Department,
on the' grounds that the, State, railways were 'very
~importint 'for' strategic purposes, was a serious bar
to the progres's' of, rail,way electrification in tInt
cO\lntry~
,

A Complete Success.
From the technical' journals which have since
come to hand (1 am abstracting from the Electric
Engineer, of London) 1 learn that the trials on
the Dessau~Bitterfeld line have proved so successful that the War Depart,ment has unconditionally
withdrawn i.ts opposition to the substitution d
electric for steam traction on the State failways of
Prussia, Further, the Prussian House of Deputies
has approved of'the recommendation or'the Minister of Public Works to spend £2,5°0,000 on the
immediate extension of electrification to some ot tl:le
more important sections of the State railways. The
first work will comprise the electrical equipmeHt of
the double main. 'line between Madgeburg and
Leipzig, a distance of about 8} miles. This, together with about .)'60 miles of main line, are to
• be electrified, and the whole of the work is to be

cOJ.1:1pleted witilin two years. ·It is anticipated that,
within the yea,r 3,1.1 appUcation fo~ '£5,000,000 w~ll'
be made for further extensions.
In Silesia about,
.169 ~iles of, single tr~ckare also to be electrifieq ;"
thvs it' will, besre.J:I that "the present .scheme como,
prehends the electrification of. about 1,000 miles
of s,ingle trac~. The. iv1!.q!c.of tl1~s :,work is .to ~e
earned out WIth the smgle-phase cuqent, wl;11ch)s
the standard system "adopted by the German State
railway authorities.
.
."
Fo~' trunk line service the eleCtric: locomotives are
to' ,be equipped with, ,;ingle-,p.hase Hicitors l1:l.Ving a
rated 'c1lPa,Citv of i;Soo, horse-po\ver, and capable
of o-per::l,tinr; up to a
'of 74 miles J(er hour.

T Ite Effects 'oj Germany's Decisioll,
This decision of the German Government markfi
a dist'inctel:a i'~ the prog~es;' of ~Jectric traction(>ll
railw~ys.
Prior to this, tl;1e electrification of ~ac\1
line or a section of a:J,'ailway has been considereu
~s a separate entity, and that'systeITl which in ,the
opinion of the Iespon.sibl~ evgineer appeareQ to.
offer the best immedi<1te solution from the financial
sta,n,d-poi1)t \v'a.~·:adoPJed quite' apart from any con,sideration. of. the ultimate 'unification ,of the whole.
rr~is i\1 . tfH~ UniteQ States 'l~ay be the ~nevita1?le
consequence of Its policy of leaving the whole of
the railways in the country in the hands of private
companies. Germany' is the first coup,try to, realiz~
the great importance of carefully considering .the
system of electrificatiov, \\Thich is best adapted foJ,'
gCDeral rail way work, and having dec\deq after
costly trials, and caref:ul investigation"she !;las
adopted, a definh~ an.d settled 1;lolicv of electr\fying
on the single·phase system. The German Government has acted wisely; it is now in a positiolJ. lo.
select standards both for 'line and rolUng-stock
equipments, whie}:! will en,ab,Ie the' electrification of
its extensive State railway system to be carried out
at the minimum cOst and under- conditions which
enahle the maximum service to be obtained frorit
slIch expenditure. Economic conditions qnd. pu,hlic
demands may lead 'to the electrification of. disiointed sections of its railways, but this work! wilt
be carried out with the full assurance that- when
the time comes for linking up these sections they
will form a comprehensi.ve whole over which all
rolling-stuck can be run without restriction. '
F~NAJ,. REMARKS.

"Victoria! s Policy Identical with Gernta1zy' s,.
It behoves those q/{ whom the responsibiliW, d~
volv~s of finally dealing with the question of the,
electrification of our suburban I;ailways, to see tq
it t,haJ no shortsighted, policy should be permitted to,
burden this State with' an electrifica'tion' which. ,will
not be capable of adequately a~d' econorIJiG3:]ly.
dealing in the near future with our rapidly-growing
requirements for increaseq t.~ansponation facilities:
We do not want 3i parallel. to the hreak of gauge
difficulty which, has been in. evidence l,ately. The
fact tl).<1t the electrifi,cation of any_ section or,
tions of our main line rail wa ys, as such, has. no~
yet been considered, is no arguJ.ll,ent whatever against
providing for such a contingency. l\lain liI;e. el~c
trification has been carried out in oth,er cou_ntrie~"
ill1d is to-day ,a very live proposition. I~ wiJl have
to be dealt with sooner or. later here,
l'f we d.ose
our eyes to the example of Genpany q.nd our ea.F~
to the timely warning of Mr. W. S. MU,rray, of
the New Yor:k, New HaveD, and H~rt{ord, Railway
Company of America, and. el~ctrify our sqbtirban
Failways on an inelastic system, we win il)cvitably
be in a :vorse position then than we are to-day, an.f:!.
ren 1- progress in electric t·raction in Victoria W\1J. be
indefinitely delayed.
We live in a c1imateana
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ii~der. conditions favorable to the development of
residential areas remote from the city. Our community is a virile and exacting one, which will
demand for itself all the facilities and advantages
which ate derived from electrification in other
l!lnds.
. Succinctly, my replies to questions you have
submittedNo: 7.-':"1 do not favour the 800-volt direct current protected third rail for the Melbourne suburban
mil ways.
Some high-tension system with overhead. conductor is essentIal.
No. 8.-For purely metropolitan railways, sud;
as the 'London Tubes, the Paris Metropolitan Rail·
ways, and the New York suhways, there is no doubt
that the direct-current
is the most .suitable.
For widely ramifying suburban railways, and especially those including main line terminals, the
GOl1census of opinion is. I think, in favour of the
use of single-phase alternating current. For. main
line traffic, both passenger and goods, where electrification is justifiable, the single-phase system is
g{meralty recognised as the most suitable.
No. 9.-For the Melbourne suburban system I
prefer the single-phase alternating c,urrent system.
My reasons have been given in the preceding statement.
89-16. By 1I1r. Champio1Z.-0ne clirection In which
the overhead system would be a distinct advantage
is· in cOlmexion with operations in station yards ?-Very much so.
8947. And also, I presum.e, in the operation of
any system which consists of steam country traffic
and light suburban traffic?-Yes. There are also
technical reasons which I have not referred to.
I947A. Have you any other data to bring forward ?"':""I was asked to give some particulars if
I could with respect to the train services on electric
Hnes.
On' the Hamburg-Altona line, within the
city the trains are run at five-minute intervals;
not during the whole of the day that is the present
maximum. In the outlying districts trains are run
M from IO to 20-minute intervals.
On the Berlin
Elevated the intervals· are
minutes, and 011 the
Berlin Stadt-Balm steam line two minutes. In connexion with the last-named I have been informed bv
Herr Karplus that the trains have a length of
twelve, thirteen, and even fourteen cars, with a
seating capacity of from 800 to 900 passengers.
That 'is the line to which I directed attention in
connexion with the fact that experiments with electric
locomotives for the haulage of those trains were
carried ont on the 'Dessau-Bitterfeld line.
8948. By the HOlt .. J. Stemberf!,.-Do they
go more quickly than our suburban trains ?--I do
not think they would.
I have some data in CODnexion with train speeds, but not here. The Paris
metropolitan, during the busy hours, run at Itminute intervals, and New York suhways slightly
under It.···
8949. That is less than Victoria.
We have 2
or 3 minute illtervals ·here. That is in very busy
times ?-I do not think we have anything lower than
4 or 5 'minute intervals. o .
.
IIfr. C hampiol1:-The closest intervals at which
these trains have been run is about three minutes.
On one occasion, it was less than that-26 trains
per hour. On the Manhattan Elevated there are 60
trains per· n6ur, or trains run at I-minute intervals.
Through· the H ridsori Turmel, although they rio not'
at present do so, trains can be run up to 40 perOn: the' Brooklyn Elevated,~ 60 trains an
hollr'.
hour are run:. The- Union Loop (inner track) trains
are run at 42-second intervals at times ..
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By Mr. Durea.u.-Are these single phase?
one, I think, with the exception of the
Hamburg-Altona, is direct current.
895 T. The running times will not be affected by
the electric system employed ?-No.
Either the
direct current or single phase could do it. I have
now, as far as I can, answered all the questions
that were put to me in writing. When last before
this Commission. I mentioned I would be unable to
answer some, u~less the Commission and the Railways Commissioners could give me considerable
time to make the requisite investigations. It would
be improper for me to make comments on Mr.
Merz's work unless I at least gave as much, and as
careful, attention to it as he has
I mentioned, on the previous occasion on which I appeared before you, and I would repeat again, that
I indorse Mr. MeIz's views with respf'ct to the
power scheme.
I think his recommendations are
very goocl, and his reasons sound.
I am also of
opinion that the Government should
the power
scheme under its own control. I agree with Mr.
Merz that the electrification of the railways, or
some equally large undertaking using electricity, is
essential if a large power scheme is to be carried
out with advantage to the country.
You asked
me the last time I was here to give you some particulars with respect to the steps on our cars and
on the Melbourne tramway cars. Those particulars
I have
in a blue print.· I have shown sections
of the steps of the ;\1elbourne tramway cars, and
the cars on the St. Kilda-Brighton Electric Tramwav.
~952. What alC the Newport cars?-After the
fire at Elwood, when the rolling-stock was destroyed, new cars were built at N ew-port, and they
were
similar to the cars existing beforehand.
8953.
Mr. Cltampion.-The blue print
shows a step I ft. 4! in. from the ground, and then
of I ft. 4! i.n. in the Newport cars?
a further
-Yes.
8954. In the Sydney car the step ili I ft.
in.
from the ground, and then there is a further .step
of I:! inhces to the floor of the end platform, and
then a further ;:;tep 01 " inches from the end platform. into the car?-When we got the cars from
Sydney, and in fact until some ten or twelve months
ago, there were only two steps. We introduced a
third step, and altered the positions of the others.
8955. Are you using that type 'Of car at Elwood ?-\Ve have two or three of the Sydney cars
still ill u:>e; but we run them no oftener than is
necessary.
8955J\. The first step of the altered Sydney cars
is really higher than the first step in the Newport
type by i in. or sor-Yes.
8956. And then you break up the other
into
two?-Yes.
8957. What is the third type shown on the blue
print-the .Sydney type?-It is a motor car.
.8958. That shows a step of IS inches from the
ground, and then two steps--one of I I inches, and
6ne of 7 inches?-Yes j and there is another figure
pbced further to the right in the blue print, where
the steps of the unaltered cars are shown as
17 inches and' I6 inches respectively.
, 8959. Are those three types of car in operation?
.....:...Yes.
8960. The effect of using three steps is to widen
the space occupied by the car?-We have done so
very little indeed. The increase is about 3! inches.'
8961:. But that is manifest, even from these drawings, -if they refer to the same type of car. For
iOnstance, the' width of the body is 6 ft. 9~ in. in
the case of the 'one on 'the left, and 6 ft. 9 in. on
the centre one; whereas the over-all width to the
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8977. Do you think that within the life of the
steps in the one on the left is 6 ft. [[ in" ,and the
over-all width in the centre one is 8 ft, 9 in.?- svstem ;,t would be required to extend beyond that
nut the one to the left is the Sydney type of trailer distance ?-I take it that the life of the system is
o:ar, and the other is the Sydney type of motor car, indefinite j \vhen we electrify we .I1!wit at all times
The origina I width of the step is not /liven here, keep that system in perfect working order, and at
and I cannot tell YOll what it was; but if you wish no time can we say it is fit to be turned out.
8978.Bv worki{lg order I presume you mean
to know, J \yill ascertain for you.
8962, Of course, such a car as that, of a width improved 'as well as properly maintained?of 8 ft. 9 ill., could not be used on the ;\lelbourne Thoroughly efficient working order to carry the
tracks. The centres are 9 feet apart ?-No. They traffic without any risk of failure for all time. I
consider that we should not allow the system to
could not be run.
8963. If the steps are dil'>posed in the way they get into such disrepair as to justify saying it is
are shown on the blue print, the car becomes so worn out or that it should be discarded, and somemuch wider?-Yes; or you must cut out some of the thing new put in.
8979. Do you think to look ahead for twenty
"eating cn pacity of the car to bring the steps
years in railway construct;on is sufficiently l<;mg?further in.
8964. The Newport type of motor car shown Oll That is a fair time to look ahead_
8980. Within a period of twenty years, do yeu
the print has a much easier step ?-Yes j very much
thillk it likely that we would need to extend the
better.
You electrification beyond the zo-miles radius ?-I think
8965. The same thing comes in there.
suc::eec1 in llsing the step at the expense of increasing ir is quite likely that it might have to be extended
even to GeelOlltr; but I think it would be better
the width of the car?-Yes.
8966. You cannot, in other words, make that step to ge,t replies t~ questions of that kind from the
easy unless you widen the car ?-Or curtail the Railway Commissioner. It is awkward for me to
reply.
passenger space.
8981. I was dealing with it from an electrical
8967. The other' sketches show the Melbourne
We do not want your
tramway cars, the one on the left being a section expert's point of view.
as
a
matter
of
policy?-If we elecopinion
on
it,
through the dummy, That shows one step of 13
trify there is no date at which we cim say we
inches to get on to the floor of the dummy?-Yes.
8968. In the case of the electric cars, it is ne- couid afford to throw out what \\ie might put in,
and sta.rt de llOvo. Whatever we out in would un·
cessary to step up 3,1 inches ?-Thnt is so.
doubtedly have to be extended. Melbourne will
8969. To get into the car, on the cable system,
grow, allci if
up to the limits proposed
\'OU have to ascend z feet ?-Yes.
by Mr. Merz, in five or ten yean;' time those limits
. 8970. The height of the cars is a difficulty
will have to be extended. Every year's expendiwhich cannot be obviated in the case of the electric
diture on such extensions would make it more diffisystem ?-No ..
cult to change the syst.em, and the longer we go
8971. By Mr. Dureau.-With regard to page .1 on the more costly would it be to make a change.
of YO.l1r statement regarding the extensioll of rnil- At all times the \rhole of the system will have to
ways, and dealing with the Melbourne system, sup- be kept in perfect Working order, and the whole
posing it was decided to electrify, would you re- of the machinery will have to be kept in thorough
commend that the whole of the suburban radius be repair.
done at once ?-I hardly think so. I think thnt the
8982. 13y lib. C1tal1lp~oll,-Take a special case
\York should go on progressively.
-the Mordialloc line. Supposing under the Merz
8972. I do not mean that you should have suf- proposal the line was electrified to _Mordialloc. In
ficient men to do the whole of the lines simul- \'iew of the fact that, undoubtedly, electrification
taneously, but that the policy should be to proceed ,rill be called for, say, to Frankston, and' to variwith the electrification of the whole of the suburb,m OllS other stations nlong that line, within what is
radius ?-J think it should be drawn up with that ill our
at any rate, a reasonable period,
end in view; but that is a question which the Com- which
electrification would it be best to
missioners should look into before starting elec- adopt?- I think that practically the only one'suittrification, to see how far it would pay, and in able would be the single-phase _system. The pre\Yhich order it is best to electrify the lines. There sent high tension direct current provides for only
are many questions to consider before deciding Olle
with its absolute limitation, but the practhat.
ticnble extension by alternating current is un8973. Supposing it was decided to electrify, how limited.
long would it tnke to complete the work in the sub898.1.
lllr. Dllreau.-Speaking or the change
urban area
have not considered that. I under- of system, and referring to the main lines in your
stand, from Mr. Wilson,'thnt it would tnke about statement, did you mean to imply that it would be
two years; but that wns only stated in general con· inadyisable to have the steam trains running over
versation.
the electrical section ?-Not at all. There is not
897 4. Would there be any greater noise in the much objection to that. 'Vhen I have referred
running of a train by the single-phase sy~teril than to the question of main line electrification I have
by direct current?-There might be ,a litt Ie, but it not intended to imply that it is likel y. thn t any of
would be very slight, if any.
our main lines would be electrified through for many
8975 Tn view of what you have said regarding Years, Our main lines are also in the inner zone
the possible progress of Melbourne, what would you sllburban lines, and if our ,?uburban system is elecS::lY was the radius that it would be fair or right
trified the inner zone of those main lines would be
to assume should apply to electrification of our rail- electrified. It might be policy in the near future
ways for passenger service,_ supposing it was de- to extend electrification on those lines further even
cided to electrify?-I think the scheme laid out th!1!1 proposed by Mr. Merz.
byMr Merz wmild be a very good one,
8984. On page 13 you say, " It would be readily
8976. How many miles does that extend out?- seen that this method of using higher pressures
Mordialloc, Dandenong, and Ringwood, are the with direct current is in no sense elastic, but is a
greatest distances to which his scheme extends. I rigid step inyolving the duplication of the number
de not know the exact distances, but I think 20 of motors on a car, the reduction of their individual
miles is the maximum_
. horse-power, and corresponding multiplication of
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working and wearing parts." VOII are speaking of ",hether you could supply us with corresponding
the direct current there. Under the multiple unit figures of the results to be expected from M r.
system would not that Dermit of an easier break- Merz's recommendation, For instance, with an actip of the train, thereby making the service, in a celeration of I 'mile per bour per section, disregardsense, more elastic ?-I do not intend to imply that ing the weight of passengers, the consumption is
the mUltiple unit system is unsuitable for use with 75.4 per cent. watt hours, and the actual energy
consumed by the train 63, r watt hours. That inthe higher pressure direct-current.
8985. Do you mean that it is in no sense elastic ,formation is taken from Mr. Dawson's paper read
because it does not Dermit of extension ?-No. What hefore the London Institute.
Supposing Mr.
I means is this: T-hat with tlH~ old system of 600 Merz's scheme ,,'ere carried out, do you think you
volts vou have a certain limit to economical exten- could inform the Commission what would be likely
sion, 'and this limit is increased by a definite to be those relative consumptions ?-I have no data
"mount when you use the 1,200 volt system, ,as of the equipments Mr. Merz proposes to use. It
at present carried out in America. The system would not be fair for me'to make comments on l\'1r.
and Merz's work unless I had complete data to work
there is to use two 600 volt motors in
then apply 1,200 volts to the line. This increase 0l1. ,
in pressure is a step of the definite value of the
8992. There are mallY suburban lines in Melvoltage which the individual motor can take. I
bourne, demands for the extension of which would
might say that on the Continent higher pressures be made by people beyond the limits of the work
are used, hut I am not aware of those pressures done from the very inception of electrification?being applied to heavy railway operation.
That would be so.
8986, By lb. Champioll.,-You use those motors
8993. So that I suppose you could hardly COIlin the same way as you would use series centrifugal ceive of a system in any part of the world which
pumps ?-Yes. As far as I can learn, up to date, would 'be constructed so as to be absolutely incapT do not think there are any motors fit for heavy . able of immediate extension ?-Only such lines as
railway traffic that will operate above 1,000 volts, the LondOn tubes, the Paris Metropolitan, and the
that is on motor cars. On locomotives much higher New York Subways, to which I have previously
voltages can be used even with direct current.
referred, and also the underground lines of Berlin.
8987. By Mr. Dureau.-One of the authoriti~s Such lines would not be materially extended.
you mentioned stated that the incrt\ase in cost of
8994. You could not conceive of any case of such
the single-phase would not excee'd 85 per cent?a large character as Melbourne, in which it was
It is not increased cost. What he savs is the cost
so necessary to establish a system capable of exof instillation would not be more than 85 per cent.
tension immediately after cOllstruction ?-I think so.
or: its best competitor. What he means to imply is
T think the New York, New Haven, and Hartford
that the capital cost of electrifying on the singleis a case in point.
phase system would not exceed 85 per cent. of the
RQ95· You would go so far as to say that the
cost if it wert\ electrified on the direct current sysMelbourne
svstem is one of the most important
tem. Tn other words, for every .£100 it would
cost on the direct-current system Mr. Murray says cases ?-Yes.
8996. And one of those cases in whioh extensions'
it would cost £85 6n the single-phase, and that
for every £ I 00 of operating cost 01'1 the direct- would be demanded from the' very beginning?current system the 'operating cost on the single- Yes j my conclusion is based on my observations
whilst I have lived in Melbourne-some thirty odd
phase would be less than 85 per cent. of it.
8988. Regarding the costs of the two systems, years.
8997, As an expert, have you any doubt that a
have you ever calculated approximately wh'at the
difference would be on the suburban svstem here? ~'el v considerable increase in traffic \Youl d be ob--No. Over a year ago, in fact, near(y two years taiJ~ed by means of electrification of railways ?-N o.
Judging by what has occurred in other parts of 'the
~go, I !l!Jpliecl to several of the leading manufacturers of electrical plant and requested them to give world, that would be the case.
8998. On account of the greater faciliti'es given
me the technical data and costs of the various train
t;quipments. T 'did not get a single reply of value for travelling, and the increased comfort to passenfrom any of them, That statement applies to gers, I suppose principally?-Mainly on account of
manufacturers in England, America, and on the increased facilities, I think.
Continent. They are not at all keen to give that
8999. By Mr. SoUy,-There are great possibilisort of information.
ties for the development of the Gippsland portion
8989. By iIlr. Solly.-They are experimenting in of our Victorian railway system. Gippsland is a
the various systems r-No. T think it is simply fine country. There are so mallY good lands there.
that they do not care to give information which r f the Government desired to develop that portion
might get into improper hands. They did not of the country, it is possible to give an export trade
know me, and of course, they knew that ,Mr. Merz of butter, cheese, bacon, ai1d various other things
had dealt with the question, and as he had been that the British people consume to a very large exappointed by the Government to' deal with it I tellt, and have to import from ether parts of the
Would it be necessary to duplicate the
presume they did not feel inclined to give such world,
Caulfield and Camberwell lines, provided electrifiinforma tion to others.
8990, In writing to them for this particular in- cation took place ?-I do not think I can answer
formation, did you do so in your private capacity, that question. I have not had an opportunity of
or as an officer of the Vi<;:torian Railway Depart- investigating it. It is useless for me to express an
ment?-In 111)' private capacity, because I have no opinion unless I look into the case, and I have never
authority from the Commissioners to deal with such been in a Dosition to do so.
question~. This work does not corne under me, and
9000.
has 'been stated here in evidence that it
whatever I do in this way I do in my own time. is not advisable to go in for electrification while
I did not write to more {han one of the firms, but the system is in its experimental stages. Do you
J spoke to the' Melbourne representatives of other agree" with that ?-I do not consider that electrification is in the experimental stage. That stage Ips
firms.
8991. By Mr. Cltampion.-We have certain passed, and whether it be by direct current or singlefigures with regard to the London, Brighton, and phase current, the work can be carried' out in a perSouth Coast railway, and wQuld like to know fectly satisfactory and efficient engineering manner.
J
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No difficulty would anse which cannot be satisfactoriIy dealt with. '
9~0I. And 'you 'contend, as an electrical expert,
that we can safely go On with the improved system
of electricity to-day, and adopt later on any further
impro~ements that'may take 'pl,:tce wi!irout an~ ver,Y
great lllcrease of cost?-Yes ~ If a wise ~electlon IS
made 111 the chOice ot system. If the sll1gle-phase /
current is ad?pte.d,. I would say yes,. If the direct
cur.rent, ~ t~ll1~ It IS extremely.'qtf~stlOnable whether
senous dIfficultIes would not anse 111 the near future.
9002: By H on. J. Stemberg.-.- You are conversant WIth the Melbo~rne cable tramways?- Y~s.
9003. You recogl1lse that. when they were mtrocluced, they were really lip to clate?-I do.
9004. Can you tell the COlllimission what your
opin ion' is at' thepreselit time. In view of the
greater expansion ta~ing place in connexion with the
suburbs of Melbotirne; is it time for them'to go, so
that we might have one uniform system. Would it
be an advantage to the citv as a wh'ole?-As an'
I'
. .
.
I 'ld
engll1eer,
wou say t lat, 111 my Opll1lOn, the best
scheme would be to put in large electric motors to
' . bl
' I.
h
bl
.
h
d nve t.e present ca es Wltlln t e present ca e
area, or within the city area at all events, and then
<;xtencl with the overhead electric trolly system outside that area. Having regard to my knowledge of
the requirements of the Melbourne public, I do not
thO k tl1
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b k ft· t h
. In
ey wou· 0 era e a re.a 0 sys em a t e
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90 c: 6 . By Mr, Clzampzon.-If the ralh\~ys\\~re
el~ctr.lfied, wo~ld. that ~ a, r<:ason for dlspensmg
',¥Ith. quadruplIcatIOn whIch, lllight be. held to be
necessary under steam traction ?-Jt Imaht.
. '"
"
II ? B
the capaCIty
off ah
Ime
. 9°°7· d 1)'.'d
Iecause
.,,'.
M
' IS
Increase " lin er e ectr1!1catIon,
any 0 t e hnes
that.h'ave ,been electrified, and some oJ which are
referred to in my evidence, when last before you,
'vere eleci~ified for that specific purpose.
9008 .. Bearing in mind this condition, that the
q~adruplicatiQn is mainly for the purpose of dealing
WIth country traffic, coal and goods traffic?-That is
;1 question of policy, which, of course, the CommisIlioners alone can deal with"
9009. But, speaking on the broad principle of
the thing, supposiI1g it is, necessary uncler steam
conditions to quadqlplicate certain lines to provide
for country traffic, and g()ods ,traffic, Electrification
?f. the, lines would provide a better servict; for d<;alInK WIth the suburban. traffic-more rapId servIce..
Does not that necessarily mean that those lines would
be more fully occupied than at the present time?-'During some hours of the day, undoubtedly j but in
connexion. with that, there is an important matter
to which Mr. Murray, of the New York-New Haven
line, calls attention.' ,He says, in electri,fying, it is a
very great advantage to deal with the goods traffic
il!?' far as possible, by electric operation, for this
reason, that the goods traffic is generally carried over
t,he line in hqurs when the pa~senger traffic is slack.
H; then,. the, goods traffic is operated by electric
iQComotives, the load factor of the po\\ier-house is
r.a.ised', and more economical' resllits are obtained
from electric operation. In other words, it improves
the load, and increases economy.
9010, Of course, it cannot be denied' that the
ql)adruplication of certain lines would afford greater
facil.itie,s, ,from a railway point of vi<;w?-UnQQuqtedTy,
..
.
9.911. If ~hat quad'ru.pJicati.on is necessary under
~t<;:am conditions ,for dealing, with ,country traftic.
Q.9W dbe;; e\<x:tdficat!Qn; 9f 'tlW. lin~s prevent or
obviate that necessity?-I do not 'think ft would.'
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90I2. If it IS necessa'ry in the public interests to'
re-grade certain' lines to get rid of level crossings'
under steam 'sbnditions, I presume it would' be
more neces,saty under electric working ?-I should
say so. _
'
90I3. By 1I-1r, Solly.-Do yOU mean by your pre.
vious answer to Mr. Champion that electrification
would merely deal \vith the passenger. traffic ?-As
proposed by' Mr. Merz, yes.
(}01'4. And ·not for products from the country at
al(?~No.
Mr. Murray. of the New York-New
Haven arid Ha~tford -lines, does deal with the
goods traffic. and even uses electric locomotives for
vard-shuntin'g purposes,
'
_',
,
QO t J' Fhe SYSlem your r~coI?mend would enable
ste~m. tram~ fro~. country dIstncts ~o run over your
e}cctnfied hn~s wlthOllt the least dI~CUlty ?-;-Yes.
9016 . Commg back, to the quest,lOn put to you
by M~. St~rnberg about the electnfi<;atl?n of the
tlamway system for t~le purpose of hnkmg up the
wl'.ole of the metropohs. would vou recommend the
11""
b'
b (.[ d' £"
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ea )t e syst~tlhn emgha °dtSIC 11 m avourdo. ~n eWe.cthr;c
81'S em, el ,er over ea
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e CI y. pl'Oper . 0 not 1 e e over eae tro y.
ror~Ol~e year~ p~st ,endeav~urs /ave beJn ~;de
~ ~~ t ~v~r ~.a ht'Wlres,PH un Jrgroun . f ~~t
°1 Ie e ec rIC Ig l.ng WIr~:,. an many. 0
e
te eplOne and, teleglaph WlJes. are undelground,
and it seems to me it would be a very great pity
t 0 pu t "
'
up more over h'eaeIwues
WI'th'm t he Cl't y.
Yo tl. W 'III Ilave no t'Ice d'111 S yd ney th a t they cause
a great deal of noise, which is very objectionable.
They are also dangerous and difficult for the fire" h and T,tlunk
.
men to deal WIt,
they should be excluded from the city proper. The overhead is undoubte'clly the cheapest and best for outside
purposes.
9°17· Have you any knowledge of the present
t'
d t 0 tIe
1 POSSI'b'I'
f tt'
can d't
OJ sys em In regar
I Ity 0 "e mg
I t'li t'
.
I . f th
bl? I h b
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e ca es.ave not
g01}e mt? that personally.
I rememb~r the condlIltS oemg put down, ~lld from that tlffie I have
not ~eell them. There IS r;ot much space, I dare
s::l)~ It .cOl:ld ~e done, l;H1t It' would not be as good
a Job .I.S It mIght b e .
.,
.
9?r8, By lliff. c,ltatwplOll.--:-,If It IS conSIdered
adnsabJe to electnfy the rmlways, and construct
an up-to-date tlnif.o~·m ane~ ,efficient tramway system,
both those propOSItIOns WIll absorb ,a lar~~ amount
of money, say, for t~le sake of argument,
;(,2,000,000 each. SUPJ=:0slIlg we had ~nough money
to do one of, them, whIch ,do you thm~ .would be
the most ~clvlsable cour~e to pursue,. '~hlch \Vo~lri
you electnfy, first ?-It. IS ra~her.a dIfficult questlOn
to answe~ WIthout conslderat.lOn. If th.e tramways
are electrIfied, and are electnfiecl by an mdep~ndent
body who ;voulcl ?ave po\V~r to. run them 111 accordance WIth theIr own dIscretIOn, the tramway
system would; . I feaf, be a very serious compeutor to the RaIlway Department. ,
9°19, That has been the case in other places I
believe ?.:Yes.
Some of the cases of which I
ha:ve g~ven particulars show to \\'hatextent an electric
1111~ detracts ,from the steam traffic in the same
direction, and having that in view it seems to me
there 'are some very substantiar-reasons why the
rail\\"3)rs should, be electrified first. ' •It does not
seem desirable to divert from the railway system
traffic; which properly belongs to it. If the tramways \\'ere electrified first, and seriously detracted
from: the' traffic on the steam rail~ays,it would
be necC'ssary to immediately electrify the suburban
railways.
Their electrific<l,tion would then take
p!'itce with a falling revenue, and the rail wa ys would
be 'in a wOI:se fjnancial. position than if they were
electrified' first,' If the' railways were electrified
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fi);'st, then the, exten'lions of, the tramway system
would 'be modified accordingly. If tramway dectri/1ca\ion preced,ed railway electrification the trams
woul.d probably go into competition with the railwa v.s. If the ]a tter were electrified first the tramext~nsions would keep clear of them.
It
seems to me, ,a ,definite ans\ver to that question cannot be given until the· system of managf'!ment of
the tramways" is settled.
From the point of view
of the economical production of. electric power at
th~ power-house, I should say it would be better
to e{ectrify 't'Pe railways first, because they would
u.se '1 much. larger quantity of power. The power
taken by the tramway system would be too small
to j\lstify putting up a power-house such as Mr.
Merz proposed. It certail)ly would not justify the
production of power at Morweil or any such place,
and
transmission to Melbourne.
9020. Would you, get a better load factor?The load would be too small altogether on the
tramways.
Q02I. By !vir. S(Jlly.-It has been stated that
unless the suburban railway system was electrified
at th,~ sarve time, as the tramway system, the latter
would of necessity draw a proportion 'of the pas·
senger tra.(TIc from the railways.
Do you agree
that the two systems must be electrified at one and
the s:lI1)e time, or it might be d:imaging to oile or
the oHV:r ?-I do to a very large extent. I think
that if. the tramways are electrified they should he
electrified always, keeping in view the fact that
railway electrification would not be long delayed.
If t11;at were not done the tram, lines might, as
I said previously, be built in too close proximity
to the railways, which would be to the serious detril1ient of' the railway traffic.
, 902~. And if the tramways are electrified first
they' would draw, aEcording to your contention,
from the railway system a certain amount of their
bu.siness qt the present time ?-Yes, they would
veFy mat,~riall y affect the traffic on the steam
railways.
, 9023. And if the railways were electrified, some
t~we after that, it would be a great difficulty for
the railway authqrities to get back that amount of
business that they had lost through the tramway
people taking it?-I do not think it would be very
difij.clllt, to, get the greater part of it back, because
the railways run o,ver their O\\'n private right-of-way
and at a higher speed, and a railway in compet.itiol1 with the tramways will usually· take the larger
proportio!) of the traffic if the facilities given are
similar.
9,°24:. Would you, as an electrical expert, recommend that the electrification should be carried
on atone 'and· the same time ?~I would not say
n'ecessarily at the same time, but I would say that
the two systems should ,be taken into consideration
together', and that the power-house and the power
tra1)smission line, if the power-house be distant
from Metoolirne, should be considered with respeet
to the dilal system of electrification of the railways,
and tramways.
.'
'
',9025.' Dealing. with the question of power-houses,
we had evidence m Brisbane to the effect that two
power-houses couldl be established and conducted
on a m6r~, en)!1oinicar basis than one. The witness
contended: that :ri wa.:. not only, his opinion, but
the opinion ,of. a ntlmber. of electrical experts tgat
two power-houses could be conducted on a more
econol).1icaJ basis than one power-house controlling
tve whole, service of elecfrified railways, tramways,
and lighting in a metropo\ is su~h as Melbourne?I do not agree with that at' all. I think that it
is; a1together wrong ..
9026. You yourself said that, provIding we
started with the electri"fication' 'of the tramways,
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followed by the inevitable electrification of th? sub-,
urban railway system, it WQuld be advisable also to
supply private individuals with the necessary power
for lighting purposes, and that that could be mor~
economically conducted under a one-po\ver house
system (-That is my opinion, most certainly, and
J think it is the opinion of pretty well all the
leading engineers in the world. I think that, wherever, practicable, the power is taken from the one
source, nlthough there are a number of cases I
know of which have two or more power-stations.
It seems obvious that it is more economical to have
ollly one.
The dual management charges are
eliminated, :lIId the diversity' factor is improved.
9027. IJy the Cilairmall.-The fact that there
are two stations in Glasgow may be merely fortuitOllS circumstances ?-There may be many reasons
which would rellder it necessary to have two powerstations. You may not be able to get the necessary
land. A small power-station may have been erected,
'and extended as far as the available land would
allow, and then it may be found necessary to provide more power, and consequently a power-house
has to be erected elsewhere. That, I believe, is to
some extent the condition which obtains in Sydney
to-day. The cost of circulating water for condensing
purposes is unduly gre,lt, and the next power-house
which they propose to build will be established
nearer the wilter, so that the cost of condensing
water, which is 8n important item when steam turhines are used, will be reduced to a minimum.
9028. They say that the fact that they have not
got room. and that they arc very far from the water,
are reaUy the only reasons why they are not putting
9P the extra plant at Ultimo?-That is so.
9029. By JIb. Solly.-Recognising the possibilities of the greater scheme being adopted of electrification of both tramways and railways, and of
supplying power to manufacturers and lighti,ng for
citizens, ha ve you considered where this power.
hou:,e should be situated ?-Only to this extent that
on the clata submitted bv Mr. Merz I indorse his
recommendation. I have read his reports on tho!3e
matters carefully, and as far as the evidence is
:wailablp.. it seems to me his recommendations are
sound.
9030. Do you know anything of the brown coal
jlllpply at Altona Bay?-Only what I have seen in
the newspapers.
90.)1. You have 110 practicill or theoretical knowledge of what would be the benefits of taking the
coal supply from there ?-No. I do not think that
the coal is of as good quality as 'Morwell brown
coal.
<\ good nlaflY years :;tgo I tested both the
MOI:well and the Altona coa\. The Morwell coal,
as far as my memory serves me, was better than
the other. There is another imnortant factor: It
is very much easier to get the coal at Morwell than
Altona. The former is open cut work, while the
latter is shaft mining.
9°.12. The cost of fuel would Imlke a material
difference 10 th~ price the consumers could get their
electrical power at ?-I would rather that you did
not place any value on my opinion with respect to,
the relative merits of those two coal schemes, because I have had no opportunity of investigating
them in a proper manner.
90 33. By lIb. C11,ampio1l..-You have made no;
peFsonal study of the conduit system of electri6cation for tramways ?-No.
. 9034· As far as your knowledge goes, what syst~m of electric traction for tramways do you consrde:.the best~~The.overhead trolly, from an engineenng stand-pomt, IS a great deal the best. It is,
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the cheapest and most satisfactory in operation.
The adoption of the conduit system is largely an
'.
aesthetic question.
90 35. That is the only reason which should oper·
ate towards its introduction in Melbourne?-That
and the fire risk.
9°3 6 . Speaking generally, 1 presume it would be
necessary 10 have very efficient drainage for the
removal of storm-wat.ers if the conduit system were
introduced in Melbourne ?-It would.
9t:>37· The present conditions obtaining in the
cable conduits would not be permitted if they were
used for. electric trrtction ?-No; the conduits mu~t
he both clean and drv.
Qo::;8. With respect' to the conduit system as es·
tablished in London, as I clare say yOIl are aware.
the conductor bars or rails are two in number, the
positive and negative, in each tunnel, and they are
situated on each side or the tunnel space about
6 inches or 7 inches apart. How would you regard
a proposition to use [t single couductor rail sitw.ted
centrally under the slot ?-I would not entertain
such a scheme.
I think that a conductor rail so
si'tuated would co1]ect the dirt and grit falling
through the slot, which would make it much more
difficult to keep the (:')ntacts and the ploughs ia
working order.
The question of cleanliness is a
very important one, and the conductors must be
placed where the dirt would not collect on tlwm.
Fine dust that might find its way to conductors
placed at the side of the slot would not be anything
like·as objectionable as the heavier grit which would
fall on the conductor situated verticallv below thp.
slot.
90::;9. Would there be any more danger in plac·
ing the conductor rail in such a position than there
would with a conductor rail on each side of the slot
from the point of view of children putting in hoop!;,
for example; from the point of view. of malicious
interference or ignorance ?--Undoubtedly there
wOllld be more cbnger, unless the conJuctor rail was
inverted, that is, with the contact surfac~ on the
lower side, and sufficient insulating protection provided' above it.
.
9°40. From an electrical point of view, is there
any mlv;:mtage in having the two conductors in the
conduit, the positive and negative conductors, in a
system which would employ one conductor and Ilse
the rails for return ?-I am not prepared. to say
which system is best without consideration.
904I. In the event of interruptions taking place,
it is an advantage sometimes to be able to reverse, is
it not?-Yes.
9°42. From that point of view, would the two
rails be an advantage?-Yes, it is an adVaIltagc in
that respect, and where that system is used it is fre·
quently dont. Certain sections only are reversed,
not the whole system.
904.'). From 'an engineering point of view, you
regard the management and. maintenance of the
conduit system as much more difficult and costly
than the overhead ?-Very much more difficult, and
very much more cost! y.
9044. Do you think there \\'Quld be any reduction
in the noise QY the adoption of the underground or
conduit system ?-Yes, there would be considerably
less noise:
9045. Due merely to the removal of the trolly?
-And also to the type of contact. The trolly-wire
becomes a resonator, but the rigid conductors in the
conduit would not vibrate in the s<.\me way as the
trolly-wire does.
'
9°46-7. And I presume the contact would be more
of a sliding natme?-Yes, purely a sliding contact.
9048. What about the shriek of the trolly·?-I
think that would be wholly eliminated.

9049. There would be no difference as far as the
nmse IS concerned due to the extra weight of the
electric car on the track, and the noise due to the
working of the motor ?-No; the noise of the gear·
ing arid the rolling on the track would remain the
S:1me.
9050. You have vourself observed the working.

of the overhead system in other parts of. Australia?
--Yes.
9051. Which noise do you regard as the most
Dbjectionable, the rumble of the car on the track,
the roar of the motor or the shriek of the trolly?Thi' noise of the trolly is, in my opinion, the most
objectionable.
9°52. And owing to the situation of the wire that
noise .. I presume, is fir;;;t heard and is longer main.
t'linerl as far 'as the listener is concerned than any
other wav?-Verv much so. The noise is trailsmitted al~ng the 'overhead conductor, llfld you can
he~lf it when the car is at a considerable distance.
9053. Have you given any consideration to .the
question of constructing a track for an electncal
tramway?-Yes.
9°54. I f the conduits were to be used, I prf;,;ume it would be imDossible to use transverse
sleeper ~onstruction ?-':Undoubtedly, unless they
were formed on the lines that the Americans adopt
in some cases. They make the yokes and the sleepers
practically in· one piece of cast iron or steel.
90S5. That would in our case involve a complete
reconstruction ?-Yes.
9056. And the only advantage from using the
existing r:onduits would be eliminated ?-That is
so.
9057. Which do you consider the' better form of
track foundation ?-A concrete bed or. transverse
;,leepers ?-I think that the sleepers make the best
track.
9058. Why?-It gives a softer road·bed. If the
rails are on concrete the road is very hard, but
r,lecpers are more resilient.
9059. Would not foundations upon concrete bed
add to the inconvenience caLised by the noise ?-Yes, it \\'Otild make the noise more pronounced, A
wooclen sleeper would deaden it to some extent.
9060. So that as far as the track is concerned,
the overhead system, in addition to its other addi·
tion to its other advantages, affords the opportunity
of providing the best trade ?-Yes.
9061. By tile Cltairmall.-J'see from your st~te
ment that your working expenses, on the St. KIlcla
to Brighton electric line, increased during '1909-10?
--The increase was mainly due to track maintenance work. The track was none too good, and
it ha~ been rather costly to maintain up to the pre·
sent.
9062. And your costs in spite of that are less
than the costs of working the Melbourne Tramlvay
system which are 7.65 penny per car mile. Do
your costs, as given here, include eyerything?Yes, with the exception of capital charges.
9063. What does it cost you for power?-It is
given in the statement. The cost of power is
naturally very high with such a small plant.
9064. If a. big power station were established,
such as had been proposed, the cost of the energy
for that line would be reduced by more than So
per cent?-Yes.
9065. 'Would that affect working cost materially?
-Only in the same proportion that the cost of'
power bears to the total.
9066. It would probably bring it down' below
6d. per car mile ?-In the neighbourhood of that.
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Richnrd Gardiner Casey, sworn and examined.
9067. By Afr. Clzampion.-What is your name?
-Richard Gardiner Casev. I am chairman of the
Victorian Racing Club. '
9068. Would the Vir;toria Racing Club grant
facilities to the Victoria Amateur Turf Club to run
its races on the Flemington race-course?-The Victoria Amateur Turf Club has on occasions when the
Flemington race-course was flooded been good
enough to allow us to use their race-course, and if
they required at any time to make temporary use of
ours, we would be very glad to let them do so; but
if you mean by your question would the Victoria
l~acing Club and the Victoria Amateur Turf Club
make permanent use of the same race-course and
conveniences, I can only say that this matter has
never been thoroughly discussed, and that no direct
answer can be given until the advantages and d'sadvantages on both sides have been thoroughly
threshed out, and the opinion of the rr,embers (Jf
the Victoria Racing Club taken by circular and
at general meeting. To me, under present conditions. the suggestion seems impracticable.
9069. Why?-My answers to the other questions
will deal with ·the reason.
9070. Is that all 1'011 wish to say in reply' to
the first question ?- Yes.
9071. What are the objections, if any, to the
Victoria Amateur Turf Club running its races on
the Flemington course ?-One objection would be
that if the Victonan race-course was flooded, as it
has been on several occasions, and Caulfield course
. was shut up, there would be no race-course left, on
which mces could be conducted around Melbourne.
Another objection is that race meetings would be
practically twice as many in number on Flemington
as they are at present. One race meeting would
necessarily be held closely following a meeting of
the other club, and it would be difficult, and in
wet weather impossible to prepare the course for
the meeting. Further, if 300 horses, which I believe is about the number thnt use the tracks at
raul field, were added to the nU111ber already using
the training tracks at Flemington, it would cost the
Victoria Racing Club some thousands of pounds to
make. the necessary provisions for training and
r:arrying on the business.
Q072. Speaking generally, on what terms would
the Victoria Racing Club grant the use of its course
to the Victoria Amateur Turf Club?-The terms
would have to be considered and agreed on mutually. We could not say what the terms would be
if it came to a question of practical arrangement.
We would endeavour to deal liberally and fairly
with the other club if we had to do 0;0,
9°73. In the event of its so doing, could the
Victoria Racing Club grant the Victorian Amateur
Turf Club all necessary facilities for training, &c.l
-The Victoria Racing Club would not in any case
give any other club control over its training tracks
or sheds. If, however, the Caulfield race-course and
training tracks were shut down, and all the owners
of horses now training there brought them all to
Flemington to train, then the owners of the racehorses would have the use of our training tracks
on the usual fees and conditions, but, as I said
before, if the whole of those horses were put on the
Victoria Rncing Club's training tracks now it would
hwolve a very large expenditure amounting to some
thousands of pounds to make the necessary provision for them.
9074. I.s there enough room at FI~l!lington for
such additional racing tracks as would be required
to accorrunoclate those horses?-That is an expert
question that would be very hard to anSWer. I
might say that at Flemington the whole race-course
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is 'very difficult indeed to drain. ~he.re is no method
of getting the surface wa~er off It 111 'Yet. weather,
and you can get clown mto water wlth1l1 a few
teet of the surface anywhere, and although you
migh.t be able to mnke provision for ~n ~nlimi!ed
llUmber of horses during dry weather, 111 tl.mes lIke
the present when the ground is saturated It would
be almost impossible to provide for the number that
i', there now. In fact, only one of the many tracks
at Flerr,ington is able to be used at present; that
i~ the cinder track.
9075. This expenditure that you speak of would
be entered upon for the construction of tracks?
-To a great extent, and also the elevation and can·
struction of more training tracks, and for the elevation and keeping up of the main race-course as
differentiated from the training track.
The racecourse, if it had to carry twice the amount of work,
would have to be raised, and much more carefully
turfed and attended to than at present, which would
add to the expenditure.
Q07 6. The elevation that you speak of is necessa~y tor the purpose of keeping the track well
dr;;ined ?.LYes. The training tracks have all been
'graded round the same way as a ~icycle ~rack, to
give good drainage. We find that IS a satIsfactory
form of track to make.
9077. Hnve yon any idea,. within, say, £1,0?0,
of what it would cost to proVIde the accommodatIOn
you speak of as· being necessary?-I would not like
to venture even a guess at it. I think the last
alteration to one of the training tracks cost us
£r,ooo, and to provide for practically half as many
horses again as there are now would undoubtedly
run into some thousands of pounds.
9078. You have about 600 horses there now?About th'at; and I understand there are about 300
at Caulfield.
9079. Of course, I suppose if these improvements
were carried out, the race-course would be better for
the V.R.C. ?-Not very much. The improvement to
the training tracks would not make them~ any better
It
as training tracks than they are at present.
would onlY make them more corrunodious. Probably the course proper would be improved a little,
but dot very much by further expenditure.
It
would be ·fit for larger numbers of horses to race
Qn.

9080. You say you have to make improvements to
the course itself in order to accommodate the other
races ?-I take it that if we had to race thirty-two
(lays in the year instead of sixteen, the maintenance
<)f the turf would come to a very considerable sum,
more than the cost at present, a11d we would have to
make a capital expenditure of a considerablt; sum in
. order to drain it and make it capable of qUIckly responding to mai~tenance. I mean that doubling the
amount of traffic on it would perhaps more than
double the difficulty of keeping it in proper order
for racing.
9°81. But you would be improving, your own property at the same time ?-I do not thmk so, because
we have as many horses racing on it now as we
ought to have.
I do not think it would be any
better' for racing purposes, except that it would be
more easily ITh'1intained in good condition. That
would be a little advantage.
9082. If the V.A.T.C. joined you on satisfactory
terms, T ~uppose it is natural to presume that you
can expect additional revenue ?-T have answered
that in reply to anoth~r, question.
9083. Would the running of all the races of both
clubs on the same course in any way affect the attendance of the public at either club's meeting?The running of both clubs' races on the same ground
would, I think, affect the attendance at Flemington.
There seems to me to be ample room for a turf club
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so~fli;orth~ Ya~r~, and Hit- wer~ done awav with
tl1e: peOple 'in the habit of attending theIe \,'uuld
necessarily not'-' go to' Flemington at all. 'The distance,and cost of transit. would be too great. '
"9684:' By that' you mean there is considerable
',lqeaFa1tbndance at the race-course,?-Ye;;.
'
" 9985: And the peOple would not go to the Flem,
:ihgt~h. course because of the existence of the Caul'.'field'race-cour:se ?-It is more on account of the dis·
1bl1ce,J Ins a long way to take peopl,e from: Caul·
field, and ,south of the Yarra, to Flemington.'
9086., That dces not seem to deter the Sydney
'pe<?ple Jrorni sending horses oyer here ?-It is onlv
'the best classes of ,horses that come over, and they
~ r;,orpe for the big prizes.
We send horses to Sydney,
" 9087. Would it in any way be to the disadvantage
of the V.R.C. to have both club's races nlll on its
.own, ground ?-I have practica II y answered that
when replying to other questi9ns.,
9088. Would it be necessary or advisable to grant
.the V.A.T.e. complete contI»1 over the Flemington
course and buildings thereon on, the days Of that
,club's races ?-The difficulty about givin~ complete
cOl)trol is that Flemington is a very large estahlishment. . There is a very large amount of catering
done" and plant, and stores. pf all descriptions ,a.re
hOll<;ed in different· buildings and offices.; ...:rhe
V .R: e.. would not be inclined to hand: over the
. whole piace, -or the whole of those slIP.plies:',to·any
-club. .We would hl!ve to keep CQntrol over the,great
.. part of it ourselves. So far' as control necessar:y
-for the, purposes of, racing is concerned,: I ,would .say
.yes, we would give any club which used the ground
ample and sufficient control 'over it, al1d necessarily
also the control of receipts and collection of fees,
and 'so on, from the peollple who attend, There
would be no difficulty in giving the nece.ssary' control
.
in that direction, i.f 'it w~r<;! required.
. '9°89, On the question of additional revenue that
might be expected, I presume yoti' would be able
.in 'consequence of that to make definite accommoda,tion for tracks ?-I do not quite know where the
additional revenue would' comf; in, The majority of
the members of one club are members of the other,
·and they would hold meetings there,. and the
V,A.::r.C.hold their'meetings there also. ' Naturally, they would drop out of one dub or the other_
.They would not pay two aMual subscriptions when
·one would cover the whole thing. We could not
,bar our members from attending any meetings.
'. '9090.' They would ha've 'the right to attend any
meetings on the race-course?-Yes~ Another point I
.would 'like ,to meiltion is this~that as far' as the
·,v.A.T.e.: is concerned, it would not only lose the
,value bf the vet)' expelisive improvements it has put"
'on its' race=courSe, but also a considerable source of
re\-Jenue, . beclluse at present they are able to charge
'2S .. 6d. for all the attendance on' their fiat; an'd
that, I think, is a very considerable portion oJ their
revenue.' We' are not 'allo\ved to' charge anything
·on our' flat, arid'the V.A:T.C. \vouldnot be able to
either if it came to nice at Flemington.'
909:I. Can' any fault be found with the 'present
airitr'lgemerits for carrying passengers' by the' tai1~
ways to the Flemington, course ?-+'Considering the
heavy exigencies of cup. w~ki \vhicn is' a
really
oLthe traffic arrangements, 'I 'ai'll of opinion that ,the
traffic is handled. by the Railwav Department most
'creditably. Some hypercritical 'pe'ople might cavil
at the inccnvenience they are sometimes, 'called ripon
to put' up with: We, nowever, h'ave always found
the o:fficers of the Rail\vay Department' willing to
learn; and'readv to remedy ariy iriconverlience which
might ·arise. With rega.rd to the fares now charged
to the: raCing club; I think: they tie ratlier too high',
'and that this· ,alscHvould kiU arty.. chanceo£: success

',,.

which the V.A.1':C. tneetings might haw! at Fiem',ingtoh. We,have to pay 'is.' for a ,first-class return
'from' Spencer-street "to Flemin'gton; and IS.,' :~d.
second, whereas the Agricultural Association'on the
: other side' o( the street· has· to . pay· IS. first return,
, ancl, ,I think, 9d: second return. '
'
'9°92. Can you suggesta~ymeans whereby the
crush that takes place' at the' termiilatioi1" {of: ,the
day's .racing can be avoided ?-I can onlyisay that
Mr. Byron Moore" who, as you, know,' ,has been
associated with this 'race traffic almost from the
beginning, and who has taken great practical interest in it, has never been able to suggest anythirig
. of practical, utility that would obviate that, .'except
an increase in the number 'of trains, and quicker
loading and unloading of the trains.
The brains
of 'the Department'and 'everybody else have been
on that subject, and.they have never been able ,to
suggest anythillg which would overcome the 1difficulty, mentioned,' The irrconvenience,' ho\vever, is'
. verv minch less than in othercoulltries, where exceptional traffic has to ·be cohtenclea with.c.
909,). Do you know the method at' Rnndw.ick
movingcrusb traffic?-There· the electric t.r::uiis ,run
lip Olle after the other, ancl do not bring quite 'a
wsh. of p.eople at, the' same time.'
'-'
9'094. Is ~ot the practice at Randwickt61eave
'the gate~operi, .ancI' ,Iet'the crowd on to the' plat,form continuously out of the race-coutse?"':"-They
throw', the, gates open, and let the' people out ';as
they .choose.
We practically ,do the' same thing,
,but ,we have .to check the peorile' who: go' into' the
. railway. It is a nominal check; however;"a,nd-'is
snpposccj" to' insure that the public have theirretur:TI
tickets., The Gh<:ckis':'~6 good going in; hbwever,
that it is generally taken for granted wheirthev ' ate
going out; We have to close our gates to 'pr~vent
the platform being 'unduly crowded, 'and til' assist
the Traffic Department.
.
,
9095. The fact t~at they have a continuous stream
of trams at Ra'hdwick to deal with the' emergirig
public enables them to keep their
open ali tile
tin:e ?-Yes.
' "
9096. 'In yopr case, the intervals betweeiiirairis
30metimes tenders it ilccessary for yOll to sQut your
gates ?-I ",'ould like to say, however, tnat taking
.into consideration the size of the crowds here, and,
Ihe cliffererit coilditions, the traffic here IS handled
'every bit as well as 'if not better than in] Sy<;\ney',
. and I say tlut after an extensive knowledge of both
place'S: ;
,
'
9097. WnicH of tUe following do. 'y~uthink pre~
fetaj)le :-(a) Electrification of .the railways; or
(b) ProviSion: of a separate set of deils 'to Melb9urn!'! so as' to provide for special' tr:aff'ic?-The
electrificati~n ot. otherwi&' of railways is rather to.o
big' a q~estion for me to deal with. I consider.it
'i,,' an ·eXPel't· question. 'Whether y.ou have electrical
'or ::;teampQ\v~r on the trains or not, you \vant more
tails to'get 'the .people Ilway. At -the same time
my 'O\vn pep;onai experience of the electric system
In city 'an~l' 5upurban 'traffic ih 'ParIs, tondon, and
a' great mar.Yother cities' 1 havevisi.t'ed has been
entitrely .in favour Of electli(icatlori" but that' is
oIiiy ail opiriiQri 01 ,a hiyman. . The' fact' that if
there' were' a flood, . arid there v{ere no Caulfieid
'biCeCCol![Se; \'ie ,might at anytline be' unable tp hold
.i big meeting; should be, emphasized. . Two nights
ago the water was in our saddling paddock) and it
Ivas very dOlibtful forsonie time wpether if~voul~.
not go down the race-track. and leave a stream Of
miI~I; and' 'd~i?osif tHere: vipicli wo,uid practit;i1ly
li1ak'e'it 'ifupdssible' to' hold 'a meeting next week;
THere is no other coprse except Caulfield., 'Caulfielq
could ,'not' c~tI'Y
a', Mf%oi.lfne ,Cup';for "us, .but
Wecolild 'faW back on .the Caulfield race-course-fdl:
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any other meeting.

9105'. Do you not think' that' the circUlns.tances
At the present time at Flemington there is practically only one track which is are more favorable for a course like Flemmgton
available now, and that is a cinder track for train- than one in Great Britain, recognising the difference
ing horses.
,in climatic influences as well as the big additional
9098. By lIfr. Solly.--You say that at the pre~ rainfa 11 in Great Britain ?-I honestly do not. If
sent time you are holding races sixteen days in the you reverse the position, aml said' you were going
,year at Flemington, and Caulfield are holding ,the to double the amount of racing at Caulfield, you
same number, or :)2 in all. You think that it is could do it with much less .dIsadvantage to the
impossible to overcome the difficulty you have men- course ,there than at' Flemington. The latter is a
,tioneo, even if an ,agreement was arrived at be- more artificial course than Randwick, Caulfield,
tween the two clubs, to allow the Caulfield people ancl other places.
to run their sixteen days' meeting on the Flemington
9106. What was the cost of your improvements
reason$ to the effect that the on the" Flernington -course ?~Mr. Moore will give
course, and you
training track would ,not accommodate the 300 you· the details.
I couldilOt answer you at the
horses trained at Caulfield, and club reasons also moment.
to support your opinion.
What is the number of
9I07. Wbat additianalnumber .of horses do you
meetings held on [lny of the large courses in Eng- ha.ve as·a rule to' your spring meetings from Sydney
land per year. ,Take Epsom, forexaJTlple ?-I and··other' places ?~That, also, I cannot reply to.
could not tell you at the moment, but I think they ,1\11 I -can say is that at that particular time there
[lave a monthly meeting at Newmarket, and New- \vould' be the greatest strain and stress.
Horses
market is a typical racing place. Newmarket al;;;o come from Sydney and ,Western Australia, and all
has the same number of annual,meetings as we do.
over the place, before the Melbourne· Cup meeting,
9099· There is no restriction ill' Gr~at Britain of to train for the races at that time, and that is the
the number of meetings which a racing. club can tj~e when our tracks' are strained to their utmost
hold. as is the case bv law in Victoria ?~I think 'capacity to find room for the horses there already;
not, 'not by law.
, 9I08: Do you t.hink there would be any adv,antage
9 I 00.: You stated that the 300 horses that would "in the whole of the racing clubs of the metropolis
,be taken from' Caulfield if that course were combining, and' having one racing course for the
abolished could not find, accommodation at the
metropolis .of Melb:}Urne ?-It opens up a very
Flemington course?-That is so. We are hard put \vide -question.
to it to get room fOf as many horses as we have
9T09. I am leaving the pony races out altogether,
now in the busy time of the year.
and
am simply dealing with the question of horse9 TO !. And that difficulty does not present itself
in Hritain, because there is such a very large num- racing, its prizes, the advantages for breeding to be
ber of private tracks owned, by private race-horse given by having one control, and, looking at the
owners ?-I would like to point out that you coin whole question from every point of view, do you
hardly compare Newmarket and Flemington. The think there would be anv advantage in having
former is the most perfect turf track that anyone , one club to deal with one ~ports area for racing in
could wish to see. It is a natural turf track iri a the metropolis ?-I do 110t know of any spot in Melcountry of good rainfall, and it requires the smallest bourne where one sports area could possibly provide
amount of care to keep it in good condition with a for the interests of horse racing as at present conmuch larger number of horses than we have to con- ducted under the Gaming Act, and with the rights
'tend with. Therc are wider tracks and gallops in all created under that Act.
9 IlO . The. Railway Department at the present
directions.
The natural conditions are so much
better than ours.
Even at Caulfield the turf is time are in difficulties when the Melbourne Cup is
very much better than it is at Flemington. The being nin to take out the people from the metropolis
ground at Flemington is, a flat on which
bit to your course to see that race. In the verv near
of grass has had to be planted and carefully attended future there will bean additional increase of popuHave you (;;onsidered
to to keep it going. It is not a couch grass or lation in the' metropolis.
natural turf as in other places. Flemington is not what il:!lprovements can be made by the railway
really a very good turf.
It is an artificial turf · authorities and by your' own club to meet the rewhich has had to be nourished and tended very (Iui~ements of that increased population. ,Say, for
carefully.
instance, that the population in the metropolis was
9 102 . Apart from .the difficulties of training' to increase by two or three hundred thousand within
operations, do you think that it would be impossible the next ten years, the present railway facilities
to hold 32 meetings in the twelvemoriths, that it would be unable to accommodate the additional
, would practically destroy the course ?-;-I would not number 9f people whg would go to your course.
like to say that.' I think that in the' fine weather Wh~t alteration do you suggest could be made to
We cOlJld run a meeting every week or fortnight. cope \I'ith the prospective increase of population.
But at the present time, after w,ehave had' the It is' a yery important matter.
We are dealing
autumn meeting, the place 'would be so terribly cut with the increase. of population, and we have to
up that it would be very difficult to provide' for, a .consiqer the traffic from all points of view, and
nce within the next few weeks on the course. . · the necessity of meeting requirements in 30 or 40
9 10 3. Do you find that it would be necessary in years ?-In the last couple of deeades there is no
the interests of the course to nurse it back again doubt that the number of people who go to the
into 'its' natural condition ?-Certainly, in wet races at Cup time has increased wonderfully, and
weather.
'
the Railway Department has been able to increase'
, 9 I0 4· And as much as you might be willing to • the facilities for dealing with that increased numaccommodate the V.A.T.C., you could not do that ber in a very creditable way. I want to point out
. and keep' your course iri the present' satisfactory that, r,ightly <:>r \vrongly, we who are connected with
condition from a racing and pUblic point of view? the club look upon that week as a very great adver-It would be a matter of increased cost. The men tisement for Melbourne, and we think we have' a
who are chiefly responsible for the course have told national part to p~ay in keeping that course, and
. us that it, would not be in the condition it is now '. that patticu!ar' week of racing, going in as creif: the amount of racing there were doubled. There ditable a. way as\v~ can.. The Railway Depart. Wo0l'!ld ll!:>tbe the perfect-looking course, and perfect ··ment, ;,on its part; has admirably carried, not only
course for the purposes of racing.
the traffic to the race· course, but the large traffio
J
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; which is being brought over all lines and from all
parts of the country to MelLourne hefore the race.
.. We can only hope that in the next 20 years, or
whatever length of time. we may be here, that the
powers that control the Department will continue to
advance with the necessities of the times. and will
provide for any further' largely increas~d crowds
· who may go out to' the ·course .. We as a dub, on
· our part, will endeavour to continue to provide the
· necessary acconimodation by putting money into the
place and keeping up the standard which we have
set ourselves.'
9IT 1. Have you ever attended Epsom on Derby
Day?-I have been there several times on Derby
Day.
9IIZ. What is the attendance on Derby Day
· at Epsom.
That is one of, England's biggest
racing days, I believe
it is a big day. It
is dose to London, and an immeflse crowd of people
go out, four or five times as many as we have to deal
with. There the authorities do not deal with the
crowel at all.
It simplY colle~rs, and looks after
itself.
911.). The whole of the traffic?-The great bulk
of 'it.
You must have seen from the newspapers
that :Mr. Fisher said that Australians could learn
a lesson from the way traffic is looked after at
Epsom; to any one wi;o has been there tbat statement is I udicrous. The crowd here is the best and
cleanest adverti;;ement we could possibly have of
the way the people conduct t\1emselves, and the
little amount of control that is :required.
9l q. How are the
taken to Epsom ?~· The great bulk go by rnil, I think, but there is a
large road traffic out of London, motor car", cabs,
cos~ermongers' barrows; and so' on.
9115. Is the railway run by steam or
?
-By steam, I think, but I would not like to say
Latterly, I have, generally gone by
jJositively.
road.
91I6. Did you notice any difficulties when you
were there in getting into antl out of the
and with
to accommodation generally:
have been a great ueal more jostled and knocked
about going by train than I have ever been in this
Whatever anybody may say to the concountry.
trary, the traffic arrangements 'here are immeasurably better than they are at Epsom.
9II7. By IJir. Dureau.-Do, you know what is
the layout of the railway tracks at Flemington?It is a dead end.
,
9lI8. Would it be an advantage, do you think,
if there were a loop rail wa y there?- It seems to'
me that it would be an advantage to keep the trains
, going forward round the loop :rather than backing
them against 'each other.
9119. Is there any land there thnt
railway
authorities could acquire for that purpose
should
think that from the dead end they could get round
all right.
I think this club owns the land right
down to the river, and on the other side of the river
we 'own a little land, too.
I: do not think there
, would be very much difficulty. , I suppose it would
mean a bridge over the river. ,
9I20." I understood you to s,ay that you thought
the trains might run at more frequel1t intervals, and
that the loading and unloading tnight be fdcilitated ?
-Yes.
9 I Z r. Do you know .the ir:jterval s between the
trains now coming from Flemington ?-I think they
go as fast as they can ,fill up. '
9122. That is to say that, under steam condi,tions and with our present carriages, it hardly seems
practicable to run the trains more frequently?-I
· would not ]ike to say that. I think that, with more

rails and sidings, tlll;) :;ould have a much quicker
I am talking only as a laym'1I1, but· it
service.
seems' to me, from Wh,lt I can learn, that wh'at. is
wanted is more linE'S, whether steam or electric.
so as to get efficient service.
9 12,1· I believe the n.aiJ way
has a.
creditable record in regard to the shifting [he
; they have shifter! a wry great number, close
upon 30,000 people, within all hour from Flemmgton.
To do that they have to flag the trains.
They disregard the block ~ections, and simply run
the trains as fast as they can
them away. Except with regard to the 'loop
or the (lu·adruplication of the lines with the necessary sidings, you
cannot suggest any other improvement ?-The main
improvement I would like to see would be a reduction of fares. It should be the same fare to the
race-course as to the show ground. Why lye shoulrl
pay IS. to go one side of the line, and 2S. on our
side, is a mystery to me. However, although I am
not satisfied with the fares, I think that the Railwa y Department handles the traffic in a most credit,1ble way. And notwithstanding any grumbling to
the contrary, pe()ple have to put up with less inconvenience than in any Gther place I have been to.
9124. 8y Mr. Solly.--How many meetings did
vou hold in a year prior to the Gambling Sup'[Hession Act ?--I think the Gaming Act said that
no race-course should hold more meetings in R year
than had been held in the year previolls to the 'passing of the Act. I think that is how it was arranged,
and we held the present number of meetings in the
year previous to the passing of the Act. \Ye might.
have had one or two extra meetings occasionally before the Act came into
for example, in can·
nexion with the Fleet, or something of that nature.
Of course, if we were fortunate ~nough to get a
charity meetings, we would still be able to have an
extra meeting over and above the sixteen. 1 think
the Chief Secretary has the right to grant extra
races during the year for the purpose of charity.
9125. So that YOll cannot advise the Committee,
notll'ithsk1nding all your travelling in Britain, Paris,
and elsewhere, as to any new method they could
suggest in their report of dealing with the Flemington traffic, amI its likely incre,l,Se in numbers. It
is of vast i~portance to' us,. because our population
is likely to increase. We have centralization, unfortunately, ~U1d our population in the metropolis
must increase proportionately with the increase of
papulation in the whole of the State?-This is a
question we have to deal with sooner or later, and
we should
much like to have your opinion on
the question
dealing with this traffic to Flemington ?-I would like to ask YOll first whether you
think the electrification of r.ailways would lead to
quicker a'nd better traffic, and more easily handling
of a larger traffic?
9I26. Our expert evidence goes to show that thilt
is so ?-In that case, I should go whole heartedly
for electrification, because I think there ~ue limits
to steam railways.

Witness 1t.!itltdrew.

H. Byron-Moore, sworn and examined.
9127. By tlte Cltairm:a1z.--What is your name?
-Heliry Byron-Moore.
I am Secretary of the

Victoria Racing Club.
9 r 28. You have heard the evidence given by the
Cllairman of yo'ur Club, in answer to the questions
submitted to him. Do you 'agree wit!1 his views?
~ Yes.
I might mention that we met in ~onference
over -this matter, and I have little or nothing to add
to what. my chairman has said.
I would like to
say that the question as to the possiBility of the

Henry Allan Cmrie,
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9138. What is the value of the improvements that
have been effected by the Club. About £60,000
have been spent in improvements.
The improvements have been general, on buildings, fencing,
track, sewerage (the sewerage is in course of com·
pletion, and the track is nearly completed), planting
lawns, flower gardens, sheds, and various other
things connected with the race-course.
.
9139 .. Supposing arrangements could be made
with the Victoria Racing Club to grant facilities
to your club for the running of your club's
races at Flemington, would there be any objection
from the Victoria Amateur Turf Club's point
of view?-Yes j there would be very strong
objections.
It would practically mean that the
Victoria Amateur Turf Club would lose its
identity altogether, and would cease to exist
in course of time.
It would be gradually
merged in the Victoria Racing Club. There would
be no chance of keeping the affairs of the two racing
clu~s under two committees or two controlling
bodles. That is my opinion, at any rate.
9140. Do you not think that an arrangement
~>uld be made by which your club would have the
nght to r~ce and train on the Victoria Racing Club
course, WIthout the danger of losing your identity?
- I do not think so. For example, the training
tr~ck .would. be under the control entirely of the
VIctOrIa Racmg Club. r take it that you mean only
the control of the actual races.
9141. I expect training will be essential ?-The
training of the horses is part of the revenue in connexion with the Victoria Amateur Turf Club.
9142. And if your horses were not allowed to
train at Flemington, they will have to do SO elsewhere ?-Yes. And it would be very difficult to
get any training track near the city .
9143. Supposing your club was satisfied that
there would be .no <;langer of losing your identity,
and that the VIctOrIa Racing Club were prepared
to. make a~ arrangement giving you the right to the
llse. of theIr, c~u:se on certain days, and giving you
satIsfactory pnvileges as regards the training, would
ther~ be any other objections from your club's point
of vIew?-The members would object to the fares
out to Flemington. The fares to there are, I
understand, about 2S. return. To Caulfield they are
9d. and 7!d. return. That would be a very serious
consideration, I think.
9I44. Would there be any objection from the
point of view of the public' to all the races being
held under the auspices of both clubs at the Flemington course ?-The public south of the Yarra
would very strongly object. Flemington is on the
other side of Melbourne, and the Caulfield racecourse provides recreation in the way of racing to
people residing south of the Yarra.
9145. ,,:\re the people that patronise your race·
course chIefly from the south side of the Yarra?Mr. Moule will be able to give you more information on that point than I can, but I think the number of people conveyed by train per year to our
course is about l60,000. Most of those would undoubtedly come from the direction of Melbourne.
9146. Of course, the St. Kilda, South Melbourne,
and Brighton people would all come by train, would
they not?-Yeb.
Q I 47 .. What is the a vemge attendance at your
course ?-About 8,000..
There are more than
8,000 on Caulfield Cup Day.
9148. Supposing your club
agreeable to running its r~ces on the Victoria Racing Club's course,
do you thmk the attendance of the public would be
Henry Allan Currie, sworn and examined.
affected at your club's meetings on that course?(Mr. MACKEY in the Chair.)
I ha.ve no doubt that they would be very much
9137. By tlte Cl,airma1z.-What are vou ?-Chair- affected. People naturally like diversity, and they
man of the Victoria Amateur Turf Club.
would not want to go to one course all the time.
16993.
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same race-course being used for racing, and the
question as to the possibility of the train track being granted to the Victoria Amateur Turf Club,
are mixed up, and the answers given might lead to
a wrong impression. Our chairman said that no
doubt the training track, with a large expenditure,
might be made to hold more horses j but, as far as
running on the course is concerned, I think it would
be an absolute impossibility. You were speaking
of Epsom and Newmarket; but in England the
Grand Nationals are held at Liverpool, not on those
courses. At Flemington, we could not hold both the
Victoria Amateur Turf Club Grand National and the
Victoria Racing Club National; and one follows
the other pretty closely; and in weather like this,
it would be absolutely impossible to get ready for
the second meeting. You could not improve our
turf to make it good enough to carry one meeting
following another in wet weather. In dry weather
you could do it. We could water considerably then.
We pay the Metropolitan Board of Works £r,ooo
a year for water to keep our tracks going in summer
time.
9129. Do you mean that it would be dangerous
to those participating in the race to run the meetings
so close to one another?-Yes. It would not be
safe. vVe have never been able to turn up and grass
our land. All we can do is to top-dress it. The
subsoil is a sort of clay, and there is also drift
sand. In sinking post holes, you can see the rise
and f,all of the tide from the Saltwater river. That
is the only information I have to add to what my
chairman has given.
9130. Have you any statistics to submit to the
Commission in regard to improvements and so on?
-We have spent there about £27°,000.
.9131. Your view is that, from the stand-point of
safety, it is not desirable to have the meetinas of
the Victoria Amateur Turf Club there in wl.'ltertime ?-It would not be possible, and, of course,
we have to look to the safety of our people.
9132. By Mr. Solly.-Your Club would be only
too willing and anxious to meet the Victoria Amateur
Turf Club at any time, and under any circumstances ?--Very pleased indeed. They have always
accommod~ted us when we have been in difficulties,
and we wIll always be happy to reciprocate.
913;3' So that there is nothing in the way, except
the dIl'ficulties that have been pointed out to the
Commission ?-Yes.
The practical difficulties in
wet weather.
9134. By Mr. Dureau.-Could you tell us what
your arrangements are with the Railway Department . regar~ling th: sale of tickets?-They sell a
combmed tIcket, eIther a stand .and railway ticket
or hill and railway ticket.
They pay over th~
money to us. They take half to two-thirds of the
money that is taken.
The Railway Department
co~lects two-thirds, and we will, perhaps, take .a
thud at our gates.
. 9 1 35. The charge for a railway and stand ticket
IS 12S. 6d., I believe. The Railway Department
charges 2S. for the raiiw,ay fare.
Do thev hand
you the lOS. 6d. ?-Yes. We get the lOS. 6d.
.9I.36. So_that you really do not pay them com·
mISSIon ?-No. . We used to have a commission on
the railway tickets at one time; but that was all
stopped.
T Ite 1lJit'ness withdrew.
J
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9149. You think, then, that the meetings of both
clubs would, be affec:ted adverselv?-Yes.
9150. Can you suggest miy ~eans of improving
the transit facilities to the Caulfield race-course on
race day?-The Caulfield club used to commence
their races at half-past one, but lateriy, on the suggestion of the Raihvay. Commissioners, they altered
the time to one o'clock, and I understand that the
difficulties connected with the handling of the racetraffic have not been nearly so great since.
9151. That means that a large portion of the
race traffic commences before 12 0' dock ?,-Yes.
9:[52. Would it affect your club's interests if you
started at half-past t\\·elve?-Very seriously. Halfpast one is very mud; more convenient for the club.
Two o'clock \vould probably be equally convenient,
but the Commissioners thought that that time would
interfere with their traffic as m,uch as half-past I,
and they therefore requested us to start at I o'clock.
9153. But if the Commissioners did not object,
you would commence your meetings at half-past I
or 2 ?-We would prefer those times to I o'clock,
because Caulfield -is some distance from Melbourne.
It would suit everybody better.
9154. Your race fifteen days in the year?-Yes;
that is provided in the Crown grant.
9155. How many Saturdays do you race in the
year ?-Thirteen. The two other race meetings are
held on week-days. There is one thing I would like
to mention, and that is the objections from a racing
point of view to the meetings of both clubs being
held On the Victoria Racing Club's course. The
objections, in my opinion, are very serious indeed.
In the first place, the racing at Caulfield can be
carried on in practically any \veather. I think on
only one occasion has a meeting been postponed in
all the years that racing has been carried on there.
Flemington, on the other hand, has found it necessary frequently to postpone their races. The training tracks and course at Caulfield make the course,
on account of the nature of the soil, a. perfect one
in every way. It is absolutely the best in Australia. Sydney trainers, and all other trainers, acknowledge.that. It is suitable in every wav for the
purposes it is used for.
Another point' I might
mention is in connexion with the revenue. If we
had to remove to Flemington, the revenue would
be seriously affected, because we are allowed under
.the regulations to charge 2S. 6d. for admission to
the flat at Caulfield, and there is nQ charge at
Flemington.
_
9156. But that is a matter of regulation only?
-Yesj but it means £[0,000 a year to the club. A
further point is that the number of horses training
at Caulfield is about 300, and if all those were
put on to the track at Flemington, in my opinion,
,a great many of them would be crippled. It would
,not pay to breed or own race-horses, and as an
owner. I can speak with experience on that point,
because I have'seen the results of bad tracks frequently.
.'
'9157. I understand the Victoria Racing Club uses
your race-course when they are flooded ?-Yes, they
do.
9158. Does that happen often?-It has happened'
once or twice. I could not tell exactly how often.
9159. Is there any~hing further you wish to say?
..l.:One point occurred to me in connexion with the
electrification of the railways as against steam traction. If quadruplication of the lines was carried
out unde~ steam traction, I suppose the traffi,C would
. be taken straight to the course. The electric trains,
I unde\stand, would stop at frequent' ~ntervals on
the way to the course, which, in my opillion, would
be an objection to elect;ri~<,:ation.
91'60. We could have non-stopping electric
trai'ns ?-But even then the electric trains would run

behind the ordinary cats. Blectrincation of the
present line would mean that some of the cars
would have to stop to pick up passengers, and the
special trains coming 011 behind would be blocked,
in which case the difficulty would be the same as at
present. That is what delays the trains now. They
are not delayed in' the stations, but coming to the
station near the signals.
9161. The result will hardly be as you say. It
is true that if there were only two sets of rails,
as at present, the race-trains even though they might
be non-stopping would have to keep behind. the
stopping suburban trains. On the other hand, electrification would mean that you could run the trains
at more frequent intervals. Where you now have
intervals of two and a half minutes, it -",ould be
possible to have one and half minute intervals. So
that although the race-trains could not get to the
racc-course sooner than stopping suburban trains
immediately in front there would be more racetrains than at present, and they would be run at
greater speed, which would mean a saving of time.
Of course, with quadruplication of the lines and
the steam traction, you could have express trains
the whole way?-You coud not imagine anything
better than th:1t for the conveyance of race traffic.
9162. I suppose it does not 'matter to your club
whether the trains go on a different pair of rails
or not as long as they get out there in the same
rime ?~That is so. If our club's races were held
at Flemington, it would be necessary to cope with
the traffic in exactly the same way on that line.
9163. Not exactly because a considerable proportion of that line is a suburban line ?-With ,'32
days" racing in the year the traffic would become
congested at North Melbourne.
9164. By Afr. Solly.-Ycur opinion is, as a ra.cing man, and one who has had a good deal to do
with horses, and the training of them, that by closing the Caulfield race-course one of the best courses
in Australia would be shut down ?-Yes. Some of
the Sydney trainers are the best experts in the
world possibly on that point, and they are all
agreed as to that; in fact, the tracks are perfect.
The conditions at present are very adverse to any
track at ali, but under ordinary conditions the
training tracks at Caulfied are perfect, and I know
that it would be looked upon as a misfortune if
the course were closed.

The witness withdrew.
Thomas Wilde Moule, sworn and examined.
(.Mr. MACKEY in the Chait).
9£65. What is your name?-Thomas Wilde
Moule.
I am secretary of the Victoria Amateur
Turf Club.
9t66. 'What is the value of the improvements
effected to-day by the Victoria Amateur Turf Club
at Caulfield?-Just upon £60,000.
9167. Is 'that the amount of money that has
been expended upon them?-Yes.
9I68. What is the nature of those improvements ?--The money has been spent on fencing,
sheds, offices, tracks, and all, other necessary
matters .
9I69. Does that sum of £60,000 include the
moneys expended in repairs and renewals ?-It does
not include maintenance. \V'e have spent an equal
amount on maintenance. if not more. Some of the
repairs are included in' the £60,000.
9170. Is the slim attributable to repairs a large
proportion or small proportion of the £60,000?A small proportion something Ji]{e from £5,000 to
£10,000.
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gt,i, This stltn of :p1oneytnereiy includes the
original capitiil expeJ1diture and the cost of re.
pairs ?-Yes.
9172. If arrangements could be inade. with the
Victoria Racing Club to grant facilities to the
Victoria Amateur Tnrf Cll!b for the rUlUling of
the'latter club's races at Flemington, would there
be anv objections f~'om (a) the Victoria Amateur
Turf 'Club's' point of view; (b) the public point
of "iew; (c) the racing poi~t of view?-Yes, it
\Vould mearf a gradual extinction of the club, I
should think.
~)I73. Why would that follow ?~:Because the
members of the Victoria Amateur Turf Club are
also members of the Victoria Racing Club, and, of
course, the Victoria Racing Club members would
be' privileged to go to the Victoria Amateur Turf
Club meetings \vithout charge,. and they would resign from one of the clubs.
9I74. But that would be a matter of re-arrangement including perhaps the alteration of the club's
constitution, would it not?-Not altogether, I think.
9175: What other objections occur to YOll ?-If
racing ,vere continuous at Flemington, or at one
course ih particular people would tire of it. They
like variety. ~fany prefer Caulfield to Flemington,
and vice versa. Also people south of the Yarra
who would go td Caulfield would not go to Flemmgton.
9176. That would mean a loss of revenue?-Undoubtedly.
907. Would there be any objection from the
point of view of the public ?-As I said before, I
think they 'would tire of the one course.
9178. Would there Le any objections from a racing point of view?- [ doubt very much whether
the course could stand very !puch racing upon it.
Then, again, a lot of racing people have established
homes at Caulfield thinking that Caulfield course
1V0uld be there for all time,
91,79. Would the running of both club's races
oli the same course in anv wav affect the attendance
of the publ ic at either the. Victoria Amateur Turf
Cliib or ViCtoria Racing Club ineetings ?-If we
raced after the Victoria Racing Club we would get
very few to attend, and if the Yictoria Racing
!=luo raced. immediately after us the saine thing
would aI>ply.
9180. Can you suggest any means of improving
the transit facilities to Caulfield race-course on raceday ?-.:....N~m!'! at all, with the exception that as a
layman, either. quadruplication of the lines, or electrification would be essential.
9I81:. Have you any preference for either?-No.

9184. What experIence have you Had ?--I was
trained as a civil and electrical engineer.
I took
tHe degrees of Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of
Civil Engineering.
I am a, member of the Institute of Electrical Engineers, London, and an associate mOOlber of the Institute of Civil Engineers,
London. I was for eight years assistant electrical
engineer to the' New South Wales Railway Com·
missioners, and during that time I was i.ntimately
associated with the conversion of the Sydney electric tramwavs, and to a certain extent with the
operations of the New South Wales railways. Subsequent to that, I was in Dunedin, New Zealand,
as chief assistant engineer to Messrs. Noyes
Brothers; and was engaged in supervising the
design and construdion of the Dunedin tramway in
association with Mr. W. ·G. T. Goodman. During
the last seven years I have been chief engineer to
Messrs. Noyes Brothers in Melbourne, and duririg
that tihle I have acted as consulting and designing
engineer to the Prahran and Malvern Tramway
Trust. Generally, I have had about eighteen years'
experieQce of electric tramway work. In addition"
of course, I have had a good general experience of
engineering in Australia.
9I8S. \-Vhat.would you eonsider the relative advantages of the overhead and conduit systems of
tramwaY?·-In regard to the m;erhead system, the
principal advantage as compared with the conduit
system is the. cheapness of construction, its reliability, and freedom from breakdown due to
heavy' ·wear.
It is easy to repair and cheap to
It is a very flexible system, and easy
maintain.
to extend into new districts. The conduit system,
on the other hand, is comparatively a very expensive system, and the expense of this type of
construction is generally considered to be only justi.
fied where traffic is very derise. Conversely to the
overheadsvstem 'it is difficult to maintain in an
efficient condition, inasmuch as it is necessary to
have almost perfect drainage of the. conduits. The
great objection to it, apart from the question of
cost, for a city. like Melbqurne, is, in my opinion,
the difficuity of preventing'the flooding of the conduit. In heavy rain) .which causes flooding, interruptions to traffic a~e li:able to happen. .It is not
so easy to inspect and keep in orc;Ier, and is more
expensive from a maintenance point of view. j\nother objecticm I have to the use of the conduit
system is. that it makes the permanent way constructiori less effective in tEat you cannot use cross
sleepers. In my experience of tramway construction wherever cross sleepers 'can be used I have
found it is a very great advantage. With the conduit system it is necessary to imbed the rails on
toricretti or lOngitudinal stTing~rs, which is 'not only
T Ite witness ·witJdrew.
expensive, but much less effective with a heavy type
of vehicle than the Cross-sleeper construction.
Commission adjourned.
9I86. you have :b)owledge of the conduit systems of London, Berlin, Paris, and New York?I know the details of the construction of most of
FRIDAY, 23RD JUNE, I9II.
those systems.
'
.9Iii, .. Are they of any extent?-Fairly. I could
Present:
not give the exact figures, but in relation to the
tot~l ~ystein they are not what you would call
Hori. j. E. MACKEY, M.L.A" in the Chair;
extensiye.
.;
R. H. Solly, Esq., -M.L.A.,
9188. Can you say why it is that the conduit
J. G. Membrey, Esq., M.L.A.,
svstems are continued in those cities ?-I take it it
,H. V. tha-mpion, Esq"
i~ because of the original idea that the resthetic
D. H. Dureau, Esq.
que~tion was of primary importance.
The density
Joseph Heriry Dniper Brearley, sworn and
of traffic in some (:ases was a determining factor.
. examined.
Why they are cqntinued, of course, I could not
9J82. ,By the Cltairll1a1k--What is your name?- say, but it is only t:,easonable to assttme that they
JosepH H,enry Draper Brearley
yvol}ld not be di.scontinued unless their. adoption
9I83. Wnaf are you ?-Civil and electrical en- had been found to be an utter failure, and exglneer.
perience has not shown that. It
quite possible
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to ~un a conduit system effectively.
It is purely
a question of expense.
9189. I understand from what you have said that
the initial expense is greater, and the maintenance
and working costs are greater?-Yes.
9190. I understand that' in the inner areas of
Paris the conduit system was made compulsory by
law?-I understand that is so. I believe that was
the case also in Berlin and in Washington.
919!. Those cities are liable to snow and flooding
to an extent that we in Melbourne are not ?-That
is true.
9192, ,Apart from the difficulty arising in that
way, do .you know of any special difficulties that
haye risen in the operations of those systems
Nothing that cannot be, anci has not been, overcome. The main problem has been the maintenance
of .the insulation, and there have also been certain
difficulties at crossings, but those are things which
are again purely, a matter of expense, and have
been put riglit.
919.3. Would you recommend the adoption of th~
conduit system or overhead system in the crowded
thoroughfares of Melbourne and suburbs?-That is
a very difficult q~estion to answer without going
very thoroughly into the whole question. Speaking
generally, I do not consider the streets of Melbourne are crowded.
I am of opinion that Melbourne thoroughfares are far from crowded, and
judging by experience elsewhere I would be rathel
inclined to the view that the condition of the
streets in itself would not justify the expense necessary for conduit work. The only justification for
it . might be on ::esthetic grounds.
9194. Some of the members of the City Council
the' other day said they would be prepared to go
to
per cent., or 100 per cent. increased expense
~n ()rder to insure the conduit system being adopted
10 the more crowded parts
of the city?-It is
largely a question of pounds, shillings, and pence.
One would naturally like to take advantage of the
eXlstmg conduits. but that involves a number of
difficulties.
First of all, the question of the cost
of converting those conduits to electric conduits
and suitably dealing with the rails, and operating
must be taken into consideration. It is not a mere
matter of taking up the slot rails and putting a
few appliances in that conduit and putting them
The whole 'question ha~ to be conback again.
sidered. In my opinion the rails at present laid
for cable traction are too light for electric traction;
and would very soon require to be replaced.
The whole of the curves
in my opinion
want re-designing and re-building.
Thev are
concentric curves, and very unco'Infortable:
It
is very' doubtful whether the conduits themselves
will not, require verv considerable alteration in
order to adapt them fo electric traction. 'All these
matters requir~ careful, consideration, so that the
cost can be ascertained. At any rate" whatever the
cost, it will be very much greater than the overhead system.
To reconstruct the conduits and
?dapt them for electric tridion, and thereby reo
place the overhead system, or what we call the
overhead construction' of a tram\vay, would
probably cost a very great deal more than twice the
c9st of overhead construct~on. It is really a question to be considered from that point of view, in
IT).Y 9pinion.
You could put in a very good type
of overhe8d construction, with centre poles-(I am
not inel uding the cost of reeders, which are common
to either sYstem)-an overhead construction to take
the equivalent place of ,the conduit work, for, say,
frOID '£I,2,Oq to £1,500 perJ mile double track.
YOll will not convert 'those conduits for double that
a.IT).punt, p:r:ob~bJy not fOl, treble that amount, single
track. ' The above-named cost will put you up a

nrst-class steel centre-pol~ construction, the best
vou could wish for of first-class design and apIlt:arance, but to convert those conduits, apart from
rhe alterations you would have to make to the track
itself, which is permanent-way construction, would,
I am sure, involve much greater expense per mile
of single track than even double that amount. It
is a very important question to consider whether
such an increased expenditure is justified, especially
in view of the fact' that most of the Melbourne
stree~s are wide, and. therefore more suitable than
is ordinarily the case for overhead construction with
centre poles.
9195. You have mentioned that the present rails
would have to be replaced. Would that be the case
with. either the overhead system or the conduit?~
That is a question purely of the rolling-stock you
use. It does not matter whether you use overhead
or conduit, you would have to still put in heavier
rails eventually.
Experience has shown that it is
;ldvisable to put in a heavier type of rail than is
For the existing
necessary with cable traction.
cable tracks, the rails that are put in are admirably
designed, and are amply heavy, because the rollingstock is much lighter.
With the electric traction,
however,' you have much heavier cars, and the wear
and tear on the rails is greater. A deeper rail is
required, and experience shows it is advisable to
The tendency is
put in a heavier type of rail.
all in the direction of increasing the weight of the
Therefore, I am of opinion that the exrails.
isting rails will only last a very few years under
electric traction.
9196. Would the same type of rail be required
for the conduit system ,as the overhead ?-Precisely,
;15 far as the geeral principle of weight is concerned.
I would not say that you would use 'precisely the
same rail, but probably so.
9197. You stated that the present concentric
curves would have to be altered: Would that apply
equally to the adoption of the electric conduit
system, and the adoption of the overhead ?-Yes.
It is purely a question of smooth running, and to
enable the rolling-stock to pass on the curves, that
is to say, a different type of rolling-stock to what
is in use at present.
9198. You ha~e said that these feeders will have
to be adopted in either case. What is the practice
in the case of the conduit system. Is it to put the
And underground,
feeders underground ?-Yes.
in any case, in the city.
9I99. In connexion with the overhead system,
you have spoken of centre-poles.
For the" busy
streets of Melbourne, would you recommend the
adoption of centre-poles rather than side-'poles, if
we determine to instal the overhead system ?-It is
a very nice point, I must admit; but I think that
centre-pole construction has fewer objections than
:Ire generally considered. Mv experience, of centre·
pole construction has been very satisfactory; even
in fairly busy streets I find it tends to divide
vehicular traffic, and in busy streets you must remember that the centre of the road is practically
occupied by the ·tramway traffic itself, and therefore centre, poles are less of an obstn]ction to
vehicular traffic tqan they would appear. Span-pole
construction, which certainly removes any possible
objection of that ,description, involves ,another difficulty in the cross'-span wire, which is objectionable
in appearance, and particularly objectionable in the
case of fire brigade work; and also, to a cert;:in
extent, to the Telephone Dep,artment, although not
so much in that.case. I think, however, in the majority of the streets, at any rate, in Melbourne, I
would be prepared to recommend a centre-pole construction in preference to span wire.
There are
some instances, I must admit, where I would prefe~ "
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to see span-pole construction - in the narrower
Of course, a compromise can frequently
streets.
be .arrived at by attaching the span wires to buildThat
ings, if YOll can arrange with the owners,
is partly a question of saving poles; but does not
affect the general question of the type of construc~io!l~

9200. If the span-wire system were adopted, and
presuming you could get the consent of the owners,
would you recommend the attaching of the wires to
the buildings by means of rosettes, as they are
-:alled ?-Yes; wherever it is possible to obtain con·
sent.
9201. Does that give an resthetic effect, superior
to the side poles or otherwise ?-I think its great advantage is that it takes the poles out of the footpath, and thereby does away with an obstruction
to foot traffic. I do not know that it improves the
appearance very much.
9Z02. I understand that in Svdney there is very
little objection to the adoption of these rosettes?~
Very little indeed. When I was with the Tramways Department we received very few objections
from property-owners. Unfortunately. we did not
find very many cases in which we' ~ould attach
them.
9 20 3. Assuming we had the consent of the property-owners, do you think those rosettes could be
very well adopted in Collins-street and Bourkestreet to-day?-They are both very wide streets,
and if the location is suitable, as far as I can see,
there is no objection to ,attaching them; but in wide
streets, I prefer to see poles erected, so as to reduce
the length of the span wire, because the 10nITer it
is, the greater the stress upon it. You cannot ~ttach
to buildings at any point, but only where the dividing
. wall comes, as a rule; and it very often happens
that when you want to put your sp.an wire in you
cannot get an attachment to the building. It may
be desirahle where it is only possible to get a fe\\'
attachments to the buildings to put poles the whole
way.
9 20 4. You think that if it were determined to
a.dopt the overhead and sp.an-wire system in Colhns-street and Bourke-street, it would be advisable
to have side poles and not rosettes ?-I think it
would, in those wide streets.
9 20 5. With regard to the centre poles, you recognise that the distance between the centres of the
two sets of lines is such that we could not retain
our present rails and have centre-pole construction?
--:-Tha~ is so. You cannot use centre-pole construchan WIth advantage on 9·ft. centres" although it has
beex; done.. I would, not, however, recommend it
agam. It IS a practice which I think should only
be adopted where the streets are extremely narrow
and if any reaSOll forces the use 01 t,;cntre-pole con:
I think it advisable, where the streets
struction.
are sufficiently wide, to increase the centres to about
II feet, or even J 2 feet if that can be got.
There
are, however, plenfv of tracks with centre-Dole construction of 9-ft. Centres.
.'
9 206 . What \vould be the width of the cars themseh:es in that case?-That is purely a question of
deSIgn. They may be of any width you like, but
the tendency of design in car bodies is' towards increasing the width.
' .
920 7. Up to 8 ~t. ~ in. ?~Eight feet',th';en~~he~.
or th~reabouts. 'Fb!' inte~-u~ba.n','\\·o~k,,;w~,ere ,th~s~
f~\~~s~rprt? ,.~? n?~, ~m~r;)nl'W qOI ce~t~iIlly, go up to
I~Jt'.CI?tn;,,)?ur., thj\~ ~fl~;lar'1~~n;)QWpgh \he, ,p,refrr(':ns~ rof 'i P.,ffip,l~ ~P.J,fifRs~,,~~~,~,ng,.i,t;ls~~a<;I, 'f,ofi long-i.\~C}lIr~! i; Tjle, Ir~g~tlld~nal,~~f~tjng. 9aJ;S, j9.re, ,ge,n,t;ra)ly
'~tW'd1\t rI,:1frP,lye t: f~h~J1,
'ilqfo.s,~-,sIWf.id I·~a% /' ;Fhe
en enCl'
IS.It.,r/'I,,,,r'''l<,p·lTrr:TI
towarrh: fTrp::ltPf 11.·,H~l\1/f!nr'fI~
WVhh
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,od h'
!
\';),}V~ ..t,
o f the car IS arge y a qUestIOn of what centres
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you can have on the track, and what is a sufficient
amount of clearance bet,veen two cars.
A ver~
ordinary width of car is .about 7 ft. 9 in. over aliI}
The cars that are run on the Malvern line are
8 ft . .) in. over the s,aloon, and 8 ft. 9 in. over the
water-tables.
9208. In Sydney, we were shown a type of cal'
7 ft. 4 in. in width, with a centre aisle?-That I's
n. side-loading car?
.)
9209. No, an end-loading car?-It must be a new
type I have not seen-a type that has been det
~'eloped since I was there.
92IO. If we were using span-wire construction,
it would he quite practicable to run a car of that
width on our present rails ?-Yes, you could run
cars of that width, or the width of the existing
cable cars. I do not know what that is, but I think
it is something about the same.
9211. What do you think should be the minimum
distance, as a matter of safetYJ between the cars.
Do you approve of the Board of Trade rule?r think it is ample. The distance between ipassengers and a pole is considerably greater than
that, excepting, perhaps, a cahle dummy, where the
passenger projects his 'feet.
In an ordinary car,
however, you will generally find that the distance
between the passengers on one car and those on the
other is generally from I foot to 18 inches in excess of the distance between the cars themselves.
I think 15 inches is sufficient.
9212. If there were centre poles, what do' you
think should be the minimum distance between the
poles and the car itself ?-I think that if there
is an effective distance of from 15 to 18 inches between a passenger and any passing object, it is sufficient, and if you call the passing object a centre
pole" 15 inches clearance between. the passenger
lie~t~d in the car and the pole is ample, in my
opmlon.
9 2I 3· That would be the distance between the car
itself and the centre pole ?-It depends on how the
passenger is seated in relation to the car. In some
cars, there is as much as 7, 8, and" Inches between
the arm-rest, or the normal position of a passenger
seated in the car, and the outside of the car. It
is largely a question of design of the car, and how
the passenger is seated, whetller with his back to
passing poles, or sideways.
.9 21 4. That is on a dummy?-Yesj or on an electnc ca~ where it is cross or longitudinally seated.
There IS more .reas0!1 for a !passenger to be hit by
a pole by puttmg 1m arm out if he is cross-seated
than the other way.
9 21 5. Then it would be wholly impracticable to
use our present rails as they are if we adopted
centre-pole construction in Collins-street or Bourkestreet ?-I am afraid so, unless YOU adopt a very
narrow car, which I would not recommend-a car
narrower than the present cable car.
9 216 .•If our present cable conduit were adapted
to electnc tractIon. that would mean stereotyping
the ~-!t. centres ?-Yes. It would practically mean
retamll1g the 9-ft. centres throughout the whole
sy:s tern , or. rather throughout the range of the elect:IC condmts.
There is n(). re;m:)J;1111)VIty'd1im~r1,9~
}.ou could not spread your tracks. ,tor "nNhing ;":ou
ltke if the
d"·
. 'd~" tr,Tl'f t~ , , :1'",
c911 .l;l.~t J~"nm"r'1ti+we.;.
"";"1.
;r.d'lf )\<:::'1'
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9218'. We 'could not, for example, use a wider car
in Riversdale-roadthan in Flinders-street?~The
only advantage would be that it would enable you
to use centre-pole construction, if it were desirable,
or the best thing to do.
9219. Assuming we adopt(:d the existing cable
conduits for electric traction, that would mean that
on extensions' as distinct from cross-tramways, the
cars on which'did not run into the city, we could
not use the Malvern type of car. The same applies to Melbourne ?-Not with 9-ft. centres.
9220. That would be part of the price we would
have to pay if \ve use our present conduit?-Yes.
9221. We would be restricted as to the width of
car?-Yes.
.
9222. Are you sufficiently familiar with our present cable conduits' to say whether they could be
adapted to electric traction ?-·I am only acquainted
with the conduits 'on ·paper. I have not examined
them, and 1 do not know what condition they are
in, or;to' ,what extent they 'lre drained. I would
not like to ,express an opinion as to how far they
could be adapted to electric traction without further investigation. I know a similar type of con·
duit on a cable system we had in Sydney, at North
Shore, which was built· before these tramways here.
We made an investigation to see whether that was
worth converting to electricity, and decided it was
not; but it does not follow that the Melbourne conduits are not worth converting, or could not be converted.
9223. By Mr. C)zampion.-Could you give the
Commission approximately the relative costs of constructing the different systems of electric traction for
tramways, that is, the conduit system, span wire
construction, and centre pole construction ?-Do you
mean in regard to the· conduit itself, as compared
with overhead construction, or are you including
the cost of the permanent way.
9224. 1 think it would be well for the purposes
of comparison to takt: a comp!c;tely new conduit?
--I have not taken Qut any estimates of what it
would' cost to construct the conduit, system in Melbourne per mile of single track, including permanent way, and the paving, and therefore I cannot,
without investigating the matter, give you a reliable
estimate. It is usually consid1red tl}at that class or
construction will cost (and has· cost elsewhere, in
England, for instance) from£'rS,ooo to £25,000 a
mile, that is complete, but 1 do not think that that is
at all a reliable ([uide of what it would cost to con'vert your Melbo~rne tramway conduits.
9225. Speaking from memory, I think the cost of
the South London tramways ,on' the conduit system
was £25,000 or £26,000 per mile of single track.
including everythil)g,?-,~hat was a very expensive
piece of work, 'but cheaper work has been done, and
it averaged, to my recollection (1 have not had time
to look up my figljr~s). somewhere in the neighbourhood of £22,000 a mile.
9226. That would be the cost of constructing a
completely new system ?-Yes.
9227. Could you give any opinion as to the cost
of converting the existing cable conduits to electric
traction ?--I would not like to give an opinion without further investigation. It involves a great number of difficulties:
9,Z2S. What is your opinion as to the practicability of such a scheme ?-1 think it is quite prac·
ticable.in ,a conquit of the section shown on the blue
print you have handed me, to operate an electric
system, but 1 must say this, that it would require,
in my opinion, a very considerable reconstruction of
1;he \vhole track in regard to levels and paving.' The
levels will have to be re-arranged, and the paving
and the type of rail altered, and I am afraid tl;1at
by the time you were through, it woul~ almost mean

building a new track. It is more than the mere
question of taking the conduit, and putting the
necessary insulators and conductors in for the purpose of operating the system. The whole system
of drainage has to be carefully considered.
. 9229. The usual practice in connexion with conduit construction is to have a positive and negative
conductor rail in the conduit ?-Yes.
9230. Do you think from the sketch you h:we in
front of you, that it· would be practicable to u~e that
conuuit with a positive and negative conductor?I think it is possible to do it, but it is' not a very
easy matter. It is not going to be done without
modifying the conduit.
923I. Is not one of the principal points in connexion with the use of those conductors the fact
that they must be kept at least 6 inches apart?That is so. That is a fundamental necessity.
9232. That condition may render it impracticable
to use two conductors in those conduits ?-It is possible that they cannot be got in, but 1 could not
say without going into it in more detail. I do not
think from just looking at the plan that they can be
got in without modifying the contour of the conduit inside.
9233. The conduit in the South London tramways
is a different shape inside, is it not?-Yes,
9234. And the two conductor bars are situated
on each side away from the slot
that is very
desirable; in fact, almost essential.
9235, Why is it so desirable ?-First of all, you
have the plollgh coming down between the two conductors. That must naturally come down vertically
through the slot. You can separate your conductors
on either side. Then, again, if pieces of dirt and
so on drop through the slot there is a better chance
of their missing the conductor.
9236. The face is situated vertically?-Yes.
9237. So that it would be in a most advantageous
position for rejecting dirt and so on ?-Yes.
923S. Why is it necessary or advisable to have
two conductors. Could not you do with one ?-You
would then have to use the rail for return.
9239. Do you think that would be as efficient a
system as the one we have been discussing with a
positive and negative conductor ?,-Where traffic is
heavy, and a he:ivy current is necessary to deal with
it, it involves difficulties of bonding, and all the
other troubles incidental to track return, and tl)at is
one of the advantages generally taken of a conduit
system" to try and eliminate that by having the two
conductors at the same time, If you are going to
run the overhead trolly system later on, vou have to
bond your rails for a'certain area. By'bonding,1
mean welding. Bonds would not be put in ill' these
days, except at the expansion joints"
9 240. In the case of difficulties in connexion
with the working~ of the system such as interruptions due to excessive dirt or water. would it be an
advantage to be, able to re\'erse the current on the
section ?-Yes, it is an advantage. YOll could do
that by having the double conductor, but not with
the single one.
9241. What is-.you opinion of the system of using
that cable conduit with a single conductor rail situated centrallv under the slot, lying horizontally
in the tunn~l?-I would not care to have to operate
it. T must admit. I would have some doubt as to
its oneration.· (must sa v that 1 would rather not
h,we'it if it is possible to adont the other method
.
of the vertical face.
q~.p. You obif:ct to the situation of the rail. and
you object- to the
rail. or, at any rate; you
~:ty it is not as good 85 the double svstem ?~1 prefer the double conductor sv~tem ~lwavs. and certainly
to have the riil ~\'ith a veitical face,
:m~l not in the vertical plane of the slot.
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9243. Would it ~ at all dangerous to have it
situated centrally under the slot ?-It would enable
boys more easily to poke wires throu~h and ca~se
short circuits which vou run a consIderable fisk
of when vo~ have o~iy one conductor. A hoop
might go 'easily through the slots, and boys, too,
have a way of finding out where they can get fireworks.
9244. What would be the width of the slot in
such a system as that ?-I think the slot is wide
enough, three-quarters of an inch would be sufficient.
9245. Have you seen the South London tramwav?-No.
9246. You are aware, I suppose, that th.ere have
been some difficulties in connexion with theIr opera·
tion ?-Yes.
9247. What are the principal difficulties?Maintenance of insulation has been one, and they
had at one time a certain amount of difficulty with
the maintenance of the slots, but that is common
to all slots of tramways. Cable tramways are not
In special work, too, a certain
free from them.
amount of difficulty has arisen, but they appear
to have got over most of them, as far as I can
judrre from information I have received.
9~48. They had some trouble with the flood
waters ?-Yes.
9249. I think it was stated that on three occasions they were entirely stopped by flood waters?
-Yes.
9 2 50 • The plough is another difficulty, is it not?
-Yes. Ploughs are one of the weakest points
about the conduit system.
9 2 51. It is made principally of wood, I believe?
-Yes.
9252. And it is very much affected by the
weather ?-Yes.
92S3. There would not be very much clearance
in the case of a plough running in a !-inch slot?
·-No, there is not. You could not have anything
in excess of ,'\--inch thick. I think the South
London slot is ~-inch.
9 2 54.. And these ploughs have given a lot of
trouble, I believe?-Thev have.
9 2 55. Which do you prefer, as \In engineer, the
co!,!duit system or the overhead trolly?-The overhead troll y.
_
. 9256. I believe the latest practice in connexion
with fixing those wires is to secure them to buildi~gs
with rosettes ?-I do not know that it is a very late
practice. It has been in use for a great number
of _Years. It is a verv desirable substitute for side
poles if you can arrange it, but it' is not very
easy to arrange. My experience has been that you
generally find the span wire comes in a position
where you cannot fix a rosette, for example in the
middle of somebody's window or a weak spot in
the wall, ai1d unless you can get into the division
wall with the rosette there is very little chance of
attaching it.
9 2 57. They seem to be using that method in
Sydney wherever they can ?-We used it in Sydnev
many years ago. We fixed them in Pitt-street and
Castlereagh-street to a large extent.
9 2 58 . Do you consider the superiority of ~Iectric
traction over the cable system sufficient to justify
the conversion of the cable svstem to electric traction ?-There, again, I find -considerable difficulty
in answering the question without ha.ving gone
thoroughly' into it. It is largely a question of
finance to my mind. The electric system has a number of advantages over the cable sy,s tern , but I
would not be prepared to say without a thorough
investigation of the whole question· that I would
recommend converSIon to electricity.
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9259. Dealing with the system. as a whol€: it
would be advisable to have a umform system of
traction throughout, so that a person ~ould get in
a car in the centre of the city and go nght through
without changing ?-Undoubtedly that would be a
very important consideration.
9260. And that reason alone might )ustify. the
conversion of the cable system to electnc tractlOn?
--It might. There are some points in which the cable
system possesses advantages even over the best electric system.
9261. YVJut are some of those advantage??-:;The principal advantage of the cable system IS m
lhe low running cost and in the small wear and
tear on the track. The wear and tear on the perm::ment wav is very much less than in the case of
the electric' system, and therefore maintenance costs
are lighter. 'Maintenance of rolling-stock is a vely
much lower item. The rolling-r>tock is not subjected to the same stresses and strains as electric
rolling·stock. There is a certain amount of advantarre 'in the matter of power, inasmuch as in a
cal)le system vou have an equalization due to the
fact that a number of cars are running down grades
whilst others are on up-grades. There is this disadv;1ntage in the cable system, that you are turning the cables round for eighteen hours a day~ and
that takes a fair amount of power. On the other
hand th€! electric svstem vou have to carry round
verv much greater' weights all day long in y?ur
rolling-stock. I am not prepared to say whIch
takes tbe greater amount of power, to haul the
cable all day long, or to haul the extra weight of
rolling-stock on the electric system. I have not
investirrated that aspect of the matter. The cable
system"'has this great advantage on grades, that its
speed is practically the same as on levels. The
electric svst'em, on the other hand, has a lower speed
on grad~s than on the levels, but it has much
greater flexibility in regard to speed. Any block
of tr~ffic can be more readilv handled with the
electric system than with the c;ble system, and the
acceleration of an electric car is smoother in the
hands of a competent driver than the cable car. The
electric tramway system is capable, too, of higher
schedule speeds, but not very much higher t?an
the :'1elboume tramway system at present attams.
The eJectric system lends itself to' much greater
convenience for passengers in bad weather than
the cable system, and undoubtedly has better lighting in the cars. which is not an unimportant consideration I think for long distance travellers. In
my opinion the cable dummy i's an absolutely useless vehicle during a large portion of the year in
Melbourne. It is almost entirely useless in wet
weather. and not too pleasant in cold weather. As
I said' before, the electric system is capable of
higher schedule speed because you can work to a
higher maximum speed, and although it is plain
that On the cable system vou can increase the speed
of the ropes it can' only "be done to a very limited
extent because the rate of acceleration of the cable
cars already is very high. If you increa~e your
maximum speed vou want to be able to lilcrease
Your rate of acceieration, but it is difficult to do it
a cable car because of the nature of the grip,
whereas on the electric car you can get a much
smoother acceleration. One important consideration,
1 think, is the fact that in the cable system the
rolling-stock represents very much !ess capital outlay than 3n electric system, and you can therefore
provide with a reasonable capital outlay a large
amount of rolling-stock to deal with CTURh loading,
which becomes a very Rerious matter with an electric svstem. where .every car has a much more expensi;e outfit. The electric system is much m,ore
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flexible than the cable in respect to headway, and
enables you to clear a block of traffic more quickly
and easily. That is naturally so on account of the
large variation in speed. In the electric system
you can run the cars very close to one another.
With reg:1fd to public convenience the dllmmv and
the trailer are both very easy vehicles to get into
on account of the low height of the step, as against
the usual design of electric cars, and it is reallv
very difficult, taking the standard apparatus, to
make the steDs of electric cars as low as those of
cable GUS. "At the same time, by a s.uitable design of cai, the height of the step on electric cars
is not a realiy serious inconvenience to the public.
I think the electric car runs more smoothly and
quietly than the cable car. I do not say the electric system is always a more silent one than the
cable: taken as a \vhole, but an electric car, well
designed, and running over a, good track, goes ven'
smoothly and with less noise than most of the cable
cars I h::l.I'e been in. J do not conSIder them noiseless vehicles by any means.
9262. By Mr. Cltampion.-With regard to the
effect of the noise on the by-stander there would
appear to be more with the electric car than a
cable ?~lt is largely a matter of conditions. In
the cable system there is the noise of the rope,
which people get used to in a very short while,
and do not notice. The electric system on a good
track, and with well installed overhead construction runs very smoothly and silent! r, especially the
four-wheeled ro1ling-stock; but if the track is at
all in poor condition and you are running bogie
cars on it they certainly do rattle, and the overhead work could scarcely be called noiseless. Those
noises, however, to a large extent, are questions
of the streets themselves. and to what extent they
are echoed from the buildings.
.
926.). You would not notice the noise so much al>
in SydneY?-I do not think so, but r do not think
there is verv much to choose between tne two systelns. The noise the car makes is. to a certain
extent, a matter of speed, how many crossings it
goes over, and condition of permanent way.
9264. Bv Mr. Solly.-Do you consider that the
Sydney system is as quiet as the cable system in
Melbourne?-I think the Sydney system is more
noisy.
. '
(}26S. By Mr. Ckampioll.~-In view of the fact.
which I think is generally admitted. that the extensions of tramways into the outer suburbs will
be electric, probably on the span-wire system'
throughout, and bear~ng- in mind the point I have
raised before, that it is desirable to ,mange the
system so that a person could go from one end of
the city to the extreme end of the journey on one
fare without chan,::;ing cars. what system of electric
traction do vou think it would be desir:\ble to instal
in the city?-May I aSsume that you wish to ,etain 9-feet centres, because if that is a primary condition it limits your choice.
9266. Not necessarily 9-feet centres ?-It is a
question I find very difficult to answer without a
very thorough investigation, because at first sight
one would be disrOBed to say that the conduit
.system would be the better, because you alrf!:tdy
have the conduits.
The question of whether the
conduits can be re~dily used, and are of anv real
value, requires a good deal of investigation:
If
they were I should say the conduit svstem undoubtedly, but I must admit that at present J am
not prepared to express an opinion as to whether
exi;.;ting conduit systems should be converted to
electric conduit. 92()7. Their COllVerrlOn, if practicable, would involve, I suppose, a '0Dsiderable expenditure on

storm- water, drainage?-There ~s no question about
that.
9268. Mr. George Duncan, the man who designed them, told us the other day that the cost
would be enormous ?-I have no doubt it would,
knowing the liability to flooding and the extent to
which they are flooded now during heavy rains.
Practically perfect drainage of the conduit is absolutely essential.
9269. There are some places where that cannot
be achieved; for instance, east of Chapel-street, on
the Toorak-road, under certain conditions it is impossible to draIn water out of the tunnel ?-It might
be tackled in some other way, for example, by a
system of. pumping, but that involves a complication which may not \;le desirable, and if it is not
tackled in that way there is bound to be an interruption to the service which is not desirable or to
be thought of in a proper system.
'
9270, It would involve the conversion of the
conduit system to overhead system for a considerable length ?-It might be done in that way.
Pumping, after all, is a very objectionable method
of dealing with the matter, becauSi~ such provision
One never
wants to be practically automatic.
knows when the flooding will take place in a climate
like this, so th,at probably the better method of
dealing with it would, as you suggest, be to put in
a local overhead section.
That would mean a
certain amount of delay on an important route,
It would,
because of the change in connexion.
howeve~, not be necessary to operate on the overhead
system always, but only in case of emergency.
927 I. If it were practicable and desirable to
establish the conduit system in Melbourne, that
would involve some loss of time at the end of the
existing cable sections?-Yes.
9272. You would have to change from the plough
connexion to the trolly?~ Yes.
9273. How long does that take?-I imagine it
could be done pretty promptly. Putting the trolly
on the wire takes only a few seconds, and the hook·
ing up of the plough could be done almost simultaneously.
I should think it would be a matter
of a minute.
9274. Mr. Brai~, of New South Wales, said that
he, had timed some one, and it took two minutes?
-It might take that time, but J should think that
the men, if expert and energetic, would do it in
a minute.
It is very hard to say.
9275. The only reason for retaining the present
(lisposition of the track in Melbourne would be the
establishment of the conduit system?-That is so.
9276. If the overhead· system were established in
the city, you could, in relaying xour rails-it must
be done in any case-dispose your tracks without
any e~tra cost in a way which would enable you to
use the better type of rolling-stock?-Yes.
9277. To put it in another way, the retention of
the tracks, as now existing in lvfelbourne, limits
your possibilities in the way of rolling-stock?Certainl y it limits it as to its width.
I do not
say you could not m::lke a comfortable car in the
width, but it certainly limits the possibility, and
the undoubted tendency everywhere has been towards increasing the width of the car .
9278. That would be f,9r the reason of dealing
with large numbers of people quickly and efficientlv?-Yes,
9279. I suppose that its capacity for dealinK,with
the congestion of traffi\' is one of the chief advantages of the electrir system r-Undoubtedly. but
that is largely a queshul of thf> amonnt of rollingstock there is available and the type of rolling-stock.
9280. Is it· not due to some extent to the mor€'
flexible way in which the rolling-stock can b(' used
in an electric system ?-Yes.
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9281. Take the bottom of Collins-street.
The
shunting that has to be done there takes some time,
and the men have to use their hands and push
the cars back. I take it that in the electric system
the power of the motors could be made use of ill
shunting ?--Yes, there is time saved, and you are
better able to handle large bodies of people, especially at terminals.
9282. I think you said we could get a greater
speed with an electric system where desired?Yes, you can get a better average schedule speed
too, especially in a 'system where there are a
large number of stops.
I do not consider that
the Melbourne tramway system has a large number
of stops from what I have seen of it, especially on
some lines, but if permy fares were introduced it
would alter the whole complexion of affairs.
9283. Would it bring down the speed ?--The
ii,chedule speed of the cable service, llncloubtedly)
because the number of stops would be very largely
increased.
9284. By j);Jr. Membrey.-Seeing that our streets
are wider in Melbourne than in Sydney, and that
We have better facilities for trainway service, do
you think the maximum speed would be greater
than in Sydney?-I do not think it need be greater.
It might be greater with safety, but I do not
think it would be necessarily greater. I think you
could achieve the schedule speed you require for
Melbourne streets without exceeding the maximum
speed of Sydney between stops.
9285. The traffic is far more congested in Sydney
than Melbourne?-Yes, but the trams, as a 'rule,
get a fair run between stops.
9286. When in Sydney I noticed that in Georgestreet it was very difficult to get through at
times in the busy parts of the day?-Yes, but the
trams themselves are not much impeded by vehicular
traffic.
They have practicalIy the whole of the
track to themselves. They are only limited by the
number of stops that they make, and the headway
between the trams, which is very small, because
of the number of the cars which is forced on to
that bit of track.
However. when the cars in
Sydney do get a fair run between one stopping
place and another they attain a good maximum
s!)eed; but taken over the \"hole system the average
speed is not very high.
9 28 7. Seeing the way Melbourne is laid out, thf>
trams running down so many streets, you woul.!
not require the same number of trams' in anv C)n~
street as in Sydney?-No.
.
9 288 . Consequently you would be able to get .'1
higher rate of speed than in Sydney ?--Yes, I think
you could.
9 28 9. EOI' jlfr. Cltampio1l.-In other words, if
you. had the Sydnev system here, ,you would get
a' hetter ;lverage spE'ecl than the\' do over there ?-I think YOll could readily attain a better average
speed in MelbournE'. either in the citv or suburbs.
or taking the whol~ sy"tem, on the average, than
in Sydney.
.
9290. A comp:lrison of the relative speed of th~
two systems is not necessarily fair ?-I think it is
a very fallacious sort of comparison, bl'cause the
conditions are so entirely different. as to the density
of traffic in streets, the number of stops, ilnd the
number of passengers handled, which all affect the
question ver,)' considerabl v.
9 2 91. By Mr. SlIlly.----The average speed of the
MeIbonrne trams is greater than the average
schedule speed of the Svdney trams?-Yes.
9292. Mr. Duncan said, i~ giving evidence, that
the speed of the Melbourne trams could not be increased with safetv to the traveTTing public.
Do
you agree with that statement ?-Did he mean the
average speed, including stops?
., ..
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9293. The runmng speed, I I to 13 miles an
hour ?--That is the speed of the cable, not what
I call the schedule speed.
I think I I miles an
hour as ;\11 average rope speed bet\\'een stops, apart
from a period of acceleration and braking is a
very fair speed, although it is exceeded, of course,
by electric system,.
For instance, in Sydney between stops the cars achieve more than I I miles
;)11 hour, otherwise they would never get the average
schedule speecl they do. In nearly every city where
electric traction is operating you will find the maximum speed between stops is considerably in excess
of that, and there does not appear to have bee:!
very grave risk to the public involved.
9294. By Mr. SIIUy.-How do you account for
the average speed being higher on the cable trams
in Melbourne than OIT the electric trams in Sydney?
--Because the number of stops in Melbourne is
fewer than in Sydney, and the speed on the grades
is the same as on the levels, consequently, the speed
works out on an: average at a higher figure than in
Sydney. The time is taken up in stops, and in
'Melbourne the number is fewer than in Sydney.
9295. By lilr. Mcmbrey.-They stop on both sides
of the cross-streets here ?-In some cases, but not
;111. They do in the city, where there are cross
lines.
9296. By lIfr. Champ/lill.-The configuration of
the two places .ought to be taken into account in considering the question?-Yes. Sydney has a very
hrge percentage of grades, some of which are very
heavy.
Melbourne has very few grades on its
system. And then, again, in Melbourne, the speed
IIp a grade is practically the same as on the level,
so that if you make allowance for the large proportion of grades in Sydney where the speed is re"duced as against on the levels, and also due allow
ance for the additional number of stops, I think it
is re~sonable to expect that the average schedule
speed on the Sydney system would be rather less
than in Melbourne.
9297. I think NIr. Membrev's previous question
Iwuld also give some idea of how the speed is
:lffected by the peculiar condItions in Sydney, where
most of the traffic is thrown into George-street. In
Melbourne, we have a large number of streets in
Iyhich trams run into the city, whereas in Sydney the
traffic is all practically thrown on to the one track?
~-Melbourne is undoubtedly different to Sydney.
First of all, in Sydney, the tramways. carry a very
much greater number of people. They are almost
the only means of transport for the suburban population into the city or out of it, and they converge
into !L sort of bottle-neck. It is a very different
problem to that in Melbourne.
9298. A mere comparison of bare figures of speed
i:1 a case of that kind may be altogether misleading?
--I think it would be very easily misleading.
9298A. What do you consider the most suitable
type of track for electric traction ?-I consider that
grmved girder rails of 90 Ih5. weight or upwards
per yard, laid on hardwood cross-sleepers, and tied
together wtih the usual tie bars. and, of course,
spiked and laid on good blllestone ballast foundations, with suitable paving, according to the locality,
makes the best type of trade It is elastic and eas)
to maintain. It 'has a good life. I would, in all
C[I~e5 too, recommend the welding of the rails, not
fIshed mils. with just the necessary provision for
expansion here and there, where required.
The
pn'ving is a question of locality. I strongly recomlllt'nd paving that will keep the track formation as
rlTv as possible. That is an important consideration in track construction, but it rna;. not be possible
or advisable to spend the money throughout the
system oq wQOd-blocking.
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9 2 99,. That is a· type of construction which canpot be used with the conduit system ?-That is true9300. So that the conquitsystem has the disadvantage that you cannot use the best type of track?
-T1;1at i~ sq. you must necessarily have a longitudinal type of cqnstruction, either putti:pg your
rails l!pofl cppcret!", and fastening them to it, or
p'HHing tllPm on concrete streamers, or longitudinal
timbe~ stringers.
There is a great deal of such
tra,ck whl"re hardwood sleepers !lre not available, but
personally I
have a hardwood sleeper track
if possiqle get it.
93 0 1. By lIIr. Sollv_-We have a statementf-;:;;;
Mr. Dunc:m to 'effect th:1t the Jife of the cable
tramways is
years, 'arid the life· of the electnc
systqn twenty yeqrs. What ivould be
pifference
betwe~I1 tt\e life of the conduit system, and that of
t1;1e Qvefhei\9, tro.lly system. ?-It is a question of
what YOlJ nlean \:ly the-life of the
9302.
to .Mr. Duncan's evidence, an
electric Systelll
to be reneweq every twenty years)
and a cable l'\ystem every forty
?-Those
figures
some qualification) I
ilI1agine)
because
various portions of either sy~tem,
whether electric or cable, or whether electric overheac\, or electric conduit, wear· out at varying rates,
and the question really depends on what provision
you mal<e finqncially out of your earnings for renewals. It is c.liffiCl11t to say when a system is COUlpletely worn: o1;\t. It {.'Ouh:l only
out in time if
no ~epairs were effected at all. In the cable system,
the rails WOlllp probably last twice as long as under
an electric systepl. If y04 refer to permanent way,
that limits tpc compq.rison, and in·
to permanent way, the we::tf a.\1.d tear under the electric system
is updo1,1btedly muc~ he<tvier than with a cable
sy,stem. You milY get pver tljat to. a certain extent
by using it heavier type of rail, but even allowing
for that the actual cost of maintaining the permanent way for an electric ~yste.1Tl is greater than in
tne case of a cable system, and therefore the life
of the track is much less. How much less, again,
depends on the conditions--for instance, how much
traffic is going Qver it.· I should. imagine that yOU
should reasonably e~pect to
twenty yeaTS' life
o.ut of the rails 1,mder the
system here, possibly :plore.· You might get thirty in certain places.
bl1J, on the other hand, as it is SQ :plllch a question
of experience, r would. (lot
to sav much about
the cable syste~ bere, a:"1 I
\tad -nQ experience
of it.
9303: Perhaps yo.!!
my ql~estion.
Mr. Duncan savs that
svstem has forty
year:s
:J.\Id ·the electric (I presume he w,as alluding to the overhead t:t;oUy, sy,stem) had twenty years'
life
renewals qmst, of necessity, take place.
r
to. k l1o\V i,f yott have apy \dea a5 to whether
the
oJ the electric condui.t system would be
than the electric overhead trollv svstem, because th:1t woulrl ma.lZc all the difference in comthe cost of construction. If one lasted twice
as long as the other. and only cost twice as much
money, tbnt would
the capital expenditme
of both ?-I would not I·ike to express an opinion
as to the rel:ltivf'; life of the conduit system .ilS
the trolly svsten1 on the figures that I
I know the life of ~n overhe:>d trolly system,
but would not like to express a definitcopinlon as
to the relative life of the condllit system. I know
the cost of maintenance js verv much higher, which,
in itself. is an indication of shorter life. You may
take it "as a general
that where the cost of
maintenance is very much higher, the renewals are
required earlier. In making such reference to the
lives of the ~wo systems, I am only speaking ~n
rega.rd to the electric portion of the conduit as

against trolly wires of the overhead system, because
they may
renewing in five ·or six years.
9304. The same type of car would have to be
used on either system ?-The same type of car
could be
on either system.
9305. By l'vir. Clwmpi;n.-Do you know if those
difiiculrie~ we were discussing just now, in connexiqJl
with the ooeration of the conduit system have been
absollltely oyercorpe, or axe they still troublesome?1 C01!jc; :pot say very definitely to what extent they
hftve been finally overcome.
9306. There. are conduit
in Londo~,
Tlerlin, New York, Paris, Vienna, and Budapest?V,:>>::
-~307. And there was one at· Bournemouth which
has been taken: UPi and the overhead system reverted to. Do YOll know why?--I do not remember
the details of tl1c Bournemouth matter. I was not
sure, as a matter of fact, whether it was a conduit
or surface contact.
9308. The Commission is informed that the con(~:lit
ill Berlin, which was used there to
some com:iderable extent, has been cut out and rethe o\'erhead system except for a length
which thev onlv work in the summer
;mcl not at nil in the \~inte;. Do yOU think the
climatic couditions there are at all similar to here?
-T n some respects they arc more severe. I consieler the climatic conditions of Melbourne are
f,evere from a conduit operation point of view, aidS compared to Berlin, I should say they
so severe. Still the climatic conditions of
are such as to involve considerable difficulty in the ITlaintenance of a conduit system in my
opinIon. We are free here from the trouble of
SliOW, but there is a fair amount of rain to he dealt
lrith.
And the condition of affairs that you have
in Bourke-street and Elizabeth-street dur,ainfall;; would stop the conduit system
frem working in those streets ?-Yes, I have observed conditions there that would have stopped a
conduit system.
93ro. There ;lre extensive underground conduits
for the removal of storm waters in Elizabeth,treet ?':""I believe that is so.
9,3 I 1. But eyen Iyjth these. arrangements, conditions occur which would prevent the proper operati.on of the conduit
in that street?-Tl1at is
so.
::'. As far as flooding is concerned it does not
the cahle
to any material extent?Not·materiallv.
931.). But -1f those conduits were to be use,.]
for electric traction w.e should have to keep the
!':torm-waters out of them absolutely, I presume?Yes, flooding of the conduits must be prevented.
9314. It WGelld be necessary, for
to
intercept alL waters which might come down on the
stir face of a cross street.
For example, Queenstreet into Collins-street. The _water coming down
the hill there. mmld have to Ix: met before it could
get into the 'slot?-Yes.
9.3T5. SO that you conld not recommend the use
of that system without the mest
conmust
sideration -of that aspect of the case
;) bsolutel v be ex;)mined in the minutest d-et~il.
Fverv se~tjcn of the conduit it is proposed to convert -must be considered most carefully in regard
to drainage, and that must be provided for most
elaborately and perfectly before you sould feel any ,
reliance on a conduit system.
9V6. Have you considered the question 0~ working the cable
as a cable
WIth the
n~;1chinery actuated. by electricity
I have.
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the .Rower, but wheth~r the cables could be operated,
93~7. Wpl!i4 ypu
ttl~ Comq~ssion your view~
on tA'lt poipt?-Tltere !~ no difficulty in operatipg a.t an incr~ased speed i~ another matter.
the cables by electric motors sitpated at the exj~t93~4, I sllppose an increase in the speed of the
ing power-houses
connected to the p'res~nt In- qlple wQuld Gwse th.e gripman more trouble
st\ill~.tiQn.
_'\
contr~\ can be readIly a~Yes.
vlsed-in fact,
appaptus is all that IS
93;25. l\nd p'ossibly it would be more disconcertllf!Cj3S!'iary, "pC! the
reql.\irements of the cqble ing to the public than it is at present sometimes?service entirely
in re~ard to running,
J should say the chances were so.
~ffectipg repairs,
~ables, &c.
The only
9326. So that you do no~ look to o?tain any
econpPlical methocl of operat~ng the system elec- greater speed than the :na:nrc;Jm now IS by the
trically, in j11Y opinion, woulq be by having a improvements you can introduce into the cable
qontral po\ver-hol1se and supp~y~ng energy from system, retaining it as a cable system ?-I doubt
th~re to each of the
. cable stations which whether you could get a very much greater speed on
WQP)d then peCOJ;lle 1(.:ca\ sHb-statiol1s. In som,e the cetbles than there is at present. You might get
cases it would not be feasible to put 111 a local gene- a mile or two' an hour, but nothing very sub:,tantial.
rating plant, :'Ind ~ th~11k generally it would be
9327. And that might be attended with such
essenti,\l from the point qf vjew of economy to. h;we (lifficulty for the gripman that it might be inadvisa cent!",,) pOwer station supplying each sub-station. <l ble to run it?-Yes, there is a risk of difficulty
Wh<\t I wish to conyey is that if it were qesired i~l gr~Dping, and also discomfort to the public.
to increase the cqpD,city slightly of the
cable \ 9.)2-8. What types of car do you consider most
p.oYI'er-hou,ses it wqllld not l>e a
suitable for the various classes of traffic in Melp,ositiQp to. put in a lOCal rr""nJ'T·'lrlnrr
bourne
the first place, I should recommend
tnen 9pe~ate the cables
It is only the carin Yl'hicn HIC conductor is protected from
feasible where yOl\ have a central power-house and the weather and not a car with outside footcap supply energy at a low cost per unit in order boards, ~;1t~ol1gh su~b, a car has its advantages in
to cPITIpete W\t\1 tqe costs of wmld:p.g Itt
side loading, {1l1d having quid.: entry and
93T8: Sllcq a power-qQJ;!se is coptewplated with
p<;ssengers; but I think, generally speakthe 'electrification of tPe railways and the
with 'l cli~ate like Melbourne, that it is n.
ways, a joint power-hou,se for the two, W~th
r('~v;onable assumptio\1 that you will have to proq p,o.wer-PQuse qs. that YOQr sl\ggestion would
.
for the conductor operating inside the car in
distribute the power to the::,e vario~s
collectiop of fares,. I mention this point first
-Ye:., you wQuld, of cO\lrse, have to
it pas cOl~siderable bearing upon the width
:p.ecess~ty feeders fro~ the central
of the car over the bO:dy. If you are going to
23 1 9, Jiave you i1ny ide,! of the COst of instalcross-seat 'pnsse11gers, which I think is the :plost
ling' electric rnachinery tq rep-lace the c1'isting pleas'ant methoq of providing for the~, although
engines, &c., in the cable systej11 ?-I collld not not th,e most econon;ical from a traffic point of
give you figures without further investigation. I
vi1=w, it involves using a fairly wide type of car
have worked out one case. but the information was body in order to nllow tpe conductor reasonable
:plore or less of'a cO!llidentiat'~haracter, '~riCt I· could
to get up ;mel clown the car when collecting
nct very well ·disclose it~ip fqct, ~ do not rememThe most generally useful car in my exber it.
It is not, hO\~'evef' going to jJe a very
has been what is called the combination
expensive matter. It is purely a qneilt\9P of motors,
of car with 'drop platform. It is used on the
of using standard a,ppapJus.
The advantage of it is that by
line.
9',Fo. Do YOll thipk it WOl!lc{ cqst £100,qoo ?-. having a c\oseti s::doon in the centre you make a
I do not know how much Dower there is installed suitable provision for those who wish to ride inside,
at pres'ent 'in an thei; powe"r-hoq~e:s.' . .
.
arK\ by having the clrop platforms at the end 'you
9321. Five to s,ix tho\Jsand. hpr~e-:pQ\yer. We nre "pIe to h\\ve a
height of step.
had an estimltte given to us of £8.0,000 ?-I should The passenger then
the saJoon practically
,av that was reasonable on the basis of the installed b.y truce rises
two with a side loading
hqrse-p~wer mel1tion~d. 'Of cqurse, it is a very c~r, which is a very
especially
rQ~1g~ idea I have givel1 you, but I should say
for elderly
or
not very active.
£100,OqO wOl.1ld easily cover: the cpst of motors, The op.ep compartj11ents
provision for
mechallical gear, a,nd so o:p..
smokers, apd the car is a very handy type indeed.
9322. T lInderstand that the p.resent type of NJ:y experience is that
lik<;: that type of
engine, .and so on, in the pre~ent plq,nt, is rather car. and l think for
it is a verv
out of date ?-It is.
qsef1ll· type .. If it' is
to make it a little
93z3. What effects would be likely to accrue longer 111 tht: saloo:p. I would prefer to do so, somefrom the introduction of machinery to actuate the wh:l,t on tile lines of the Adelaide car. This type
but it is
cables electrically ?-I th~nk yo1,.1 wOQld gain 0'tl- (If r::..r was first introduced into
siderably in operating expenses, becalJSe you could slightly different there to the one in use in Adecut down the staff at each power-house. You could ia.ide. It is of the s~e diffiensions
generate energv at a large central power-house, the Malvern cars. The Adelaide
transmit it and convert it jn a sub-~tation, much in th'e :::aloon becuuse in the Adelaide
use
more efficiently than a nllmber of isolated power- ;ire o:;enting with a longer wheel base.
houses operating with old-fash.ioned plant. The there :t 9-ft. wheel base.
operation of the plant at present is efficient con9329. What is the usual practice ?-About 6 ft.
extent
sidering it~ type, but you get the great advantage 6 in.· The wheel base is limited to a
in concentrating the generation at one central sta- by the streets and what radius of curvature you
tion of the diversity factor, which you cannot get qql get on the curves. I am talking of the fourTherefore wbeeled car, not the bogey, and recommend that
with a number of isolated stations,
your gener~ting co~ts can be kept down to a v~ry type as the best for general purposes, although not
r.fR,w . figure. At the time that change was bemg necessarily the best for crush loading.
9,')3°. I thiI1k Mr. GQodman increased the wheel
,:Tl:)illi~ l}!l;tj.nSfe.::w~ jn ,th.e power of the ~lant could
be provided for,· so that if advjsr~hl~, a:p. mcrease of base for the purpose of getting rid of that up-and1'~p~dm,~lh?,tl~Ef:dtitPtfi<~ hlypl1l#l[I(~~.';)JtCf.ifY~d((, rrVn- I down movement at the end of the car?-That was
'reasonrn!:}r
for.q doing
it, but he was enabled to
o90~\'~~'P.9.11')i ft¥r(»)\?&tI¥lae.<1f1r,ftrdjrqYI~llID ~\mt /1 r,tcreWN?:g ., IjH~j
~~T ? - 01
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accomplish it, because he could get large radius
curves, and unless you can get that you are limited
in regard to your wheel base. That state of things
For instance, on the
does not exist everywhere.
High-street
it was impossible to get the
room without
very valuable property, and
consequently
radius curves had to go in,
ancl less than that. which meant that a lO-tt. car
could not be got round the curve without excessive
wear, and tear to both of the rails and wheels.
Ill. Malvem, therefore, we adopted a 6 ft. 6 in.
wheel base, whidl is practically a standard where
there is a limited rndius of curvature.
If it is
po:,;sible to get a /nrger radius, I would recommend
a lO!lger car.
9331. All the;,£' curve,., would have to' be readjusted with the introduction of electric traction?
-Undoubtedlv. The\' are not suited to electric
'are concentric, and have no transitraction.
tion,
Thev
be eccentric cun'es 'with tran·
sitions, an,t suitah1e provisim. fOl super-elevation.
93.)2. You
explain to the Commission without too 'mud,
what the advantage of
tranf,ition curves
present curves are arcs
of circles.
A transiti,)l1 curve is this: Between
the centre of a. circular ;uc, 60 feet in radius, and
the straight or the t<lllgent to this curve, a series
of curves
mto olle another, and gradually
increasing in
are inserted, so that the car
coming from the strnight and going round the
curves works round the curves on a curvature of
gradunlly
radius until it gets to the
centre, and then on the other side it goes off by
a series of gradually increasing curves. The result
is that instead of st:ddenly changing its direction as
soon as it strikes the curve, and giving ;l jerk inwards or outwards itS the case may be, the wheels
run gradually and smoothlv from the straight to
that portion of the curve which is at the centre.
That ",class of curve is c<llled the transition curve.
There is no jolting.
As a matter of fact, you
could have a curve with a suitable transition, amI
would scarcelv be able to tell, if ;'Ott shut your
were going round a curve at all. It
eyes, that
is a very
improvement that should be introduced on to the curves if the system is electrified.
9333. What if it is not electrified?-Then it is
a question of policy. One would prefer to see it,
but it means a considerable amOunt of expense. If
the conduit
is not going to remain, I suppose the
will put up with the present arrangement for n. few
longer, but if yOll' are going
to retain the
system for :t number of years, or
are going to convert it into electric conduit system
I would certainl" recommend that it should be done,
~o matter whnt it costs.
Then with regard to
having the curves eccentric instead of concentric.
It means that the inner curves and outer curves
are struck to the one centre. One may he 50 feet
m radius, and the other 59 feet, bnt the eccentric
method of striking the curves would have ;l centr<11
radius for each curve 50 feet, so that they do not
follow e[fch other round as pnr::t1lel tracks. ThJt
is a great
in cn~bling rolling-stock to
pass each other on the Cl1rn~.
It is mnch mon;
difficult to get two cars of a given width and
length to
on concentric cur\'('s. where the trach
are
to the same centre. than on t\\'o curves
of the smne radius which are eccentric.
The
question of
is this. All :11Jo-wance
is made
the outer f1il of the curve to a
sufficient
the car nn the track when
thf' curve, With a carefullyiesigllecl
going
curve that can he reduced. I thinlc helm\' some of
the
that :lre no\\' in existence. and
.
I·
'!i..:F'P ~H'P
t h at IS
8evantage .. m"regard 'to 'str~t
t}/

paving. It makes it more easy to pave the street'
surface by reducing the amount of super-elevation.
9334. By the Chairman.-'-If it were proposed to
increase the
of the cables to something
20 miles an hour, and to retain the
between 15
cable system for a period of years, that would make
it all the more imperative to adopt these transition,
curves 7>--1 think that 011 the whole the cars go
round the curves by gravitation, and the speed is
hrought down, and I take it that if the speed of
the cable were increased, they would still go round
the curves at approximately the same speed. Of
course, if the tramway system were to be maintained
for a large number of years, I should recommend
the improvement of the curves.
9335. By l1f,. Champion.-In Sydney what are
called freak frame cars are in use. Are you acquainted with that type of car at all ?-Many attempts have heen made to achieve that. I do not
know from my own experience of the car whether it
has been entirely successful in Sydney; but I know
they have designed cars there with the frames out·
side the wheels,' and it looked as though it would be
a successful type; but the majority of the Sydney
ca rs now, ]; th ink I am righ t in saying, are crossseated. The conditions of operation in Sydney,
however, are rather different to what they are in
most other
The conductors there are accustomed to the outer footboard, and in all
weathers, but I do not know whether they would
take it very kindly in Melbourne.
933(}. By the Chairman.-Mr. Johnson said that
if they were commencing again they would have
end-loading cars ?-I understand that, and I think
probably that would be so. The type of car is
really a reversion to . the old steam tram.
The steam trams were all side loading cars,
with outside footboards and sliding doors, and aU
types practically were tried; but since the time d
conversion up to the present date, the, design in
Sydney has been reverting more and more to the
old steam tramway trailer. It was on the steam
tramway trailer that the men became accustomed to
the outside footboard, and collecting fares in all
weathers, climbing along the outside of the car, but
the climate is a little more genial there than in Melbourne. I doubt very much whether it would be a
popular car for the riien, but it is a very good type
of car from a traffic manager's point of view. It
is obviously the easiest car to load and unload.
Personally, I would not be prepared to recommend
that type for use entirely in Melbourne.
With
regard to width, I would recommend as wide a car
as possible. The possibility is only limited by the
distance between the tracks. One would not need
to go heyond 8 ft.
in. or 8 ft. 6 in. as a maximum for
cars. It makes a very comfortable car, and
the conductor a very good
chance of collecting fares.
9337. You could not use a cnr of that width on
our present tracks ?-Not conveniently. Of course
the cars would pass on the straight, but the margin
of c1enmnce would be cut down to a very low
fig-ure, and it is doubtful ,,,hether it is advisable.
They would not pass on the existing curves at any
rate.
9338. By 111r. Cltampion.-Have you considered
;~he rebtive merits of the single phase and direct
current svstems of electric working of railways?To a limited extent. I have not gone into the
matter in detail, I have not had the 0pp0rtunity,
,hut 1 know something of the req\lirem~nts of the
.suhurban railwil" system. and of tnf:DteEiti'\'e ili~rit's
of the twn J',·~tt'tn~{I':i',,~ 1i I,;d: n;; ,In'l fl·!!';'}":q ~H'I
,01.1 .( Il·)'('H·I~h..~.f j:ll.l'1
rdll,n d ;""'~'!I' Ib ,,,II .l'ti IH')(!"f
.0 J 3
lHe lIDurne an
flu llJ an sb;;-m IS ()
""I"d:'l
"I"
,()
t'JY'I"'1'I" "I'd"r;ji.._I'l It'''' ' " , n ' 'T!'V""b'l' ,()f,
'1'>?cn ; na~llrl;uat It wou' 'u<;: a most ImposSl e to
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fix a zone as a limit to which suburban trains shall
run. The tendency would be for population to increase along various suburban lines. Take the case
of the Frankston-Mordialloc line, for instance. If
we 11x Mordialloc as the limit of the suburban
service under electrified conditions, would you expect the people of Frankston to be clamouring for
an electric service there?-They certainly would.
9340. So that there would be a tendency to keen
on increasing the radius of the electric service?~ T
think that is almost certain, because the improved
conditions of travelling under an electric sen' ice,
assuming there would he an imp royement , would
natur;) lly tend to take population further out. As
the populated area increased, so, ot course, the
demands of the districts further on would increase.
It is very difficult in a system such as Melhourne.
There are no niltural boundaries to the suburban
area to limit its radius from the centre of the
;:;ystem.
9341. By 1Iir. Cltampioll.-Taking into consideration the oeculiar circumstances of this case,
which system
electrification would you consider
the most desirable to establish here?-I think th;:~
single-phase system would best suit requirements in
Melbourne if it were decided to have electrification.
because it is more flexible. It gives practically all
the advantages of the direct current system., with the
additional advantage of being more flexible and
more readily capable of extension.
9342. I presume it is a more economical system
to work after you begin to get away a considerable
distance ?-There is no doubt that outside a rather
limited radius, the single-phase is clearly the more
economical.
9343. By the Chairman.-What do you consider
a limited radius, 5 to 10 miles, or what ?-Within
10 miles, I should say was the effective radius of
the direct current system in Melbourne. Of course,
the narticular circumstances of each case must be
take;l into consideration. What would be an effective radius in Melbourne would not apply In
London.
9.344•. And you think the cost of installation
would be less in the case of a single phase ?-1 do
for the Melbourne system, because of its peculiar
radiating features. One ()f the considerable items
of cost is sub-stations, although they cannot be
entirely eliminated with it long distance
system, yet within a suburban area of reasonable
radius thev can be eliminated, and all the attendant
capital cost and operating expenses of such substations.
931,5. \Vhat would be the percentage of
In
the single-phase system as against the circuit current ?-That is a point on ,\~hich I could not
vou definite infomlation in regard to Melbourne, as
I have not gone into it in detai1.
It would take
some considerable investigation to do so, but it is
claimed by those who have had extensive eXl:>erlerlce
of the single-phase system, that under
concent.
.clition'S the saving in capital cost is from IS
workto 20 per cent. The cost of maintenance
ing expenses, &c., is IO per cent. to 15 per cent. less
than in the direct-current system.
9346. By 111r. Champion.-The single-phase
svstem could be ultimately extended for main line
operations ?-Undoubtedly'.
9347. And the direct current could not?-Not
efficientlv.
9348. You consider it advisable in installing an
electrification scheme for the suburban railways to
adopt such a system as would· provide for all the
railway lines of the State' if electrification made
such strides as would render it advisable to electrify
lines other than the suburban lines up to 50 miles?
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- I think there is no question about it, other things
being equal, and if the
I have mentioned
3!> to the rel::ttive cost of
of the
phase system, and the direct current is correct,
obviously the better
would be the one that is
capable' of
and that is the single
phase.
9349. You have no doubt about that ev\'!n in the
present state of your knowledge. Delay has been
urged, so that we may be able to determine with
absolute certainty which is the better system of the
two for Melbourne. Do vou think that the state
of knowledge with respect' to those systems is sufficiently advanced to enable an expert to advise as
to the best system to apply in this case ?-I do.
9$50. And there is no longer any reason for delay
on that account ?-I do not think so.
9351. You
would say that you advise the
;,doption of
phase ?-Yes.
9.352. By tlte Cltairman.-Supposing we determine to commence with a TO mile radius, which
costs the more for that radius, the direct current or
single
?-I should imagine the single phase
docs.
l\nd with regard to the annual cost of
renewal and working expenses, in
which
is it greater ?-In my opinion it would
be lower in the single phase than the direct current.
9354. And :.vhich is more efficient up to that
radius, bearing in mind the experience of the London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway?-There
would be practically no difference in efficiency with
:1. modern single-phase motor.
I mean all round
What have you to savaS to the element of
do not think there is anv serious risk
to the overhead construction for single
work as against the third raiL Of course, if
effl::cti.ve cont:lct is mnrle with a single-phase trolley
wire, it is a serious matter, and practically results
in fatality, but with modern construction there has
been enough experience to assure us that it can be
put up with a minimum amount of risk.
9356. Then even for the first 10 miles from the
point of view of CCOllcmv and efficiency, recent
developments show that the direct current system
possesses no advantage over the single phase?That is my opinion, and I understand that in the
leading conntries of Enrope the single-phase system
onlv is to be adonted in future. The Prussian
Go~ernment has recently decided on it. I saw quite
recently that thev are spending 27,000.000 marks
on a serious start with conversion of the Prussian
State railways. That in itself indicates their point
of vie\\". The Continental railways have tried
the three-phase motor, and found it not possessed
of 'l11y superior advantages, and they are apparently
taking up the single phase as the better system. In
America, tGO, wherever the matter is not complicated
by having to run over direct current lines in the
city, there is a distinct tendency towards the complete adoption of single phase working .
9357· It is the same in Sweden, Austria, SwitzerI menla.nd, Bavaria, and other places?-Yes.
tioned the Prussian case because it had come under
my notice quite recently.
9358. By Mr. Champion.-There is no doubt
about being able to use multiple unit control witn
either system ?-No doubt whatever.
9.359. And as far as operating in station yards is
concerned, 'I presume the overhead system offers
advantages over the third rail ?-Undoubtedly, it
eliminates all the comnlexitv of the third rail at
special work, cross-overs, and so on.
9360. And with respect to the motor and general
details everything.is as well developed, I suppose,
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ahd standardized lis in direct current ?-I ' "Quid not
say everythirig has been as well standardized, I
wiH say this, that the only element in the single-phase
system on which there was, years ago, any doubt
,vas the motor.
The direct-current svstem undoubtedly only uses apparatus that has been
tically standardized for vears. In the
system the trouble was t.he single-phase motor,
that has now, after inany years of experiment, been
developed as a sound commercial piece of apparatus,
and I think one cm safel)' say to-9ny that the
single-phase railway motor is comparable in efficiency
arid reliability ,vith direct cuti"ent mo~or. All the
other apparatus and plant in connexion with
phase railway can s')fejy be described as standardized and reliable.
The generating plant, of
course, has been
to test, and ih use for very
many years. There is nothing novel about that at
all.
9361. \\111at \vould you consider would be the
advantages accruing from electrification of the suburban railways to the travelling public in the first
place ?-The travelling public might reasonably expect to have a more frequent service, in fact, that
would almost be :m essential of an electric service.
that is a great ad'l:'antage -to the travelling public.
They migllt reasonably expect also to have increased
speed. There is, too, an absence, of smoke and
grit, smoother running, greater reliability, less risk
of accident through collision or failure of safety
appliances and signals, owIng to the better control
of block working which you can get under an electric
system. There is, of course, also a saving in time,
owing to the better schedule speed that can be obtained. There is much more pleasure in travelling
owing to the smoother acceleratiGn and the better condition the funning track would remain in under
electric traction as against steam. That is partly a
question of maintenance of track, but still it' is an
important fador.
9362. I suppose the principle cause of the :;;tving
of time is the quicker acceler;ttion of electric trains?
-Time is saved, not only during the acceleration
period, by more rapid acc1eration, but 8JS,0 by higher
maximum speeds, which are more easily obtained
under an electric service.
9363., By Mr. Solly.-There is a greater possibility of taking the people out to the outer areas
with electricity than with steam?-Yes, it IS a
much more fie~ible system.
9,364. By Mr. Cizaitipion.--Is there any difference in the acceleration in the two systems, the
direct current and the alternating ?---H is purely a
question of the motor, and the rate of acceleration
of the motor is merely a matter of design. You
can attain the s'ame acceleration \"ith a singlephase system as with the direct current if you de.,'
sign the motor accordingly.
9S64A. It has been held by one of, the witnesses
that the accelehl~ion is less with .the single
phase than, with the direct current ?-That would
h;lIdly be held no\\' with regard to the modern
single-phase series mbtor.
_ 9365. What would be the }dvan.tages to the
State' affbfded by the eJechificatiori of railways?That is a very difficult question to answer. It in3, very complete investigation of the ,existas against iin electric
I can
in very general terms which may be
by cIo.sec invest~gation of the present ciror the possibilities of the steam sysfem.
reYE!l1Ue e~rning capacity of. the system, should
increased by., tlw t)Jiming of a more frequent
ser\"~ce. . Th;" effect of" increasing the rapidi~y of
~ervice or 'eliminating tpe headw~y be!w(:'en trains
,is afways to increase the poptilarity of the system

and encourage travelling. There is rio doubt about
that, and 1 think to that extent the State would
gain by attracting a greate~ number of passengers
to the system, people perhaps who would otherwise
travel by tram or woUld not tnivel at all. The,
electrification of the
j,vithin the suburban
areas would enable the railways to compete much
more effectively with the tramway system if such
\yere electrified. No doubt sOinething will be done
some day in the electrification of the tramway
system, and if it is electrified and penny sections
introduced, it would be a very formidable competitor to the suburban railway system, at any rate
within the inner areas, or within a radius of
5 miles. ,
9366. That was proved in connexion with the
London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway
Yes. And th~y got back, or are getting back, a
great deal of their lost traffic by putting on a h~tter
service j that is to say, a more frequent ser,:ice;
and to that extent electrification would benefit the
State, I think it would b~ an effective way of
meeting the competition of an electrified tramway
service.
9367. You think it would necessarilv follow the
electrification of the tramways ?---I ain not prepared to say that it is impossible to meet the competition by an improved steam railway service;
but I am prepared to say this, that i f the tramways were electrified, serious
would have to
be taken by the Railway Department to improve
their facilities either by electrification or improving
From the little investigation I
the steam sen'ice.
have made of the matter, iny personal feeling is
that it would possibly justify the electrification of
the rdihv3)'s; but I would not like to express a
definite opinion on that point at present.
9368. SPeaking generally, would you expect
electrification of the railways to be a thIng that
could recommend from a firiancial and operastand-point, of course without going into the
complete invcstigatioil which you say would ]:;e
before a valuable opinion could be
should say that if the tramways are to
it would be almost essential; but
putting that aspect out of the question, there is an
element of doubt in my mind as to whether the
electrification of the raiiways per se is called for.
I am not by any means satisfied myself that the
limits of a steam railway system have been
reached, and until one was satisfied that such limits
had been reached, and the requirements of the
travelling public by rail could not be met ,by an
improvement of the steam railway service, I do not
think one would be justified in saying there is a
distinct. ,advantage in electrification,
the
\vhole thing as a business proposition.
. 9369. By the Cliiiifmd1t.-When you say that
the limits of the steam service may not have been
reached; hmie you in view the quii:druplication of
certain lines,?-'thai is one way of meeting the
position, and
so doing you could run a better
to say, you could give a semiservIce; that
express service, or aii express service within a
radius, say up to 5 miles ftom the centre. .
are vafiou~ other means by which it might
accomplished, fot example, by iiicreasing the engine
power. ,
_.
...
"
_
,
93it>'. B1' ll.fr. Solly.-Wbuld ribt the fact tl1at
the population in the_metropolis is always sti~adily
increasihg~!Ii0re.. so, than in. any other part of the
Stafe-riot justify the electrification of the subutb3rl itain~ ?-I do not tt-link. that that fad in
ifseif would
tne ' electrification.
The iiicre~ase of pOpulation
the riieftopolita:rl subtitb~n
area: IS tesultmg Hi fiHirigiip' tHe gaps betweeii the
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radiating sectiOriS
the· suburban railway service
very largely. The population has na turall y followed pretty closely the radiating arms of the
suburban railway service leaving gaps which are
now being fiiled in.
Those filling them up a.re
only accessible either by a further system of raIlwa~ construction Or by tramways, and I do not
thi~k myself that the -mere increase
popUlation
of Melbourne would necessarily justify the electrification of railways. It would probably demand
an alteration in the method of operating and in the
policy of the railway service. It seems to me to
call for a new policy of operating the tramways,
taking the railways into consideration. ~. do not
at present feel that the capital expendltur<; for
electrifying the cable system, and the raIlway
system, are both justified at the same. time to ca~ry
the population of Melb?urne, Ojf Its pOpUla!lOll
for some years to come, If the two are gomg mto
competition.
9371. By Mr. Clzampion.-But if the tramways
were electrified the effect would be to seriously
damage the business of the railways ?-I believe it
would.
9,372. That would probably just}fy the elec,trification of the railways then ?-Not necessarIly,
because the immediate effect of that would be to
draw back to the railways some of the lost traffic.
Looking at the two systems from a public utility
point of view, and not in the light of dividend
earners; it appears to me that the proper policy is
to Qperate them in c01~j unction with one another as
far as possible so as to avoid competition, and the
only way I can see to do that is to allow the
tramways, ;when electrified, to cater for the short
distance traffic in the inner and outer areas, say outside a radius of 4 to S miles, to act as feeders to the
railwavs, and' fill ill those gaps between the
radiating railway system which are now being
populated by' the natural increase of the population
of Melbourne, and which the existing railways
will never serve effectively, I think the two can
operate very well together.
The railways would
then be enabled to carry passengers, say from a
5 miles radius, to the centre under more effective
conditions than the tramways, at a higher speed
and by express service. That is possible of attainment by a modification of the steam railways service, I think.
9373. In what further direction could ,you increase the efficiency of the steam railway service
other than by quadruplicating the lines and increas·
ing the engine power?-Those two would result in
the Department being able to run express services,
and probably trains at shorter intervals; but ~he
question is really one of cost, and without knowmg
the details of their operating expenses, and the
possibilities, it is very difficult to express an opinion
of anv value as to how the steam service could be
impro~ed, apart from the question of quadruplication.
9374. There is a general tendency now in
America to increase the power of locomotIves?Yes; there is a general tendency ail round.
9375. In the case of the electrification of the
tramwa ys, the power for working those tramways
could be more economically furnished or supplied
from a power-station capable of meeting the demands of an electrified suburban railway system?
-Generally speaking that is so, The larger the
output of the power-house" the less is the cost per
unit, down to certain limits, of course.
9376. So that from that aspect it might be desirable to do the two things together ?-It might.
9377. What is the general tendency in new elec·
trification schemes with respect to the D.C. or A,C.
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systems
appears to be towards the adoption
of the single phase.
9378. By tlJe Clzairman.-Even for short distances ?~ Yes; for short distance traffic and also for
long distance traffic. though I am bound to say that
the bulk of the single phase work has been of a
long distance character, but that was due to special
circumstances in most cases.
9379. By Mr. Champion,-In .which system is
there likely to be the greater Improvement ?-I
think there;are improvements possible in both. ~he
dIrect currt~nt system probably calls for more 1ll1provement'than the ot.her, in this respect, that 5ts
range of aC,tiotl is limIted ?y .tIle. v?ltage at whIch
you can work; and that agam IS hmlted by the con·
struction of the motors, and it is only of recent
years that any success has been attainea in" increasing the voltage of the direct current system. That
is the best direction in which an improvement can
be made in the direct current system, and, of
course, it is a very important improve~ent. In
regard to the single-phase system, pOSSIbly better
types of overhead construction can be evolved, and
also 'details of apparatus that have not been under
tests in commercial conditions for as long as the
direct cUrrent; for im:tance, the trollies of the cars,
and possibly to some extent tne motor, but they are
both of them now on a sound basis. The experimental stage is over to a large extent. 'There is
one thing, perhaps, I should mention in connexion
with the single phase, and that is that it is a. system particularly adapted to th~ use of 10comotlV~S;
and there are a number of features about the deSIgn
of electric locomotives that time will improve, ro
doubt,
9380. That would be, I presume, the mode of
operation adopted for long distance suburb:m
,York ?-Yes.
938:t. Locomotives ,vill be used, I suppose, for
goods ttaffic and long distance working?-Yes.
9382. By tlJe Chairman.-Can you get the same
controi in the sing ie-phase system .as in the direct
current?-Yes; it is only a matter of detail.
9383. By JJlr. Cltampion.-In the single-phase
system you will avoid a great deal of the expendi.
ture on sub-stations 7-Yes; unless you get beyond
a reasonable radius, and have to put in traooformer
sub-stations; but in that case no operating staff is
necessary, whereas in a direct current sub-station
you must always have an operating staff in attendance.
9384. Which do you regard as the more urgent
of those two proposals-the electrification of the
railway system or of the tramway system ?--I think
Hie electrification of the tramway system is the more
urgent of the two, if either of them is urgent.
9385. By the Cltairman.-Which is the more
urgent-the electrification of the cable system or the
construction of extensions and other tramways in
outer districts ?-I think it is mOre important to
construct extensions in outer districts than electrify
the cable system.
9386. That is the most important then of the
three matters ?-I think so, as better meeting the
iJnsatisfied needs of the public.
93 87. By Mr. Clzampion.-But yoli would reo
commend, I suppose; the ultimate electrification of
the existing cable system; in order to make the
scheme uniform?-I thiilk so. I do not think the
cable system wm Ji(~spond t6 the future demands
that will come uPt:)!:} it, The day is bound to come
when you wiH have great difficulty iii handling the
cable, system; especially with the increased traffic
due to the introduction of permy sections, which I
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have not the slightest doubt will come. How to
handle that increased traffic in itself will be a very
serious problem.
9388. By ilfr. Dttreatt.-I think you stated that
in portions of the cable track-for example,
Toorak-road, east of Chapel-street-it might be
necessny, if the conduits were used, to put in the
overhead troll ies ?--Yes j if those portions are
flooded.
9389. Have yOlI had any experience of those
two systems working jointly like that ?-No.
9390. Do you think it is a practicable proposition ?-I think so, a~ a means of meeting an emergency. The transfer would only take pl,~ce in times
of flooding, and would be easily effected by a
system of switches at each end of the Iftooded section.
9391. You also said that the cost of equipping
the conduits would be very much greater than the
cost of installing the overhead system. Would that
apply if it were found that the present conduits
could be used without important alterations?-Yes;
I believe it would still apply.
9392. You
stated that the existing rails
short life under electric traction.
would have ;J
Do you think
could be used at all with the
elect~'ic cars?-Yes; they could be used until they
had ceased to have any real value for electrification.
9393' Is the groove of the rails deep enough?I think so, from what I know of it.
9394. They could not be used, I take it, if the
underground conductors were used in the present
conduits ?-As rails, yes j but I do not think that in
their present location they could-that is to say,
the trJck would have to be re-arranged ; the relation
of the slot rail to the running rail "'ould have to be
altered. The difference in level would have to be
increasec1-·-tbat is. in some cases, In many parts
of the track I noticed that the slot rails appeared
to be lower than the rain rails. They should in an
electric conduit system be higher, so as to throw the
water away from the slot rather than into it; and
that might mean re-level1ing of the
but I am
Hot prepared to say it would.
9395. In discussing the width of cars, you said
that if the conduits were adopted it would necessarily mean a limitation to the present width?Yes.
9396. I do not think 'you expressed an opinion
as to the advisability of that. Would you mind
giving your views reg:nding that_
Having regard
to our traffic exigencies here, is it advisable that we
should for the life of the new system that will be
installed be limited in the width of our cars to the
width of the present cars ?-If you retain the conduit
YOU are necessarilv limited in width.
If you do ri'ot retain that s};stem, you are not
limited, and therefore I should recommend you to
increase the width between tracks so as to take advantage of wider cars.
9397· By iVIr. Cltampion.-It wQuld not cost
much more. would it ?-Verv littIe------I foot more of
p:lving, say, which is inap'preciable, and there is
enough room in most Melbourne streets to sp;:ne
another 2 feet.
9398. By Mr. Dureau.-What would yOU advise
should be done if you thought· the conduits might
be used. That YOU would use the conduits and continue the nresent width of cars or abandon the conduits and' have wider cars ?-J am in a difficulty
there because I have not investigated yet the ques·
tion as to whether it is advisable to abandon the
conduit, but my own impression of the matter is
that it would be advisable to abandon the conduit
altogether in order to gain other advantages.
I

pointed out you are limited to that particular type
of permanent way in your case, and my own feeling
in the matter, just on general principles, is that it is
not possible to electrify existing conduits.
9399. By lb. Champion.
is going to cost as
much to m::tke use of those conduits as to put in an
overhead svstem ?-It is
to cost a reat deal
conduits than to do
more to el~ctrify the
the whole of the overhead work. The difference in
cost would go a long way townrds building a new
permanent way.
9400. The objection to the width of the present
cars would not in Usel f. I t~ ke it from your statement. he sufficient to rio fl,yaV ','i'ith the ~onduits if
they 'were found capable of being Ilsed ?-No. You
could build an electric car that would be of the same
.width as the existing cars undoubtedly, but you
would find it yery
especially jf vou adopt
the type of car I am
to.
9401. Is there allv difference between the cost of
operating the conduit
and the cost of
,ding the overhend
?--The co:;t
the
more expensive. It is
conduit system is
more difficult to
The insulation of the
conductors is much more difficult to repair, and the
repairs that have to be effected are more
to be carried Ollt. Nothing could be more simple
than overhead construction from a maintenance point
of view.
9402. Do you think the danger to other traffic
bv an increased
would be g~eater or le~s under
the cable svstem than under the e\eciric ?-In my
opinion the 'increased speed which yOll could run at
under an electric service would not be dangerous to
traffic.
9403. But supposing the cables TiID at an increased
~peed, would they be more dangerous than at pre·
sent ?-Not to other traffic.
. 9404. Do yon think the cable CJrs are as can·
trollahle as the electric?--uwkmbtec!lv no, not
within the same limits. They ~re very 'easilv con·
trolled, of course.
They ;:ire much 'lighte;, and
therefore they em be stopped readily, and I have
no doubt ;tt 'a higher speed they C:1!1 oe effectively
the m;1in consideration, but one
hra ked. 'rhich
could I;Ot say
nre ns er:silv controlled as :111 elecIS
tric car. The operation of th'e grip, for
very tricky in itself.
940." if it is found adyisable to continue usi~g
the cJble could the rolling-steck run on the electnc
extensions be used on the cable lines ?-Provided
the width allowed.
94.06. And subject to your finding that the track
is built sufficiently strong to carry the weight ?-It
would carry electric rolling-stock, but I would not
say it would
on carrying it as satisfactorily as a
hea.vier type
mil. There is nothing to prevent
electric cars running over cable tracks, but they
would knock out the tmck much more rapidly than
C:lble cars. of course.
9407. I take it from your evidence that you are
of opinion that the Railw;tys Commissioners have been
justified in the delay in adopting Mr. Merz's report
that the
should be electrified on the direct
am of that opinion,
current
9408. And also that you are of opinion: that the
evidence regarding the two systems now available
is sufficient to decide which should be adopted here?
~-Yes.

9409. Have you personal knowledge of the railway traffic on the Caulfield and' Camber well lines?

-Yes ..

94Jo. Supposing it W;JS decided to electrify the
railways, would you consider it necessary to quadruplicate those lines having regard to these facts.
First, level crossings, secondly, country traffic and
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goods traffic, and third1y, the desire for a very quick
service to the outer areas ?-I do not know whether
it would be possible to arrange the time-table for
country traffic and goods to sui~ such a service. ,It :n~Y
be possible in regard to gaous, but 1 doubt If It IS
in regard to country traffic, and if it is impossible to
arrange the time-table so that that traffic may be run
over those lines during the slack periods of suburban
traffic than it would be practically essential on those
lines to quadruplicate, unless you run i! over .alte:native route' that is when an electnc serVIce 18
working, giving a considerably increased ser,:ice !o
what you are getting at ,presen~, say so~ethl~g. In
the natl;;e of a two or three mInute serVIce, whIch
would be the case on those lInes during heavy
loading.
I know on Caulfield Cup day that has
been dcme. I was not referring so much to that
particular day as to other occasions when, 'yith an
electric service, it would be a frequent thmg. I
have not worked the time-table out on the basis of
an electric service, but I know there will be considerable difficulty in operating the crush loading in
the morning anci in the evening, and 'operating the
country traffic and goods. It may be possible to
operate the country traffic during the slack part of
the day, and the goods at night.
941 r. Having regard to' the cross traffic such as
at Glenferrie-road and Bourke-road on the Camberwell line with quadruplicated tracks', do you think
it would be advisable to run the tramway across on
the sudaoo of the railway ?~--Not with an electric
service running at short intervals. During the busy
hours when the tratrJ\vay traffic is naturally busy,
and the milwa y traffi€ is busy, it would be very
difficult to, get the gates~ opened suffidently frequenfl)'
t01et the cars across.
9'412, Did you personally iiwestigate the possibiHties of that Glenferrie line as a tramway line?Yes.
9413, Do you think it would soon become necessary to run a more frequent service than 15 minutes
on that line when: Cotham-road, Kew J is connected?
- I do.
I think a 15 minute service will only
serve the requirements of that line' for a very limited
period'.
94I4· It would mean, then, either a bridge or a
turinel at the Glenferrie station for a tramway?~
Yes, unless that line was regraded.
9'4.15'. Tll'erewould not be a bridge over the railway even then t-I do not remember how much
they' propose to' lower the railway line at that
point, but the' chances a're there would be ~ b!idge
as in: High-street, where they crdssthe Armadale
station.
9'416. Do you know 1:3'urke-rdad at the crossing
at the C'amtierwell station, where there is rather
a steep incline?~Yes.
94I7, Supposing a tramway was run along there,
as, one can easily imag.ine· it will at no very distant
date, do you think it would be dangerous to have
a revel crossing. at, that point,?".:-..With the existing
steam service?'
9418\ ¥es, or even with' an electric servke; one
or: the other, Or both ?~J, think there would De a
much greater objection- to th~e' crossing ,'vith an
electric service' than with ste'am. It is' a question
of the interval between ca:rs. I.f you want' to reduce the intervals between' the' electric' cars- to below
ten minutes it would be very objectionable. For a
quarter of an hour's service' I do not think it is
objectionable'.
94 19" Does the steep gradient on tnat road affect
the' question' of the tramway route ?'--Not to any
extent;
16998.

,'74.2.0. Do you think the brakes are sufficientiy
reliable and tl1at there would be no danger ?-Yes,
there ~ould be no danger.
Witness withdrew.

Eustace Menotti Flarinagan, sworn and examined.
942i. By tlie Chairnidu.-What is your name?
-Eustace Menotti Flahrtagan. ,
94:22, Wl:idt are you ?-~Bartis~er and solici~ot
and honorary' secretary of the Bnghton Beach DIStrict Progress Associatioii.
9423. Yoti represent that Progress Association
here to-day?-I do.
9424. I understand yoU .h~ve some represe~ta
tions to mak.;! to the CommISSIon as to the desuaGility of certain tramways being constructed?That is so. At the last meeting of the Association
(the annual meeting) a resolution WllS passed advocating the extensioli of the present Bngh~on ,Beach
electric tramway for a distance of 2 mIles alo~g
South-road, Brighton Beach, to .the M~rabbm
station. In that respect 1 would hke to pomt out
that the power-house is available now, the rollingstock is also available, and the distance to be
travelled is only 2 Dliles.
Although the local
traffic at present would not by itself make the line
a paying 'concern, it is believed that by extending
the present line traffic would be i?rought ~o the
vlace, arid it Would pay. The pomts 1 WIsh to
bring forward ate these: It wo?ld serve the ~eople
residing to the soUth of Balaclava, who deSIre to
use the Motdialloc and Frankston line. At present
[hose' people have to' t'tavel to South ~ arra and reentrain' tflctc. Of course, the fare, IS not expensive; but it would be very much more con~enient
fat them fo travel to Brighton Beach by tram and
go by means bf the electric tramway ~han the
presenf way, It 'ivould also s.erve the reSIdent? of
St. Kilda, who would practIcally have a dIrect
route instead of ha"i'ing to go into town and round
again'. Coml'nercial travellers also having business
if'. St. Kilda would be benefited. It is important
to remember that' ill~ regard to local traffic that the
popUlation 6f Brighto~ Beach must extend in this
direction. I have prepared a plan for the use of
the Commission which will show them what I
mean'.-[Pla;i handed liZ and explained by lIlr.
Flanitagan]-I suppose there are about 1,500 ~~i
dents in the area bounded bv New-street, Werestreet, Hampton-street, and South-road, who would
be benefited by the tram directly.
Hamptonstreet from the station is about a inile, and from
Harhpfon-str!C€t t6 the Moorabbin station is about
another mile. Those are the two points at which
i would suggest penny secfions. There is a fair
population in the Moorabbin Shire south of Southroad, immediately adjacent to the proposed
line, and I would undertake to say in the course
of a couo'le of veats there will be a very extensive
population' in fhat direction. Another advantage
would be tlils. in summer time it would afford
residents of Caulfield, right down to Highett, and
perhaps Cheltenham, a direct, easy and cheap
method o( getting fo the seaside, and to the sea
baths'.
These baths have recently been rebuilt,
and furnisli \vhat is said to be the finest bathing
in tli:e Bay. At present people have to either go
to South Yar;fa, then down to Brighton Beacb; or
from South Yarra and Windsot to St. K,ilda, or
something of that kind.
The distance from
CaulfIeld to :'\'I60rabbin is 4t miles.
The single
fare is, first class 4d., second, 3d.; first return
£are' 6d., Sec011d 4~d,By means of the penny secti~m, as suggested by me, those residents taking a
return fare of 6d. could get down to Brighton
Beadi 'and enjoy a day by, the seaside at very little
ex:peIise~
I am not 1ware what the present
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expense is. I venture to say it is considerably more
than lOd. by the round route. I am not talking
so much of the people at Cheltenham or Highett,
but more particularly those on the Caulfield. side of
Moorabbin.
94 2 5. By the Chairman.-Is there no tram from
Cheltenham to go by?-Yes, but it is very little
used. There is another point which I venture to
say is important. It is this: It is almost an established f<lct that the Bay boats are to call at the
Brighton B~ach pier. Negotiations h,ave been in
progre?swlth the Government, the Brighton
Councli, and the steamship companies f0I the extension of the Brighton pier, and these,.': lam told,
have been completed, the . Brighton Beach Council,
, ~ unders~and, .undertaking a portion of the financ·
mg.
We belIeve that the Bay boats wi·1! call at
the pier next summer. If that is so,' the people
fr?m . Caulfield. district will have ail opportunity
of gomg to Bnghton Beach, getting the Bay boats
there, having their day on the boat, and getting
home quickly, which is absolutely impossible under
lJresent conditions. That, I think, is a very important matter, and should not be lo;;t sight of.
There are three churches in the area I have spoken
about that would be well served by a tramway. A
number of people who live down by the beach now
have told me that if there were a tram there they
w.ould use it to go to church.
That is a very
"mall matter, but as a means of income it is there.
There are also meetings at these churches continually, and the trams would be used for that
purpose. There is no cab rank at Brighton Beach
station, so it .would be used very extensively by
residents in wet weather, and of an evening for the
It would also
purpose of carrying them home.
afford tourists another opportunity of a round trip
by going down to St. Kilda, taking the lram to
.Moorabbin, and going round the other way home,
In the same way as they now go to Sandringham
and Beaumaris, and home by way of Cheltenham.
Every week there are choir practices and social
meetings in connexion. with the churches.
94 26 .. By Mr. Solly.-How many people would
you say attended these churches ?-Close on I,OOO.
94 2 7. By 1I1r. Cltampion.--Do you think that a
fair reason to urge for the construction of the tram\vay.?-I am not putting it forward as a reason for
~he construction of a tramway, but to show you
where some of the revenue would come from.
9428. By the Chairma1z.--It is one of the many
sources of re,'enue?-Yes.
9429- By Mr. Solly.-Are any of the members
}f die Progress Association interested in any land
where the tramway extensions would runt-The
perhbers of the Progress Association are all ratepayers, and a number of them own houses around
the localit'v. There is no doubt of that. . I am not
an owner of land in the locality, but merely a ratepayer. We are not urging this extension for the
~ake of self-aggrandisement, but for the welfare of
the district. I know of no one who would materially
benefit.
. 9430. Have you discussed the possibility of a
betterment rate for the purpose of constructing the
line?-\Ve have not discussed it formally, but in·
formally it has been discussed. Personally, I am
not i.n f:wour of a betterment rate, unless it 'was a
gliestion of "a tramway or no tramway." Large
l1umbers'of people tmtside of those owning land near
the route would us.;; the trams. and the railwavs also
'would largely benefit. It has always struck me that
the .present tramw~iy has fallen short of its purpose.
: 943I. By tlieC.'taz'rm{!tl.-Do you think the
owners of land around that route would guarantee
to make up anv deficiency in interest and cost of
\vorking for the next ten\years ?-l have not ap7

proached them on the subject, and am: not prepared
to answer your question. They mayor they may
not. The Brighton Council may do it for all I
know, but that I am not authorized to speak about.
9432. This line would run in two municipalities?
-Yes, Moorabbin and Brighton, but there is a possi- .
bility of that portion of Moorabbin which it would
serve becoming annexed to Brighton. There are
no engineering difficulties I know of except at the
railway. It seems to me that it would be advisable
to erect a railway bridge in place of the present
railway crossing ihere, and have a sub-way for
traffic at Brighton Beach.
9433. By Mr. Champion.-It would have to cross
The cost of con·
the line or go under it?-Yes.
struction of an overhead bridge to carry the railways
would be subsequently saved .. There is now a gatekeeper's cottage there, and the maintenance of that
woul.d be done away with entirely. A great number
of people cross that line, especially on Sundays and
holidays, and there is a dangerous sharp curve
coming in from the Hampton station to Brighton
Beach. The danger of the level crossing would be
done away with, and if, as might be proposed at
some future time, the Brighton line is electrified,
then, in order to carryon a quick service, I take it
there would have to be a bridge there, otherwise they
would never be able to get the gates opened and shut
in time.
9434. What 'do you propose to do, take the tramway under the railway?-Yes, and for this reason,
that the roadway at present is raised in order to
bring it up to the level of the railway, I should sa"
about 5 feet on each' side of the gates, so that t4ere
would not be much excavating necessary in order to
make the. bridge, and the drainage would be very
easy there .. It is quite close to the sea shore, and
considerably \ligher than the sea level. South-road
is a ro.ad of ,\t least two chains wide. It is macadamised for a width of about 30 feet in the centre,
and there is an avenue on each side of the macadamised road. I would suggest that, if carried out,
the line should be placed on either side of the
macadam.
The cost of construction would be
lessened, because you would be able to have simply
side posts with brackets instead of posts each side
of the road witli wires across as in the case of the
St. Kilda line at 'present. With regard to landed
interests, there are no large estates that I know' of
through which the line would pass, or which it would
serve, excepting, perhaps, an estate on the Moorab·
bin side, which is called " Bolton Park." That is
a large estate which is sub-divided, and is bctng
built on now largely. There is a large block of
land also at the south-east corner of Hampton-street
and South-road belonging to a Mrs. Cock.
9435. By Mr. CJzampion.-Would the municipalities contribute to the cost of making that crossing ?---I am not authorized to speak for the muni·
cipal council.
9436. By Mr. Solly.-But your Progress Association would have a big· influence in urging thf'
municip'll council to carry that out ?-They hav~
always treated us with very great courtesy, and any
request we have made has always been dealt with
promptly, and given earnest consideration to.
1
might say that the present electric tramways af St.
Kilda (the local traffic) does not pay, and would
not pay, and in the same manner the local traffic
would not pay on this extension, but it is the traffic
that the present line.. brings from other places that
makes it payable, and I understand now that tM
St. Kilda tramway is paying its way well. It onl"
pays working expe.nses in the winter time, but on
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays it pays marvel.
ously. I think the same state of things would exist
if this other two miles of tramway were laid down..

